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ooking back on the past year, there is much to be 
thankful for at ROA, much good news, and much to look forward 
to this year.

Th e strength of ROA continues to be found in the depart-
ments and chapters, with strong and steadfast leadership and 
tireless and talented legislative advocacy. As promised, the 
national convention in Reno focused on this strength and sought 
to hone it further by off ering Red Cap seminars, as well as a pre-
sentation from the Membership Committee on the membership 
campaign; both were well received. 

Plaudits continue to pour in both concerning the training 
itself and the implementation of its techniques at the grassroots 
level. Strong advocacy in the Reserve space not only enhances 
our mission, but helps to recruit and retain members—this is 
our value proposition. Th e Reserve Component needs ROA’s 
advocacy more than ever as competition intensifi es for dwindling 
funds, equipment and structure. 

Our robust legislative and educational programs continue 
to get noticed on the Hill and in the Pentagon. Recent national 
eff orts of note include victories respecting mental health, sur-
vivor benefi ts, the GI Bill, and blended retirement initiatives 
benefiting the Reserve Component. These and additional 
matters have been addressed by departments and chapters at 
the local level. 

Other highlights of the national convention included encour-
aging words from Todd Weiler, assistant secretary of defense, 
manpower and Reserve aff airs, a department presidents’ meeting, 
national council meetings, national committee meetings, service 
section meetings and elections, networking, awards, fellowship 
and the annual business meeting. With respect to the awards, it 
was a great honor to recognize Brig. Gen. Sam Mitchell for his 
eff orts at increasing membership and the late Lt. Col. Duane 
Richards for his gracious and extensive help in shepherding the 
much-needed repairs to the Minuteman Building.

Th e convention delegates considered the proposed amend-
ments to our governing instruments to facilitate integration with 
a quality and like-minded association of patriots, the National 
Association of Uniformed Services (NAUS). Unfortunately, the 
measure failed to gain the necessary three-quarters approval; this 

led NAUS to instead turn to the Military Offi  cers Association of 
America and the Retired Enlisted Association for integration. 

Th e amendment to open ROA membership to E-1s, E-2s 
and E-3s also narrowly failed to pass. It is important to note 
that we can change without sacrifi cing our core values or alter-
ing our focus and leadership advocating in the Reserve space. 
However, failure to adapt to changing circumstances has been 
the undoing of many an organization. Let ROA not be one of 
those that failed to adapt, that failed to broaden its horizons, 
that failed to consider reasonable accommodations and seize 
opportunities for growth. 

Of course, your national Executive Committee and staff  will 
continue to look for and cultivate strategic integrations and other 
opportunities with like-minded organizations. In addition, the 
ExCom will concentrate on strategic planning and endeavors 
to plot ROA’s course. 

In the meantime, the national staff  and ExCom continue 
to hold the line on spending, while seeking increased top-line 
revenue and debt reduction, including retiring the building loan 
and developing a plan for rebates. We continue to solicit dona-
tions, look for grants, sign on industry partners and maximize 
our STARs fundraising eff orts. Remember, you can donate your 
USAA cash rewards to ROA with the click of a button, and you 
soon will be able to obtain a USAA/ROA co-branded card that 
will automatically provide income to ROA with each dollar spent. 

Also, our direct mailings continue, and we are still in the 
planning stages for a major capital campaign. Your ongoing 
support is greatly appreciated. Indeed, it is the responsibility of 
each ROA member to recruit and retain members, to engage in 
grassroots advocacy, to make fi nancial contributions and to seek 
fi nancial donors. At the ExCom level, we are seeking to instill 
fundraising as a core value and mission, which, while common 
to most nonprofi t boards, has not been expected at ROA in the 
past. We think that ROA is worth the eff ort. With your help, 
ROA will continue to lead the way. 

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
BY COL. JAMES R. SWEENEY II, USMC (RET.)

HONING OUR STRENGTH
ROA must seize opportunities for growth
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s I write this column, it is midway through Dec. 7, 
2016, the 75th anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor. From 
that dark hour, America surged to life as the free world’s sword 
and arsenal of democracy.

ROA has been through its own dark hour. One day shy of 
my second anniversary as executive director, it is with some 
pride that I report on progress we have made surging back from 
diffi  cult times to again be the pre-eminent voice for America’s 
Reserve forces and those who serve in them, their families and 
veterans of the Reserve and Guard.

With some disappointment, and accompanying resolve, I also 
report on areas where progress has not been adequate.

Two years ago, an annual budget defi cit of just over $1 million 
threatened ROA’s existence. A combination of position elimi-
nations (and the departure of good people from our employ), 
expense reductions and revenue increases produced a forecast of 
a surplus this year. Eight months into the fi scal year, we envision 
a modest surplus, driven in part by a generous $451,000 gift  
from the estate of retired Army Reserve Lt. Col. Henry Douthit. 

In addition to eliminating three positions, we cut 
The Officer from four issues to two and made one of 
those issues digital. We renegotiated some contracts (such as 
our building engineer contract), saving thousands. Our 
new leased IT and audiovisual systems are saving money 
and improving service and reliability. Included in those 
enhancements is a vastly improved association software 
management system that enables chapters and depart-
ments to email their members and manage some of their 
member database. The upgrades also transformed our 
antiquated website. 

We eliminated most staff  travel, professional association 
dues and unnecessary expenses. Staff  lost parking spaces in 
the headquarters to make way for revenue-producing tenant 
parking. Our expenses so far this fi scal year are below those 
projected in the budget. 

New revenue streams added
But you can only cut so far, and you can’t cut your way to 

growth. Growth, in terms of our capacity to fulfi ll our purpose, 
is what the revitalization of ROA is all about. 

Financial strength takes revenue. We added USAA’s govern-
ment relations team to our tenant clients. USAA also became 
a premier affi  nity partner, providing ROA with sponsorship 
funds as well as excellent services for our members, including 
the new USAA ROA credit cards, which we urge you to consider. 

In August, we signed Condor Communications to manage 
our Top of the Hill banquet and conference business. Bringing 
dedicated expertise to the business, Condor freed ROA staff  
needed elsewhere and immediately found and collected $45,000 
in unpaid receivables, and is increasing revenues and reducing 
expenses associated with the business. We’ve hosted our second 
wedding and are developing a “cigar and whiskey” off ering for 
the covered portico—old Washington brought back to life.

Neither paying tenants nor a growing banquet and confer-
ence business will last long without good infrastructure. Th e 
Minuteman Memorial Building was in severe need of mainte-
nance; the air conditioning and heating both failed intermit-
tently, as did the garage door, generator and both elevators. We 
are now halfway through a $1.5 million self-funded refi t, with the 

OPENING SHOTS
BY JEFFREY PHILLIPS

RESURGENCE
ROA has made signifi cant advances in advocacy 
and fi scal stability, but much still needs to be done

As ROA comes within sight of 
its second century of service to 
the nation through advocacy of 
a strong Reserve, we should be 
proud of our progress revitalizing 
the association and its brand.
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entire HVAC system and generator now replaced, and elevators 
next. To attract top-dollar Top of the Hill clients, we’re replacing 
tattered carpet and the worn, warped ballroom floor.

Our recently renewed Sustaining Member annual giving 
campaign has so far netted well over $150,000; the average dona-
tion is $49, with some in the four figures. That’s a lot of heartfelt 
donations; we are grateful and are putting them to good use.

Those donations have helped reinvigorate ROA’s legislative 
and military policy campaign, putting our new strength to work. 
We are more effective on the Hill now than in years, helped by 
member “Red Cap” activism at the grassroots level. 

Focused advocacy paying off
One of ROA’s priorities is equalizing benefits for the 

surviving families of RC members who die on inactive 
duty training with the benefits provided to families com-
pensated for an active duty death—the difference can be a 
factor of 10! Our language is now in the conferenced 2017 
National Defense Authorization Act, going to the president 
for his signature.

DoD was ignoring a law that permitted RC spouses to travel 
Space-A with their service member. Responding to ROA’s 
request, Congress in the NDAA requires DoD to report on 
its Space-A policy and implementation. ROA will follow up to 
ensure compliance with the law. 

These victories show the power of focus. Two years ago, ROA’s 
leadership recognized the importance of ROA “owning the RC 
space,” with its unique insight, experience and knowledge of 
the Reserves.

Today we are reaping the harvest. ROA has achieved 
legislative victories and become a media source. In the 
past year-plus, we have been quoted or published in the 
major Capitol Hill media, such as The Washington Post, 
Politico, The Hill and Congressional Quarterly’s Roll Call. 
We’ve gotten ink in Stars and Stripes, the Military Update 
syndicated column and Huffington Post, and been broadcast 
on Federal News Radio. We are a source for mainstream 
media, recently having been sought out for insights by The 
Wall Street Journal.

Without a full-time communications person, we have none-
theless revived a twice-monthly Reserve Voice and Unreserved 
ROA blogs on our website, and seen our Facebook views steadily 
grow. In December, our Coast Guard Reserve contingent formed 
ROA’s first self-directed special interest group on ROA.org. We 

will launch a legislative and military policy special interest group 
next; more will follow!

Still more to do
Not everything has gone as well as it must. While we have 

made progress financially, essentially cutting a seven-figure 
deficit to somewhere near balance, or even surplus, revenue is 
still weak, and with it, cash flow. With expenses cut to the bone, 
revenue is the key (I may recommend suspending The Officer 
in the next budget if we cannot improve revenues).

Revenue means services (Top of the Hill, tenant leases and 
affinity payment from partners such as Mercer and USAA). 
It means donations; while the Sustaining Member campaign 
has generated funds, we must do much better. A month ago, I 
attended a high-quality fundraising course here in Washington 
at no cost to ROA; I will now head up a new campaign to develop 
giving, including planned giving. 

As one observer told me, ROA is back and is “swinging above 
its weight.” We’re earning donor dollars. Lt. Col. Henry Douthit’s 
gift to ROA proves that patriots value what we do for our nation. 

Bequeath endows scholarship fund
We expect to announce at the March 14 STARs gala event 

a renewal of scholarships from the Henry J. Reilly Memorial 
Library and Scholarship Fund, now handsomely endowed and 
operating under the STARs umbrella. This will eliminate one 
important “not done yet” from my list of essential services in 
our revitalization. A strong scholarship program will energize 
donor inflows.

Membership is hovering around 50,000; it dipped below that 
number and returned when we absorbed some 1,700 members 
of the dissolved Reserve Enlisted Association this year. Our 
National Membership Committee has developed a campaign 
to increase membership a net 1 percent this year, above losses 
through attrition. That’s a start.

As ROA comes within sight of its second century of service to 
the nation through advocacy of a strong Reserve, we should be 
proud of our progress revitalizing the association and its brand. 
Just as no one in uniform serves the nation with the unique 
dedication and value that is offered by the Reserve Component 
members of all seven uniformed services, no one in Washington 
does what ROA can and must do for the Reserve force and those 
who serve within it. 
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he following list provides an update on legislation 
introduced in the past year that ROA supported and advocated 
for on behalf of our members. It includes legislation that passed 
into law, legislation that did not pass into law, and legislation 
on which no action was taken but that ROA anticipates will be 
reintroduced in the 115th Congress. 

H.R. 4909, National Defense Authorization Act 
(NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2017

SURVIVOR BENEFITS PLAN–INACTIVE DUTY 
TRAINING: When Guard and Reserve service members lose 
their lives in the line of duty, their surviving family members 
receive a reduced annuity if the service member was performing 
inactive duty training. ROA believes that regardless of the status 
of orders, the service members served our country honorably, 
and the loss of their lives did not deserve to be classified at a 
discount rate. Rep. Marc Veasey, D-Texas, sponsored “Equal 
Benefits Under Survivor Benefit Plan for Survivors of Reserve 
Component Members Who Die in the Line of Duty During 
Inactive-Duty Training.” PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328).

C-40A AIRCRAFT: The Navy and Marine Corps Reserve 
were authorized $207.5 million for four C-40A passenger and 
cargo aircraft (two each). The Navy Reserve is the sole provider of 
organic U.S. Navy in-theater airlift requirements. Additionally, 
the C-40A is a required enabler for short-notice logistics response 
capabilities required for the f leet to maintain its forward- 
deployed operational posture. DID NOT PASS. 

TRAVEL EXPENSES: ROA supported H.R. 4424, “Rural 
Guard Act of 2016,” a bill by Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, to 
increase the maximum reimbursement authorized for travel 
expenses for Selected Reserve. The new rates would go into effect 
when the service member attends inactive duty training outside 
of normal commuting distances of 50 miles or more. While 
the bill was not included in the NDAA, it did direct a report, 
“Requires DoD to Report to Congress on the Travel Expenses 

of Members of the Reserve Components.” A report is done to 
substantiate whether a change to the law is necessary. PASSED 
INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328).

WAIT TIMES: ROA attended a session with Congress to 
discuss improvements to health care. During that time, ROA 
identified wait times of four hours or more for service members 
and their families. ROA suggested identifying wait times so that 
individuals could return to pick up their prescription or opt for 
it to be mailed. The issue of better management of wait times 
in military treatment facilities was included in a bill, “Study on 
Display of Wait Times at Urgent Care Clinics, Pharmacies and 
Emergency Rooms of Military Medical Treatment Facilities.” 
PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328).

ENLISTED REPRESENTATION: In 2015, ROA made rec-
ommendations to Congress, the Department of Defense and 
the White House on the selection of members for the National 
Commission on the Future of the Army. ROA was adamant 
that this commission and future commissions should include 
enlisted representation. 

Prior to this recommendation, enlisted members were 
appointed to commissions only in staff support positions. 
ROA believes enlisted service members need to serve in the 
decision-making position of an appointed commissioner. The 
Army Commission did appoint Sgt. Maj. Raymond F. Chandler, 
USA (Ret.), a former sergeant major of the Army.

Following that selection, Rep. Tim Walz, D-Minnesota, 
included “Representation From Members of the Armed 
Forces on Boards, Councils and Committees Making 
Recommendations Relating to Military Personnel Issues” 
in the FY17 NDAA. This was done to ensure enlisted or 
retired enlisted members were represented on all boards, 
panels, commissions or task forces established to make a 
recommendation on any aspect of personnel policy directly 
affecting enlisted personnel. DID NOT PASS. ROA will continue 
to work with Walz to get enlisted representation passed by 
the 115th Congress.

BY SUSAN LUKAS

2016 LEGISLATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ROA’s advocacy efforts are making a difference in Reservists’ lives
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S. 2943, National Defense Authorization Act 
for Fiscal Year 2017

HEALTH CARE PILOT: For the last two years, ROA has 
asked Congress to provide a health care plan regardless of mil-
itary orders that offers continuity of care when families move 
between civilian and military medical programs. The Military 
Compensation and Retirement Modernization Committee 
proposed a Federal Employees Health Benefits Program–type 
of system; ROA agreed this proposal had merit to eliminate 
transition problems that family members often encounter. The 
Senate included two provisions addressing this issue:  

“Pilot program to provide health insurance to members of 
the Reserve Components of the Armed Forces.” DID NOT PASS. 
ROA will continue to work with Congress on this issue in the 
115th Congress.

“Assessment of transition to Tricare program by families 
of members of Reserve Components called to active duty and 
elimination of certain charges for such families” will provide 
needed data for Congress to improve access to health care for 
the Reserve Components. PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328).

CONTINUATION PAY: When the members of the Military 
Compensation and Retirement Modernization Committee  
recommended continuation pay, they stipulated it be paid  
at the 12th year of service. ROA believed continuation pay  
should be available before the 12th year to retain high-demand, 
critical-skills personnel earlier in their career. Continuation  
pay for members who have completed eight to 12 years of  
service was included. ROA appreciates these adjustments to the 
blended retirement system because it expands eligibility to the 
program in a focused manner. PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328). 

Chief Warrant Officer Clayton Barnes of the Utah National Guard was killed in a helicopter crash during a training mission in 2007. At the time of the crash, 
his duty status was inactive duty training. As a result, the survivors’ benefit to his family was far less than for the family of the active duty service member 
who also died in the crash. Thanks to ROA’s advocacy efforts, Congress has passed legislation to correct this injustice.
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SPACE-AVAILABLE TRAVEL: ROA asked DoD to comply with 
the law giving Guard and Reserve spouses the ability to travel 
space-available with the service member. DoD replied that it was 
not going to change the regulation to reflect the change to the 
law, arguing that the spouses could displace a traveling active 
duty service member. This is not acceptable; Guard and Reserve 
members are a lower priority and will never displace someone 
from active duty. ROA identified the problem to Congress. 
“Study on Space-Available Travel System of the Department 
of Defense” was included. PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-328). 

SELECTIVE SERVICE: The Selective Service Act was 
expanded to register women in a legislative provision, 
“Applicability of Military Selective Service Act to Female 
Citizens and Persons.” In 2015, 14.9 percent of active duty and 
18.5 percent of National Guard and Reserves were females, in 
contrast to 1950, when the percentage of women in uniform 
was just 2 percent. Additionally, women are 51 percent of the 
eligible population in this age range; applying selective service 
to them would essentially double the number of people available 
to the nation. 

Passing this provision is separate from the largely decided 
issue of combat positions open to women. ROA Resolution 16-07, 
“Selective Service Act Registration of Women,” supports this 
change. DID NOT PASS. 

Congress did pass “Preliminary Report on Purpose and 
Utility of Registration System Under Military Selective Service 
Act.” ROA will continue to work with legislators on this issue 
in the 115th Congress.

Other Legislation
H.R. 4381, “Servicemember Retirement Improvement Act,” to 

allow members of the Ready Reserve to make elective deferrals 
for the thrift savings plan up to IRS limits ($18,000) without 
penalty because of their civilian employment and contributions. 
(Rep. Sam Johnson, R-Texas) WILL BE REINTRODUCED IN THE 
115TH CONGRESS.

H.R. 4534, ‘‘Protecting Our Security Through Utilizing 
Right-Sized End-Strength Act of 2016,’’ or the “POSTURE Act,” 
recognizes the vital contributions of the Reserve Components 

and the need to ensure they have the right FY 2016 end-strength 
authorized. (Rep. Chris Gibson, R-New York)  DID NOT PASS. 
A partial win occurred because Congress provided increases 
in the NDAA for end-strength, but not to the level requested 
in H.R. 4534.

H.R. 4658, “The Fair Treatment for Our National Guard 
and Reservists Act,” to amend the tax code to change the 
above-the-line deductions for Guard and Reserve members 
performing military duty at locations from 100 miles to 50 miles 
from their residence. (Rep. Bruce Poliquin, R-Maine) WILL BE 
REINTRODUCED IN THE 115TH CONGRESS.

H.R. 5526, veteran status for federal hiring preference, was 
included in House Veterans Affairs Committee Bill H.R. 5526 
to confer veteran status for purposes of federal hiring veterans’ 
preference after 180 “cumulative” days on active duty versus 
“consecutive” days on active duty. WILL BE REINTRODUCED IN 
THE 115TH CONGRESS.

H.R. 6416, SEC. 305, “Honoring as Veterans Certain Persons 
Who Performed Service in the Reserve Components of the 
Armed Forces” any person who is entitled to retired pay but 
did not complete active duty for operational support orders 
will be honored as a veteran (without benefits). PASSED INTO 
LAW. (P.L. 114-315).

H.R. 6416, SEC. 401, “Clarification of Eligibility for Marine 
Gunnery Sgt. John David Fry Scholarship” allows any surviving 
spouse whose service member died in the line of duty after Sept. 
11, 2001, the time necessary to use the full 36-month benefit 
without fear of it being cut midway through their educational 
pursuits, by extending the benefit to Jan. 1, 2021. PASSED INTO 
LAW. (P.L. 114-315). 

S. 1004, “Veterans Day Moment of Silence Act” was passed as 
Public Law 114-240 on Oct. 7, 2016. Sen. Mark Kirk, R-Illinois, 
sponsored the bill to “direct the president to issue an annual 
proclamation calling on everyone across the nation to observe 
two minutes of silence on Veterans Day, beginning at 3:11 p.m. 
Atlantic Standard Time, in honor of the service and sacrifice 
of veterans throughout the history of the nation.” The Atlantic 
time zone is located before Eastern Standard Time (EST) and 
includes Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. It begins one 
hour before EST. PASSED INTO LAW. (P.L. 114-240). 
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AUTHORIZATIONS

Veteran Status: Federal hiring preference  
for Reserve Component members 

Confer veteran status for purposes of federal hiring—veterans 
preference on Reserve Component members after 180 cumulative 
days on active duty versus consecutive days on active duty.  

Operational Support: Preplanned involuntary call-up             
(10 USC 12304b)

Establish benefits and entitlements in line with those of other 
involuntary duty statuses.

Duty Status: Reduction of duty status
Reduce the 30-plus duty statuses to six or fewer statuses to 

eliminate barriers to completion of service.

Continuum of Service: Mandatory retirement date adjustment
Extend the mandatory retirement date when a service mem-

ber has accrued nonparticipation time.

Retirement: Blended retirement calculation for Reserve forces
Provide a 2.5 calculation factor for retirement points when 

a Guard or Reserve member receives “points only” credit for 
service that does not qualify for Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) 
matching contributions.

Taxes: Tax laws and policies to reflect changes in the military
Pass an omnibus tax bill for Guard and Reserve service 

members to include the new blended retirement TSP, military 
duty travel and rollover requirements.

APPROPRIATIONS

Military Personnel: Biannual MilPers account
Change the Military Personnel appropriation to a biannual 

account to eliminate the personnel and funding problems 
encountered under a continuing resolution or during a gov-
ernment shutdown.

End-Strength: Strategic and operational requirements
Restore end-strength so the Reserve Components can con-

tinue to meet strategic and operational requirements.

Equipment: National Guard Reserve  
Equipment Account 

Fund the National Guard Reserve Equipment Account in 
the base budget to ensure this valuable account remains stable, 
thereby enabling the Reserve Components to meet mission 
requirements with needed equipment.

Equipment: Army and Marine Corps equipment shortages
Reduce the equipment shortage for the Army National Guard, 

Army Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve, in which shortages 
are currently the highest among the services.

Training: Guard and Reserve training
Provide funding to support the Reserve Component strategic 

and operational requirements, which are currently not funded 
at 100 percent of need. 

ROA LEGISLATIVE AGENDA FOR THE 115TH CONGRESS  
The following items make up the focus of ROA’s advocacy efforts  
in the current congressional session.
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ver the last year and a half, voters listened to President 
Donald J. Trump’s thoughts, opinions and promises as to how 
he plans to “Make America Great Again.” Throughout his 
campaign, he received praise and criticism on his platforms. 
Now that he has taken office, he has opportunities and challenges 
to keep or break those promises. A collection of the most relevant 
promises to ROA and our members are those made to the veteran 
and military communities. These are presented for you here to 
track over the next four years. 

BY BRITTANY ANDERSON

TRUMP’S PROMISES
Veterans must hold the new president accountable  
for what he pledged during the campaign

President-elect Donald Trump thanked supporters during a stop in Hershey, Pennsylvania, on his “USA Thank You Tour 2016” shortly before his inauguration.
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Trump has been very outspoken about his plans to support 
the veteran community. He has been verbal on social media, 
at rallies and on his website about his promises to protect and 
better serve America’s veterans. Trump said, “Veterans should 
come first in the country they fought to protect, and under 
a Trump administration they will—America First, Veterans 
First.” He also stated, “Fixing this corruption [within Veterans 
Affairs] will be one of my highest priorities—and it will happen. 
It will be fixed.” In four separate speeches, he guaranteed better 
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DONALD J. TRUMP’S 10-POINT PLAN  
TO REFORM THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

1. Appoint a VA secretary whose sole purpose will be to serve 
veterans. Under a Trump administration, the needs of 
D.C. bureaucrats will no longer be placed above those of 
our veterans.

2. Use the powers of the presidency to remove and discipline 
the federal employees and managers who have violated the 
public’s trust and failed to carry out the duties on behalf of 
our veterans.

3. Ask that Congress pass legislation that empowers the 
secretary of the VA to discipline or terminate any employee 
who has jeopardized the health, safety or well-being of 
a veteran.

4. Create a commission to investigate all the fraud, cover-ups 
and wrongdoing that have taken place in the VA, and pres-
ent these findings to Congress to spur legislative reform.

5. Protect and promote honest employees at the VA who 
highlight wrongdoing, and guarantee their jobs will 
be protected.

6. Create a private White House hotline, which will be active 
24 hours a day, answered by a real person. It will be 
devoted to answering veterans’ complaints of wrongdoing 
at the VA and ensure no complaints fall through the cracks.

7. Stop giving bonuses to any VA employees who are wasting 
money, and start rewarding employees who seek to 
improve the VA’s service, cut waste and save lives.

8. Reform the visa system to ensure veterans are at the front 
of the line for health services, not the back.

9. Increase the number of mental health care professionals 
and allow veterans to be able to seek mental health care 
outside of the VA.

10. Ensure every veteran has the choice to seek care at the VA 
or at a private service provider of his or her own choice. 
Under a Trump administration, no veteran will die waiting 
for service. 

care for women veterans, advancement in providing the best 
mental health care, and that “every veteran will get timely access 
to top-quality care.” 

Trump said he is committed to “firing the corrupt and 
incompetent leaders of the VA and dramatically [reforming] 
the agency.” He also claimed he would invest more heavily in 
programs that help veterans transition back to civilian life. 

On Trump’s campaign website, donaldjtrump.com, he has 
listed a 10-step plan that explains his method for reforming 
the VA, but many citizens are concerned that this plan will 
privatize the VA. However, Trump has assured Americans that 
will not be the case. 

The president has also promised a lot on America’s 
national defense. As stated in his address to the American 
Legion, “We will make sure our soldiers, sailors, airmen and 
Marines have the best equipment, training and tools in the 
world—and we will ensure that they have the best medical 
care in the world, both in service and when they return home 
as civilians.” 

If Trump keeps his campaign promises, the military 
community should expect an increase in manpower and 
modernized weapon systems. Trump also has said he would 
make it a “priority to develop defensive and offensive cyber 
capabilities at our U.S. Cyber Command.” 
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He even made a point to reach out to the Reserve Components 
in a speech to the National Guard, where he pledged to give the 
Guard members the “resources, the equipment and the support 
you need and deserve. In a Trump administration, the National 
Guard will always have a direct line to the Oval Office. You will 
have a president who supports, promotes and speaks up for the 
National Guard at every turn.” His promises to military personnel 
are significant; however, it will be interesting to see if Congress is 
even able to pass a budget that can execute this type of upgrade.

Trump has promised a lot and, as most citizens have 
noticed, he has already walked back some of those prom-
ises since the election. Per Harvard University’s Center 
for American Political Studies and the National Research 
Group, “Sixty-four percent of registered voters polled said 
Trump will be either very or somewhat effective in fulfilling 
his campaign promises.” There could be various reasons for 
his change of heart, but ultimately his actions will speak 
louder than his words. 
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VETERAN AFFAIRS MILITARY NATIONAL GUARD

“ Fixing this corruption will be one of my 
highest priorities—and it will happen.  
It will be fixed.”

“ As soon as I take office, I will ask 
Congress to fully eliminate the defense 
sequester. ...”

“ If I am given the honor to serve as your 
president, I will pledge to give you 
the resources, the equipment and the 
support you need and deserve.”

“ That begins with a simple promise: 
Every veteran will get timely access to 
top-quality care.”

“ We will rebuild our depleted military, 
and pursue a state-of-the-art 
missile defense.” “ In a Trump administration, the National 

Guard will always have a direct line to 
the Oval Office.”“ Veterans should be guaranteed the 

right to choose their doctor and clinics, 
whether at a VA facility or at a private 
medical center.”

“ We will make sure our soldiers,  
sailors, airmen and Marines have  
the best equipment, training and  
tools in the world. ...” “ You will have a president who supports, 

promotes and speaks up for the 
National Guard at every turn.”

“ This promise includes guaranteed 
access to the best available health care 
services for our female veterans.”

“ We will build an active Army of  
around 540,000.”

“ In this rebuilding, we will provide  
our National Guard with the best, 
modern state-of-the-art equipment  
in the world.”

“ Veterans should come first in the 
country they fought to protect, and 
under a Trump administration they 
will— America First, Veterans First.”

“ We will build a Marine Corps based  
on 36 battalions.”

“ That is why we must increase the 
number of mental health care profes-
sionals inside the VA —while ensuring 
that veterans can access private mental 
health care as well.”

“ We will build a Navy of 350 surface 
ships and submarines.”

10-point plan to reform the Department 
of Veteran Affairs.

“ And we will build an Air Force of at least 
1,200 fighter aircraft. ...”

“ We must also ensure that we have 
the best medical care, education 
and support for our military service 
members and their families—both 
when in service and when they return 
to civilian life.”
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he Navy is making decisions that eliminate its entire 
anti-submarine (VP) Reserve capacity. It is choosing to scrap 
the Reserve Component VP community when China—a 
significant submarine power—is arguably the greatest threat 
to U.S. national interests. In addition to the China threat, the 
next two most significant state-level threats (Russia and Iran) 
are also submarine powers.

The Navy has already eliminated 11 of 13 Reserve VP squad-
rons. Much of this downsizing was part of an overall 34 percent 
force structure reduction within the Naval Aviation Reserve 
Force since 2001, during which time the Navy also completely 
eliminated its Reserve E-2C Hawkeye squadrons and almost all 
deployable strike-fighter Reserve squadrons. The Navy has banked 
its entire strategic and operational fixed-wing anti-submarine 

warfare (ASW) surge capacity in two Reserve squadrons, VP-62 
and VP-69, an 85 percent reduction in capacity.

The remaining two Reserve and 12 active operational 
squadrons are essentially operating at a continuous full-throttle 
pace. By designing an ASW force structure in this manner and 
employing it so relentlessly, the Navy’s ability to surge beyond 
the yearly baseline schedule is extremely thin. The net result is 
that the Navy is assigning risk to United States Pacific Command 
(PACOM) and other combatant commanders, hamstringing 
them in their ability to counter any increased submarine threat.

And the Navy is now planning to eliminate even more ASW 
capacity. The Navy has stated it does not plan to recapitalize 
VP-62 and VP-69. These two Reserve VP squadrons have been 
routinely deploying to the Asia-Pacific region for several years 

BY CAPT. BRETT KORADE

A CALL FOR AIRCRAFT RECAPITALIZATION
Navy to eliminate all Reserve anti-submarine  
squadrons in the face of rising Chinese threat

P-3C Orion aircraft Patrol Squadron 4, VP-5, VP-8, VP-40, VP-47, VP-62 and VP-69 line the Rainbow Fleet tarmac of Marine Corps Air Station Kaneohe Bay 
during the Rim of the Pacific 2010 exercise. The Navy has eliminated 11 of its 13 Reserve VP squadrons, an 85 percent reduction in capacity. Active duty VP 
squadrons have been transitioning to the new P-8A; once that transition is complete, the Navy will stop paying for sustainment of the remaining P-3C aircraft. 
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now, while the Navy’s active VP squadrons have been transi-
tioning from the legacy P-3C to the new P-8A. 

Once the Navy has transitioned all active squadrons to the 
new P-8A, it will stop paying for sustainment of legacy P-3C 
aircraft—and will simultaneously leave the Reserve squadrons 
flying on the P-3C. Without funding, VP-62 and VP-69 will 
wither and shrivel within a matter of months, and once they are 
thusly hobbled beyond economic repair, the Navy can justify 
eliminating them.

Timing terrible to end P-3C support
Under the current plan, the Navy will cease supporting 

legacy P-3C aircraft around 2021, and the timing could not be 
worse. According to a May 6, 2016, New York Times article, 
PACOM Commander Adm. Harry B. Harris Jr. made leaders 
in Washington, D.C., and China uneasy with the frankness of 
his comments about the state of play in the Pacific.

Harris has called China “provocative and expansionist,” 
accusing it of creating a “Great Wall of sand” and “clearly mil-
itarizing” the disputed waters of the western Pacific. “You’d 
have to believe in a flat earth to think otherwise,” he said in 
one appearance before Congress. Indeed, Harris’ comments 
came just a month after China deployed submarines to the U.S. 
West Coast! 

ROA recently attended a Center for Strategic and 
International Studies presentation at which the Chinese for-
eign minister dismissed UN tribunal findings. The UN stated 
China’s actions and intentions are contrary to international 
law; the Chinese foreign minister said the UN Tribunal has no 
authority—and that the United States was the one provoking 
conflict by accepting the UN decision as authoritative! 

So, here is the lay of the land in the Asia-Pacific region. China 
is moving forward with putting nuclear-equipped missiles to sea 
on their submarines, deploying its submarines to the West Coast 
of the United States, defying international law and the UN, and 
colonizing the Pacific in a manner reminiscent of the events that 
ultimately led to World War II hostilities in the Pacific.

In response, the U.S. Navy is throwing its entire Reserve 
capacity of anti-submarine and reconnaissance-equipped fixed-
wing aircraft on the trash heap.

Time to make the shift to P-8A
The Navy needs to recapitalize the entire VP community and 

move in total from legacy P-3C aircraft to P-8A aircraft. There 
are only 14 anti-submarine-equipped airplane squadrons in 

existence. Given the current and foreseeable future geopolitical 
environment, eliminating two of those 14 seems foolhardy. 

Some would argue that in today’s constrained fiscal envi-
ronment, there are no easy or “good” choices. Programming 
and budgeting decisions are being made to try to select options 
that do the least damage and cause the smallest increase in 
risk. If the Navy were to program to recapitalize its entire 
P-3C fleet (by including VP-62 and VP-69), the result would 
be a mandatory offset of about $550 million, cuts that would 
potentially come from other programs that are already bleed-
ing. However, this counterargument is defeatist, incorrectly 
claiming as an unchangeable fact that we will never see our 
resources increase. 

Given the current fiscal environment, we would all agree 
that there are no longer “good” or “easy” choices available—and 
there is no need to kill or maim another program to recap-
italize the fixed-wing ASW fleet. Congress has the ability to 
provide the needed funding. Unfortunately, the messaging 
from the Pentagon soft-serves the impacts of the current fiscal 
environment, and thereby ensures its delayed relief. Phrases 
such as “unable to meet the DSG [Defense Strategic Guidance]” 
are delivered with increasing frequency during congressional 
hearings, but these messages are too ethereal and lack teeth. 

The Pentagon needs to speak more boldly and more fre-
quently and with more granularity about the very real potential 
results of damaging congressional fiscal decisions. The DoD 
shell game of moving money from one account to another to 
just barely meet current operational demand keeps up a false 
appearance of strength and masks the reality of how the force 
is slowly being hollowed out. 

Congress is obviously not impressed when the Navy says 
it will be “unable to meet the DSG.” But members of Congress 
would assuredly be very interested if they were to hear, “In 
order to meet budgetary constraints, the Navy must eliminate 
its entire Reserve ASW capacity at the end of the Future Years 
Defense Program.” Such a statement would be much more likely 
to prompt action from Congress in the form of budgetary relief. 

Granted, this approach would also prompt Congress to break 
out the fiscal microscope, as it would be incensed that the Navy 
would make such an irresponsible decision. However, if the Navy 
leadership has been doing its job properly and thoroughly in 
the current fiscally constrained environment, such microlevel 
discussions should be welcomed. 

ROA’s Navy-specific priority within our legislative agenda for 
the 115th Congress is aircraft recapitalization—specifically P-8A. 
We see this as a strategic threat to national security, and we will 
remain locked onto this issue until it is satisfactorily resolved. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/china/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
http://www.pacom.mil/Media/SpeechesTestimony/tabid/6706/Article/737619/putrajaya-forum-cooperation-in-addressing-security-challenges.aspx
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/a-great-wall-of-sand/2015/04/08/d23adb3e-dd6a-11e4-be40-566e2653afe5_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/beijings-actions-in-south-china-sea-aimed-at-hegemony-us-admiral-says/2016/02/23/a669a0d2-da65-11e5-925f-1d10062cc82d_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/beijings-actions-in-south-china-sea-aimed-at-hegemony-us-admiral-says/2016/02/23/a669a0d2-da65-11e5-925f-1d10062cc82d_story.html
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For 16 years, ROA’s Law Review in THE OFFICER, and now 
on the Web at www.roa.org/law_review, has logged more than 
1,500 easily searchable and indexed articles about USERRA, 
the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act,  
the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act and other laws that are 
pertinent to those who make sacrifi ces to protect the rights 
that we all enjoy.

 have spent most of my career as a lawyer trying to protect 
the legal rights of service members, especially voting rights and 
reemployment rights. Let me off er three overarching suggestions, 
gleaned from 40 years of experience.

1. The best solution to a problem is to avoid it. 
In the immortal words of Benjamin Franklin, “An ounce of 

prevention is worth a pound of cure.” A continuing frustration 
for me is to hear from a service member too late. I do not have 
the power to turn back the hands of time. Quite oft en, I hear 
myself say, “I wish that you had contacted me fi ve years ago.”

You must meet fi ve conditions to have the right to reemploy-
ment aft er a period of uniformed service. One condition is that 
you must have made a timely application for reemployment 
aft er release from the period of service. If you fail to apply for 
reemployment within the deadline, or if you fail to meet one of 
the other conditions of the Uniformed Services Employment 
and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA), you do not have the 
right to reemployment. Th e greatest lawyer in the world cannot 
change this fundamental fact.

2. Don’t sleep on your rights.
Almost all laws have statutes of limitations, and some are very 

short, even just 30 days for some whistleblower protection laws. 
If you do not fi le suit or fi le a written claim with the designated 
government agency within the permissible time, you have no 
enforceable rights. If you snooze, you lose.

Uniquely among federal employment laws, the USERRA has 
no statute of limitations, and it expressly precludes the appli-
cation of other statutes of limitations. You can fi le a USERRA 
complaint years aft er the fact, but I strongly urge you not to wait. 

You generally have the burden of proof, as the plaintiff , to 
prove that you meet the eligibility criteria. If you wait, you may 
lose the ability to prove your case, as memories dim, witnesses 
die or otherwise become unavailable, and documents are lost 
or destroyed in the ordinary course of business. 

3. Don’t try to represent yourself.
Abraham Lincoln said, “A man who represents himself has 

a fool for a client,” and the law today is so much more compli-
cated than it was in Lincoln’s lifetime. Under the doctrine of res 
judicata, you get one and only one chance to prove your case. 

You must prove your case in the trial. An appeal is an oppor-
tunity to get the appellate court to overturn legal errors by the 
judge, not an opportunity to present new evidence. Every week, 
I hear from a service member who represented himself or herself 
in a USERRA case or other case, and almost always the situation 
is irretrievably fouled up. 

Our law review library gives you the opportunity to under-
stand your legal rights and to understand the steps you need to 
take to exercise and enforce those rights. Please read and heed 
before the fact, not aft er. 

SERVICE MEMBERS LAW CENTER
BY CAPT. SAMUEL F. WRIGHT, JAGC, USN (RET.)

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
Three important tips could help you win a USERRA case
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Thirty-five years after she joined the Air Force and 23 years after she transferred to the Air Force 
Reserve, Maryanne Miller received the ultimate promotion. In July 2016, she became the Air 
Force Reserve’s first woman lieutenant general and its first woman chief. 

After graduating from college and the Reserve Officer Training Corps in 1981, a young Lt. Miller 
began training to become a pilot. By 1983, she was an instructor pilot in T-37 trainers, and by 1986, 
Miller had moved on to big C-141 cargo planes and became an aircraft commander and the executive 
officer of an airlift squadron. 

She went on to command a squadron, an operations group and two wings, and during that time 
accumulated 4,800 hours of flying time, including globe-spanning missions in giant C-5s to deliver 
war supplies to U.S. troops in combat zones. Along the way she became an expert marksman in 
small arms. She was named deputy chief of the Air Force Reserve in 2013, and chief July 15, 2016.

The promotions came amid a wave of changes for women in the U.S. military. Just eight months 
earlier, then–Defense Secretary Ashton Carter announced that he was opening all military jobs to 
women. That wasn’t what made Miller eligible to be chief of the Air Force Reserve; Carter’s decision 
applied to combat jobs, which had been closed to women, and chief of the Air Force Reserve is not 
a combat assignment. Still, Miller’s promotion highlighted the start of a new era of opportunity for 
military women. 

As head of the Air Force Reserve now, Miller is reluctant to focus solely on women—after all, 
women make up just about 26 percent of the force she leads. When asked how admitting women to 
combat jobs is affecting the Air Force Reserve, Miller opts instead to talk about “diversity,” which 
she says the Air Force Reserve will need plenty of to meet the missions of the future.

The Air Force Reserve “relies on access to the best talent our nation has to offer,” Miller said. “To 
compete for that talent in the future, we must place consistent emphasis on diversity and inclusion.” She 
said she will work “to identify, attract, recruit, develop and retain such talent—anywhere we find it.” 

Miller said she hopes to expand the Air Force Reserve in fields that would seem to be wide open 
to anyone with the aptitude—space, cyberspace and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.

MORE THAN A YEAR AFTER DoD OPENS COMBAT 
POSITIONS  TO WOMEN, CHANGE IS SLOW TO OCCUR  
IN THE RESERVES 

By William Matthews

Sisters 
in Arms?

Opposite:  
Warrant Officer Jessi 

McCormick is the first 
female Apache helicopter 

pilot in the Mississippi 
Army National Guard. 

McCormick graduated 
from Army Aviation School 

on Sept. 29, 2016. A 
former Marine Corps 

military police officer, 
McCormick decided 

to beome a helicopter 
pilot after flying in them 

during deployment to 
Afghanistan. “I never set 

out to be the first female to 
do something. I’ve always 

been really headstrong.” 
McCormick said. “It was 

a lot of weight on my 
shoulders because if I 

failed, it would be like all 
females failed.” 
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“Cyber and space forces have been operationalized,” Miller 
said, meaning that bits and bytes are joining fighters and bomb-
ers as weapons of war. “We have to recruit and retain airmen 
with the right skills and civilian experience that we can leverage 
in these challenging domains. We need industry experts, par-
ticularly in space and cyberspace.”

But finding women in cyber and related high-tech jobs may 
not be easy. A study released last spring by the Women’s Society 
of Cyberjutsu said women hold just 25 percent of U.S. computing 
jobs and 11 percent of information security jobs. 

Women may be doing better in space. In January 2016, NASA 
announced that for the first time, 50 percent of its latest class 
of astronauts are women. But the numbers are small—four out 
of eight.

For women considering a career in the Air Force Reserve, 
Miller offers “the same advice for anyone entering the Air Force 
Reserve: work hard, set goals and use every day to learn some-
thing new. Build on your skills and use them for leading and 
helping others. It is about building a team and being innovative. 
Approaching problems from different perspectives and with 
varied insights most often results in innovation.”

Opportunities are large, numbers are small  
Clearly, women are moving up to senior positions in the 

U.S. military, both in the Reserves and active duty. Command 
Master Sgt. Ericka Kelly is the top enlisted member of the Air 
Force Reserve. Air Force Gen. Lori Robinson became com-
mander of the U.S. Northern Command in May—the first 
woman to become a combatant commander. A month earlier, 
Vice Adm. Jan Tighe was appointed chief of the Navy’s Fleet 
Cyber Command and of the 10th Fleet, making her the first 
female commander of a numbered fleet in U.S. Navy history, 
the Navy announced. 

And there are others. But in a total force of more than  
2 million, their numbers are still relatively small. Overall, women 
make up about 15 percent of the military. Any expected rush 
of women into newly opened combat jobs hasn’t yet happened. 

When Lt. Col. Joy Alexander was in Iraq as a civil engineer 
overseeing construction projects, she endured occasional mor-
tar attacks, enemy fire at the convoys she rode in and “a small 
skirmish” in Faluja. When it was all over, she was awarded a 
combat action badge, but Alexander modestly insists that “it 
would be hard for me to call that combat.”

U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. David L. Goldfein passes the Air Force Reserve Command flag to Lt. Gen. Maryanne Miller during her change of command 
ceremony on July 15, 2016, at the Museum of Aviation in Warner Robins, Georgia. With the flag exchange, Miller became the first woman to lead AFRC.
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That was in 2003, a dozen years before women were allowed to 
hold combat jobs. Even then, though, the lines between combat 
and noncombat were often difficult to discern. More than 160 
women—from truck drivers to medics to helicopter pilots—have 
died doing their noncombat jobs in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Even so, the decision to open combat jobs to women was 
controversial. The Marine Corps vehemently opposed it. Others 
argued that women aren’t physically or mentally tough enough 
to take on combat jobs. Still others contended that women would 
undermine cohesion in combat units and would be at greater 
risk of abuse if captured by an enemy.

At the height of the controversy, Rand Corp., a California-
based research organization, surveyed members of the U.S. 
Special Operations Command and reported in 2015 that 85 
percent of the men in the command opposed allowing women 
to take combat jobs. One man who was widely quoted—but 
never identified—told Rand, “It’s a slap in the face, telling us 
that chicks can do our jobs.”

Tell that to Army Reserve Maj. Lisa Jaster, the only female 
Army Reserve officer so far to graduate from the Army Ranger 
School. Jaster completed the grueling school in October 2015—at 
age 37. She was among 19 women who began and three who 
finished the premier combat leadership school. While there, 
she encountered male soldiers who made it clear they thought 
it was no place for women.

Even after she and the other women successfully completed 
the school, critics in the military and outside accused the Army 
of lowering Ranger School standards and giving female students 
an unfair advantage. 

The Army dismissed the claims as baseless. “The five-mile run 
is still five miles,” said Maj. Gen. Scott Miller, commanding gen-
eral of the Army’s Maneuver Center of Excellence. “The 12-mile 
march is still 12 miles,” and the mountains and swamps that 
Ranger School students must surmount to pass have not changed.

Yet some remain unconvinced. Opening combat jobs to 
women “is still very polarizing,” said Jaster, who is in line to 
become operations and training officer in the 489th Engineer 
Battalion. “It’s a big change. As with any policy changes in a 
large organization, it will take a while to gain momentum, and 
we should expect growing pains.”

Nevertheless, in December 2015, the defense secretary issued 
the order to open all military jobs to women. “They’ll be allowed 
to drive tanks, fire mortars and lead infantry soldiers into com-
bat,” Carter said during an announcement at the Pentagon. 
“They’ll be able to serve as Army Rangers and Green Berets, 
Navy SEALs, Marine Corps infantry, Air Force parajumpers and 
everything else that was previously open only to men.”

Carter emphasized that women would receive no spe-
cial breaks. 

“Everyone who serves in uniform—men and women alike—
has to be able to meet the high standards for whatever job they’re 

Lt. Col. Joy Alexander is the first female officer of the Mississippi Army 
National Guard to command an engineer battalion.
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Command Chief Master Sgt. Ericka Kelly, Air Force Reserve Command,  
and Maj. Gen. Stayce Harris, 22nd Air Force commander speak to more 
than 70 women during the 29th Annual Joint Women’s Leadership 
Symposium, in Crystal City, Arlington, Virginia, June 15, 2016. Harris 
discussed strategies on overcoming challenges impacting women in the 
military and listened to feedback. The symposium, themed “Leading  
With Purpose! Embracing Our Future,” is considered a unique professional 
development and networking opportunity.

Maj. Lisa Jaster, 37, an Army Reserve engineer officer, hugs fellow West 
Point graduates and active duty officers Capt. Kristen Griest, 26, and 1st Lt. 
Shaye Haver, 25. The three women are the first female soldiers to earn the 
distinctive black-and-gold Ranger tab from the combat leadership course.
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in.” As a result, he said, “equal opportunity likely will not mean 
equal participation by men and women in all specialties.” 

Military needs the skills of all its members
It seems certain that fewer women than men will qualify for 

some combat jobs, he said. But opening combat jobs to women 
is critical to the future quality of the U.S. military. 

“Our force of the future must continue to benefit from the 
best people America has to offer,” Carter said. “That requires 
drawing strength from the broadest possible pool of talent. This 
includes women. . . . We cannot afford to cut ourselves off from 
half the country’s talents and skills.”

Carter noted that senior military and civilian leaders from 
all of the services had spent three years studying the matter, 
and all but the Marine Corps agreed that women should no 
longer be excluded. 

But back to Alexander. Six months before Carter’s announce-
ment, she was named commander of the Mississippi Army 
National Guard’s 223rd Engineer Battalion. She is the only 
woman, so far, to hold that position. For her, the promotion 
marked the attainment of a long-held personal goal. “My No. 1 
career goal upon becoming a commissioned officer was to be a 
battalion commander,” Alexander said. Having achieved that, 
Alexander said she has readjusted her sights. Now she’s shooting 
to become a brigade commander.

Since the opening of combat jobs to women, Alexander said, 
she has not seen much change. In the Mississippi Guard, “we 
have one company that is combat, a sapper company, and it 
opened up to females a couple of years ago,” she said. So far, 
though, “there are no females in sapper positions.”  

Why not?
“I look at it on an individual basis,” she said. “Are you willing 

to do what is necessary to earn that combat role?” That’s not 
easy—for men or women, she said. So “I don’t think we will have 
a mad rush” of women into combat jobs. But there are some. 
Alexander said she knows of the daughter of a sergeant major 
who is now training to become an infantry officer.

While controversy over letting women hold combat jobs 
continues to smolder, little has actually changed in the military. 
Since the decision, fewer than 200 women had signed up for 
combat arms in the Army, and no women had entered Navy 
SEAL training. 

In the Air Force, the first female to begin to become a tactical 
air control party specialist, a job formerly open only to men, was 
injured in July and dropped out. 

The slow migration of women into combat positions shouldn’t 
be surprising, Jaster said.  

“It is difficult to be a first, and it is also hard to leave a specific 
[military occupational specialty] once you are already trained 
and immersed in that field,” Jaster said.

Even when more women have moved into combat jobs, Jaster 
said, she doesn’t expect significant changes in the Army Reserve. 

“The pool of qualified candidates for special schools and 
previously closed units will increase, but only slightly,” she said. 
“I also think that the women interested in combat roles are not 
looking to change what exists but rather become part of the 
amazing organizations that the Army already has in place.”

Fielding ‘a whole team’
Not surprisingly, the matter remains controversial more  

than a year after Carter’s decision. In September, when 
then-President Barack Obama visited troops at Fort Lee in 
Virginia, a female Marine Corps officer confronted him about 
it. Capt. Lauren Serrano said she worried that her husband, a 
Marine infantry officer, might be in jeopardy if his unit included 
women Marines.  

Serrano cited a 2015 study that concluded women in Marine 
combat units suffered more injuries, were less accurate at hitting 
target and required more time to evacuate wounded troops than 
all-male units. 

“That added [evacuation] time could mean a difference 
between my husband living or dying,” Serrano told the president. 
Why were these findings ignored? “And how does the integration 
of women positively enhance the infantry mission and make me 
and my husband safer?” she asked. 
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U.S. Army Reserve Brig. Gen. Janice M. Haigler, deputy commanding 
general of the 335th Signal Command (Theater), smiles during a rehearsal 
for her retirement ceremony on July 7, 2016, at Fort Jackson, South 
Carolina. Haigler’s distinguished career in the Army included multiple 
deployments in support of Operation Desert Storm, Operation Enduring 
Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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Obama, like his defense secretary, answered that opening 
combat jobs to women increases the military’s talent pool. “Let’s 
make sure that we’re not fielding half a team,” he said. “If we’ve 
got a whole team, let’s figure out who can do what and who can 
do it best.” 

And Obama suggested there could be times when women 
might be excluded from the front line. “There are going to be 
situations in which the commanders in the field have to make 
decisions about what’s going to be best in order for us to accom-
plish the mission,” he said. 

But long before the Fort Lee confrontation, that Marine 
Corps study itself came under fire. Independent researchers 
and Navy Secretary Ray Mabus deemed it “inherently flawed.” 

Mabus’ main complaint was that the study failed to evaluate 
the performance of individual women Marines, but instead relied 
on performance averages that “have no relevance to the abilities 
and performance of individual Marines.” 

An untapped talent pool
For Brig. Gen. Janice Haigler, the decision to open combat 

jobs to women came late—six months before she retired. Would 
it have made a difference in her career? 

Probably not, she said. Although she ended up as deputy 
commander of the 335th Signal Command, she started as a 
military police trainee, which, she said, “was pretty close to 
infantry,” a combat job. In officer candidate school, she was 
taught by Ranger  and infantry instructors, and spent many 
hours “humping” a machine gun around miserably hot and 
soggy Fort Benning, Georgia. “I said, ‘No thanks,’ ” she recalled, 
and opted to join the Signal Corps.

After 11 years on active duty, Haigler joined the Army 
Reserve in 1996, served in Iraq and Afghanistan, and rose to 
be deputy commanding general of the 311th Signal Command 
(Theater). In 2014, she was named director of cybersecurity for 
the Office of the Army Chief Information Officer and went on 
to be deputy commanding general for sustainment of the 335th 
Signal Command (Theater).

“In my experience, the soldiers I have been around were 
not resistant” to working with women, Haigler said, “but 
I’m in communication,” not combat. She said most of the 
soldiers she served with over 31 years “have always been 
around women” and wonder “why anyone thinks this a 
big deal.” 

What resistance she did encounter “does not come from the 
rank and file, but from people my age who find the shift tougher 
to handle,” she said. With the passage of time and retirements, 
that resistance will likely fade. 

“I expect in the Army as a whole, there will be some change 
down the road—and it will be for the better,” Haigler said. “There 
is a talent pool that has been untapped to this point.” But now, 

“everyone has an equal opportunity to do what you want, pro-
vided you can meet the standard.” 

Role models for the next generation
Will women in combat positions change the military? 

Alexander doesn’t think so. “From my experience, the military 
has done a really good job” of training women the same way it 
trains men. The result is that “soldiers are soldiers,” she said. 
“Gender and race do not matter.”  

Alexander says she emphasizes to her young female soldiers, 
“Always, always, always be professional. Nobody can disrespect 
someone who is a professional soldier. They will forget that you 
are female. I tell black and Hispanic soldiers the same thing. 
If you are professional, nothing else matters. Do your job, be 
professional and always remember why you are here.” 

As Alexander progressed in her career, “I did not have a 
female mentor,” she said, although she had some helpful 
male mentors. She hopes to change that for today’s young 
female soldiers. 

“I’m trying to find those females who are interested in pursu-
ing a career in leadership, and get them set up in ways like male 
mentors did for me,” she said. “I’m naturally drawn to females 
because I think I can relate to them better—but I do the same 
thing for guys, too.” 

William Matthews is a freelance journalist who specializes 
in writing about the military. He is a frequent contributor to 
The Officer.

1st Sgt. Raquel Steckman, with the 374th Engineer Company (Sapper), 
headquartered in Concord, California, jokes with her soldiers before the 
start of formation. Steckman is the first woman in the Army appointed  
to a combat engineer company as a first sergeant.
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By William Matthews

If you want to be an Air Force pilot, you’re 
going to learn from Reserve instructors 

High Fliers
An A-10C from the 476th Fighter Group at Moody AFB, Georgia, approaches the boom from a KC-135 Stratotanker during refueling operations over Georgia.
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For Lt. Col. Steven Radtke, there’s nothing more frightening than to sit in the 
instructor pilot’s seat of a giant C-5 cargo plane while his student tries for the 
fi rst time to nuzzle up under a KC-135 to refuel. 

Th e student is fl ying a 200-ton airplane that’s nearly as long as a football fi eld, and his 
task is to get “just a handful of feet away” from the back end of a 150-ton tanker that’s 
fi lled with jet fuel. At 250 miles per hour, it’s easy for the student to “do completely the 
wrong thing,” said Radtke, who is an Air Force Reserve instructor pilot. 

In this case, the wrong thing is for the student, anxious to mate the C-5’s refueling 
port to the KC-135’s tanker’s refueling boom, to pull the C-5’s nose up under the tanker 
too aggressively. If the C-5 starts rising toward the tanker too fast and Radtke doesn’t 
react quickly to stop it, there will be a collision. 

Th e student pilot will have already practiced repeatedly in a C-5 simulator, but that’s 
just not the same as fl ying the Air Force’s largest plane to within a few feet of another 
large aircraft  topped off  with explosive liquid.

Radtke sits at his own set of controls, and if he feels the C-5 rising too fast, he will 
use his yoke to stop it. If things seem to be getting out of control, he can break off  the 
mission and drop away from the fl ying gas station. 

Aft er fl ying for nine years in the Air Force, Radtke joined the Air Force Reserve in 
2007. He now commands the 356th Airlift  Squadron at Joint Base San Antonio–Lackland 
in Texas. His squadron trains all Air Force C-5 pilots—Reserve and active duty. 

A similar Air Force Reserve unit, the 93rd Bomb Squadron, trains all B-52 pilots, 
although the 93rd includes some active duty instructor pilots among the Reservists, 
Radtke said. 

Indeed, Air Force Reserve instructor pilots teach active duty and Reserve pilots to 
fl y almost every plane in the Air Force’s inventory—trainers for the beginners; F-15 
and F-16 fi ghters; A-10 attack planes; C-5, C-17 and C-130 transports; and KC-135 
and KC-10 tankers.

 ‘Competition is fi erce’
Lt. Col. Sean Holahan is among a handful of Air Force Reserve instructor pilots 

who have landed what many consider to be the Air Force’s top pilot training job. He 
teaches experienced fi ghter pilots how to fl y and fi ght the F-35. 

Th e plane is so new that even for instructors, fl ying it is a learning experience, 
said Holahan, who is a member of the Air Force Reserve’s 944th Fighter Wing. F-35 
instructor pilots are “learning a lot more about the jet every day,” he said.

Even though the fi rst Air Force F-35 squadron achieved initial operational capability 
Aug. 2, the Air Force is still getting to know its new plane. Even instructor pilots “do a 
lot of operational tests” while fl ying, Holahan said. As for operating in combat, “we’re 
developing tactics as we go,” he said.

Holahan fl ew F-16s in combat in Afghanistan while on active duty, then served as 
an F-16 instructor pilot before he was selected to learn to fl y the F-35 and become an 
F-35 instructor pilot. He has been fl ying the F-35 for about a year, he said in September. 

Stationed at Luke AFB in Arizona, Holahan was also selected to lead fl ight training 
for the Defense Department’s F-35 Foreign Military Sales program. In that role, he 
trains fi ghter pilots from allied nations that are buying F-35s, including Australia, 
Norway and Italy, and soon Japan and Israel.

Th e F-35, also called the Joint Strike Fighter and the Lightning II, is the most 
advanced—and most expensive—aircraft  ever built.

During its 15 years of development, the F-35 has fl own through a lot of fl ak. Its 
nearly $380 billion price tag—which includes Navy and Marine Corps versions of the Ph
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plane—has been criticized as unaffordable, the program has 
been plagued by cost overruns and years of schedule delays, 
and there have been numerous technical glitches and claims of 
subpar performance.

But Holahan is sold on the plane. “Don’t believe everything 
you read” about the F-35, he cautioned. Despite its reported 
deficiencies, “in terms of technology and capability, it’s decades 
ahead of the F-16. The F-16 will always be my first love, but 
knowing what the F-35 is now, and what its potential is over the 
next 20 years,” the new plane is clearly superior. 

To become F-35 instructors, pilots have to be experienced 
combat pilots in other jets—F-16s, F-15s and A-10s, Holahan 
said. Then, “competition to be an Air Force Reserve instructor 
at Luke is fierce.” 

It’s a great job for the Reservists who are selected, he said. 
Flying the Air Force’s best plane is prestigious, of course, and 
“Phoenix is a great place to live.” But the real reward is knowing 
that today’s F-35 instructors are building a new training program 
that “will leave an indelible mark for decades to come,” he said. 

For the Air Force, tapping Reservists to be instructor pilots 
“offers significant continuity and cost savings,” Holahan said. 
Typically, Air Force Reserve instructors remain at the same duty 
station three times longer than active duty instructor pilots, 
which makes them a steady, reliable presence. On top of that, 
they are paid only when they work, unlike active duty instructor 
pilots who collect full-time pay even when they aren’t flying, 
such as during holidays and vacations. 

No shortage of work for Reserve instructors
The Air Force has relied on the Air Force Reserve to pro-

vide instructor pilots at least since the mid-1990s, when a pilot 
shortage left the active duty Air Force too short-handed to meet 
operational requirements and also train new pilots, said Col. 
Roger Suro, commander of the Air Force Reserve’s 340th Flying 
Training Group. 

Today there are Reserve instructor pilots throughout the 
Air Force pilot training regime, Suro said. They’re in nearly 
every Air Force pilot training schoolhouse, where they teach 
both active duty and Reserve pilots. The 340th alone includes 
425 instructor pilots split among six squadrons based in Texas, 
Mississippi, Oklahoma and Colorado. About 125 of them 
are full-time Reservists, and the other 300 work part time as 
instructor pilots while also holding civilian jobs, mostly flying 
for airlines, Suro said. 

An even greater shortage of Air Force pilots today creates a 
steady demand for Air Force Reserve instructor pilots. In March 
2016, senior Air Force officials told the Senate Armed Services 

Committee that the Air Force has about 500 fewer pilots than 
it needs. More recent figures show 723 unfilled pilot jobs out of 
a total of 3,495. 

And Air Force officials predict the current pilot shortage 
might grow to 1,000 over the next few years. The shortage is 
driven by a high operating tempo that keeps pilots deployed 
more than usual, by tight budgets that limit training, and by 
vigorous hiring by airlines that need to replace pilots who are 
reaching mandatory retirement age. 

As a result, there’s no shortage of work for Air Force Reserve 
instructor pilots. 

For Suro, who teaches Introduction to Fighter Fundamentals 
at Joint Base San Antonio–Randolph, training new pilots can 
mean flying twice a day in a two-seat advanced T-38C trainer 
to teach student pilots basic fighter skills. 

As training advances, Suro and a novice pilot will each fly 
a T-38C separately, with Suro as flight lead instructing the stu-
dent. Then, during the air-to-air training phase, Suro gets to 
play the “bad guy” as he and the student “set up an air-to-air 
engagement and fight aircraft versus aircraft until the desired 
objective is achieved.”

The training sessions can stretch into long days of flying, but 
Suro is pleased with the results. “We have a 97 percent pass rate 
for Introduction to Fighter Fundamentals,” he said. 

Reservists have the advantage in experience
One advantage to having Air Force Reserve pilots as instruc-

tors is their experience. Typically, Reservists have “a lot more 
flying hours and a lot more experience in general” than their 
active duty counterparts, Radtke said. 

Radtke, for example, has 18 years of flying experience, 
first in C-21s, the Air Force’s version of a small business jet, 
then in giant C-5s. Suro’s been at it for 26 years, first flying 
A-10 attack jets over the no-fly zone in southern Iraq after 
Operation Desert Storm, then teaching Introduction to 
Fighter Fundamentals as an active duty instructor pilot. In 
2000, he joined the Air Force Reserve and continued as an 
instructor pilot. 

Reserve instructor pilots tend to have 3,000 or even 5,000 
hours of flying experience, Radtke said. Active duty instructors 
may have 1,000 or less. “Experience helps us be better instruc-
tors,” he said.  

Thousands of hours of flying imparts “greater situational 
awareness.” Over time, pilots learn to “see a problem before 
it happens,” and they know instinctively how to react. Pilots 
aren’t born that way, he said. “It comes from years and years 
of experience.”
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On their rosters, training squadrons list their pilots on the 
basis of hours flown, Suro said. Invariably, “Reservists are at the 
top of that list.” In most instances, they’ve been flying longer and 
teaching longer, he said. Active duty instructors “are great with 
the textbook stuff, but the experience you glean from years of 
flying—you understand the big picture,” Radtke said. 

During their training, active duty pilots are bound to 
encounter Reserve instructors. In Radtke’s squadron, Reserve 
instructors teach eight courses—five for pilots and three for 
other aircrew members, Radtke said. 

For pilots, there are two initial qualification courses. There’s 
also an instructor pilot upgrade course, an air refueling qual-
ification course and a senior officer course. The three courses 
aimed at nonpilot aircrew members are initial qualification 
for flight engineers, a load master course and a full flight engi-
neer course. 

The courses take from three weeks to five months to 
complete, Radtke said. The longest is for flight engineers. 
While they’re not pilots, “they are the systems experts on 
the airplane.” They have to understand, operate and main-
tain the aircraft’s engines, its hydraulic systems, fuel system, 
electronics, communications, navigation, radar and other 

components. Pilots fly the plane, but the flight engineers keep 
the plane flying, Radtke said.  

Among the hundreds of Air Force Reserve pilots who serve as 
instructors, some do it full time, but many others are part-timers. 

“It’s a great fit for airline pilots,” Suro said. Typically, those 
pilots work as instructors six days a month and then fly two 
weeks or more a month for an airline.

For pilots weary of the demanding operational tempo of 
today’s Air Force, the Air Force Reserve seems to be an attrac-
tive alternative. 

“In the pilot training mission, you don’t deploy, you work 
Monday through Friday,” Suro said. And you still get to fly some 
of the world’s most high-performance aircraft. When the Air 
Force Reserve needs instructor pilots, it advertises, and “we get 
a lot of applications,” Suro said. “It’s a good job.” 

It’s a win for the Air Force, too, he added. Experienced pilots 
are leaving the Air Force to work for the airlines, but if they can 
be convinced to stay in the Air Force Reserve as instructor pilots, 
“we retain their experience,” he said. 

William Matthews is a freelance journalist who specializes in writing 
about the military. He is a frequent contributor to The Officer.

Col. Roger Suro (right), 340th Flying Training Group commander, hands over a preflight checklist to Chris Bahe, 12th Flying Training Wing  
T-38C Talon II crew chief, at Joint Base San Antonio-Randolph Nov. 8, 2016. Bahe has been a crew chief at JBSA-Randolph since 2007.
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S taff  Sgt. Dewey Smith and seven other infantrymen were laying down suppressive 
fi re for dozens of soldiers dashing toward helicopters in a riverbed 25 miles north 
of Duc Pho in Vietnam on May 15, 1967. Th ey faced a barrage of incoming mortar 

and machine gun fi re from an estimated battalion-sized force of North Vietnamese 
army regulars.

Watching the helicopters take off  without them was heartbreaking, Smith said. 
Unless someone braved the relentless assault to come back for them, they would 
never survive. 

Th at someone was Maj. Charles “Chuck” Kettles.
Th e son of a war pilot, Kettles was draft ed into the Army in 1951 to support the 

Korean War eff ort. By the time he completed fl ight training and shipped to Korea, 
the war was over.

“I stayed there about fi ve months before they moved the entire unit over to Japan,” 
Kettles said. “I stayed there another fi ve or six months, and then I volunteered to work 
with a unit doing an engineer project in Thailand.”

Having fulfi lled his obligation to the Army, Kettles returned the United States in 1956 
and enlisted in the Army Reserve’s 4th Battalion, 20th Field Artillery Regiment. In his 
civilian life, Kettles was in business with his brother, selling cars at a Ford dealership 
in Dewitt, Michigan, when the call to duty came again in 1963.

An experienced fi xed-wing aircraft  pilot, he volunteered for active duty service in 
support of America’s eff orts in the Vietnam War. Having attended helicopter transition 
training in 1964, he was cross-trained to fl y the UH-1D “Huey” in France a year later.

‘OUR
JOHN 
WAYNE’

Lt. Col. Chuck Kettles earns 
the Medal of Honor 50 years 
after a heroic rescue in Vietnam 

By Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
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‘Go! Go! Go!’
In February 1967, while assigned to 

the 176th Assault Helicopter Company, 
14th Combat Aviation Battalion, out of 
Fort Benning, Georgia, Kettles deployed 
to Vietnam for the first of his two tours. 
On May 15, he received orders to take a 
group of soldiers to “Chump Valley,” so 
called because, as Kettles put it, only a 
chump would be crazy enough to land 
in the direct line of the enemy’s mortar 
registration point.

“We were really just bus drivers back 
then,” he recalled.

Dodging a wall of mortars and green 
tracer fire from machine guns, Kettles 
and his team of six helicopters touched 
down on the landing zone, off loaded 
reinforcements and took on wounded 
soldiers for evacuation.

The wounded piled into the chop-
per, shouting “Go! Go! Go!” Just then, 
the crew realized the soldiers they had 
just let off were being hit by a dizzying 
volley of machine gun fire before they 
could reach the cover of the tree line, 
according to Kettles. With Spc. Roland Scheck serving as his 
door gunner, Kettles successfully maneuvered the aircraft 
out of enemy fire.

Despite nearly half of the aircraft sustaining significant 
damage, the pilots who remained operational returned for a 
second run. As Kettles lifted a second load of wounded soldiers 
to safety, his helicopter was hit. Scheck received life-threatening 
wounds to his arm, torso and left leg. As he left, Kettles got word 
from another helicopter crew that he had fuel streaming out of 
his aircraft. Despite the risk posed by the leaking fuel, he nursed 
the damaged aircraft back to base.

With his helicopter now massively damaged, Kettles 
unloaded the wounded, including Scheck, at the base camp. 

Later that day, the infantry battalion commander requested 
immediate, emergency extraction of the remaining 40 troops as 
well as four members of Kettles’ unit who had become stranded 
when their helicopter was destroyed by enemy fire. With so many 
helicopters out of commission, Kettles and the remaining pilots 
went searching for replacements.

“I only had one operational aircraft by this time, so we went 
down the street looking for some at the 161st,” Kettles said. 

“We borrowed five helicopters from them with crews and went 
out again.” 

Eight more lives to save
During the extraction, Kettles was told that all personnel 

were on board, and he took off. Army gunships supporting the 
evacuation also departed the area. They were returning from the 
third run—thought to be the last—when they received word of 
the eight soldiers still on the ground. 

Kettles, who was leading the formation at the time, radioed 
for someone else to take the lead and returned alone to the land-
ing zone, still ablaze with incoming mortars and small arms 
and machine gun fire. Without gunship, artillery or tactical 
aircraft support, the enemy concentrated all firepower on his 
lone aircraft. 

The thought of not returning for the pinned-down soldiers 
never once crossed his mind.

“It didn’t take a lot of thought for me to decide what to do,” 
Kettles said. “There were another eight troops down there on the 
ground, and I know they sure as hell didn’t want to be there!”

U.S. Army Maj. Charles Kettles, left, stands beside his heavily damaged “Huey” helicopter on return 
from the May 15, 1967, rescue operation.
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According to Smith, the soldiers on the ground began run-
ning toward the Huey the moment it came into sight. 

“When I saw that helicopter coming back in, a big sigh of 
relief swept over us,” Smith said. “The tracer fire was ahead 
of me when I first started running, but I was running so 
fast that I swear I could see it behind me by the time I got 
to the bird.” 

As they boarded, the helicopter took a direct hit from what 
was later believed to have been a rocket-propelled grenade. 
Kettles was hit by shrapnel that went through his torso and 
his seat. Despite his wounds, a huge hole in the windshield 
and a damaged main rotor, Kettles managed to keep the Huey 
under control. 

“It seemed a lot cooler without the windshield anyway,” 
he quipped.

Without his courageous actions and superior flying skills, 
the last group of soldiers and his crew would never have made 
it off the battlefield.

Smith, who like the others dove into the helicopter head first, 
said he never knew who the pilot was, nor did he care at the time.

“The only thing I could see was the back of his [Kettles’] head 
and the big hole in the bubble [windshield],” he said. “All I knew 
was that we were getting out of there.”

It would take nearly 50 years for Smith to finally learn who 
had saved him—and so many others—that day.

A legacy of lives lived well
Kettles was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his 

actions. After a second stint in Vietnam, he returned stateside in 
1970, where he continued serving in the Army Reserve at Fort 
Sam Houston in San Antonio until his retirement as a lieutenant 
colonel in 1978. He and his wife, Ann, will soon celebrate their 
40th wedding anniversary. Together, they have 10 children. 

Scheck lost his leg as a result of his injuries that day. He spent 
a year at Walter Reed Hospital recovering from his wounds and 
was later hired by the U.S. Postal Service in Salisbury, Maryland. 
He stayed 38 years with the post office, finally reaching the 
position of chief steward and president of the American Postal 
Workers Union. He has three children with his wife, Miriam 
Huebschmann, and is still active in labor activities today.

“I’m not counted as part of those 44 paratroopers and four 
helicopter crewmembers he saved that day, but he saved me, 
too,” Scheck said. “I was the first guy he had to haul away, and 
he’s been my hero ever since.”

After serving three tours in Vietnam, Smith went on to work 
with Commercial Motor Freight until 1985 and Metekote Corp. 

until he retired in 2005. Together with his wife, Dianne, he has 
six children. 

“I’ve thought about that day a lot over the years,” Smith said. 
“I’ve thought a lot about those who died there. I’ve thought a lot 
about those who got out of there alive, and I’ve tried to live my 
life to honor all of them.”

A long-overdue honor
A nearly five-year effort by the Veterans History Project led 

to the upgrade of Kettles’ original award to the Medal of Honor 
by members of Congress. President Barack Obama presented the 
Medal of Honor to him during a ceremony at the White House 
on July 18, 2016. Among those who were on hand to witness 
the ceremony was Smith, the final man who scrambled aboard 
Kettles’ helicopter that day in Vietnam. 

“A soldier who was there that day said, ‘Maj. Kettles became 
our John Wayne,’ ” Obama said during the ceremony. “With 
all due respect to John Wayne, he couldn’t do what Chuck 
Kettles did.”

Kettles, who downplayed the “hubbub” of receiving his 
nation’s highest military honor, chose to focus on the others 
who served with him.

“I know there can only be one recipient of the award, but this 
is for all of the aviators and infantrymen in the valley that day,” 
he said. “The names of those 44 don’t appear on the [Vietnam 
memorial] wall in Washington, D.C. That’s the bottom line. 
That’s what matters.” 

Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton is the noncommissioned officer in 
charge in the 108th Training Command–Initial Entry Training 
Public Affairs.

Kettles reflects on a life lived to honor others.
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By Col. David R. Anderson

Under the new blended retirement system, 
many more Reservists will be eligible for benefits 

BLENDING 

YOUR
FUTURE
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O f all the benefi ts available to Reserve Component (RC) 
members, few are as cherished as the opportunity to 
earn a military retirement. Beginning Jan. 1, 2018, the 

Department of Defense will enact a long-anticipated overhaul 
of this military retirement system in an eff ort to expand the 
opportunities to earn benefi ts toward retirement to an even 
greater number of service members. 

Th e 20-year legacy retirement, which has been around 
since the late 1940s, will change to a more portable, mod-
ernized system refl ecting our changing social and economic 
environment. Th ese changes are revolutionary; they aff ect 
who’s eligible and when payments are received, and provide 
previously unavailable election options. Th is is a signifi cant 
change that will impact a great number of our current—and 
all of our future—service members. 

Eligibility
It is important to state up front that everyone serving in the 

military as of Dec. 31, 2017, will be grandfathered under their 
legacy retirement system. No one will be automatically moved to 
the new Blended Retirement System (BRS). RC service members 
with fewer than 4,320 retirement points as of Dec. 31, 2017, may 
choose whether to stay with the legacy retirement system or 
opt into the new BRS; RC service members will be notifi ed this 
winter of their potential eligibility to opt into BRS. 

Additionally, all eligible service members will be required 
to complete mandatory training prior to making the decision 
of opting into BRS. Eligible service members will then have all 
of 2018 to make a decision on which retirement system is the 
right system for them.

The blending: monthly retirement 
pay + government contributions

Th e BRS structure blends the traditional defi ned annuity, 
better characterized as monthly retired pay, with that of a defi ned 
contribution plan, better known to most as the Th rift  Savings 
Plan (TSP). Th e BRS adds automatic and matching government 

As this system affects more than a million RC members and their 
families, this is not a decision to be taken lightly. It is incumbent 
that all members take the time to become familiar with the program’s 
details, take stock of their financial situations and consult all 
available advice to make the best-informed decision. 

contributions to service members’ TSP accounts, providing 
earlier government-provided retirement benefi ts than under 
the legacy retirement system. 

Members covered by the BRS will still get a defi ned annu-
ity—or monthly retired pay—if they serve to 20 years. However, 
the defi ned annuity will be based on 2 percent (rather than the 
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legacy 2.5 percent multiplier) of a member’s retired pay base, 
multiplied by their years of service. Th e years of service are still 
derived by dividing total retirement points by 360. 

One of the most signifi cant changes to the BRS, when com-
pared to the legacy retirement systems, is the opportunity for 
service members to get a portion of their retired pay as a lump 
sum upon retirement. Th is means they can receive money up 
front as an advance on their own retired pay. As indicated in 
the accompanying diagram, a lump-sum payout option will 
be available with the choice to elect 25 percent or 50 percent 
of one’s discounted retired pay in exchange for a reduction in 
monthly retired pay until reaching full Social Security retirement 
age (67 for most). Once the retiree reaches full Social Security 

retirement age, full monthly retired pay will resume. It is also 
important to note retirement eligibility requirements do not 
change under the BRS. 

Perhaps the biggest change this program brings comes in the 
form of automatic and matching government contributions to a 
member’s TSP account; this is much like the program enjoyed 
by U.S. government employees covered by the Federal Employee 
Retirement System. For those enrolled in the system, the fi rst 
1 percent will be contributed from the service member’s basic 
pay automatically, whether or not that member contributes any-
thing. But, if they do contribute to their own TSP account, the 
government will match up to another 4 percent of that member’s 
basic pay.

compensation incentive, and if they obtain 20 

years of service, monthly retired pay for life 

starting at age 60.* All service members under 

the current system are grandfathered into today’s 

retirement system.

points as of December 31, 2017, will have the choice of whether to 
opt into the new Blended Retirement System or remain in the legacy 
retirement system.

New accessions after January 1, 2018, will automatically be enrolled in 
the new Blended Retirement System.

Reservists and Guardsmen While Serving

Thrift Savings Plan Contributions 

You Contribute DoD Auto 
Contribution DoD Matches Total

0% 1% 0% 1%
1% 1% 1% 3%
2% 1% 2% 5%
3% 1% 3% 7%
4% 1% 3.5% 8.5%
5% 1% 4% 10%

The DoD automatically contributes 1% of your basic pay or Inactive Duty Pay  
to your Thrift Savings Plan after 60 days of service. 

You’ll see matching contributions at the start of 3 years through  
the completion of 26 years of service, and...

You’re fully vested − it’s yours to keep − after completing 2 years  
of service and it goes with you if you leave.

Continuation Pay
Received at the mid-career point

 

At the mid-career mark, you may receive a cash 
payment in exchange for additional service.

Retired Reservists and Guardsmen Eligible for Retirement Pay
Monthly Annuity for Life

2% x

Years 
Served  

x

Retired  
Pay Base

Calculate your retired pay base by averaging  
the highest 36 months of basic pay. 

You’ll gain this monthly annuity for life after completing 
20 qualifying years of service and attaining age 60*

*or earlier based on qualifying active service.

Collecting Your Retired Pay

OPTION

1
Full retired pay annuity beginning at age 60  

or earlier based on credited active service

or
OPTION

2
 Lump sum  with Reduced retired pay 

as monthly annuity

25% or 50% lump sum and reduced monthly annuity at age 60*
Monthly annuity bumps back up to 100% at full retirement age  

(67 in most cases).

You can find additional information at http://militarypay.defense.gov/BlendedRetirement 
Sources: Fiscal Year 2016 National Defense Authorization Act, sections 631,632, 634, and 635 Created: 8/2016
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Continuation pay
The law implementing BRS also included a continuation 

pay provision as a way for the components to encourage ser-
vice members to stay in the military. Continuation pay is a 
direct cash payout, much like a bonus for a continued service 
commitment. This will be offered at approximately the 12-year 
point in a member’s career. When completing the 12th year of 
service, RC members will be eligible for one-half to six times 
their monthly basic pay (as if serving on active duty), in return 
for a commitment of four more years of service. The services 
will determine these amounts much as they currently manage 
other retention bonuses and incentives based on in-demand 
career skills and fluctuating retention concerns. 

Portability
Under the current system, service members have to serve 20 

years before becoming eligible for a monthly retired annuity, a 
plan that is inaccessible for the approximately 80 percent who 
leave the service before reaching 20 years. Under the BRS, nearly 
85 percent of service members will receive some government 
retirement benefits through the government contributions to 
their TSP accounts. 

Once service members are vested after two years of service, 
the savings in the TSP go with them. That departing service 
member can leave it in the TSP to continue to grow or roll it over 
to another eligible retirement plan. In this way, BRS expands the 
number of RC members who will ultimately receive government 

retirement benefits based on their service from approximately 
20 percent to 80 percent.

What’s my advice?
Some of the BRS details are still being developed. In fact, with 

nearly a year to go before implementation, current emphasis is 
being placed simply upon increasing awareness. As this system 
affects more than a million RC members and their families, 
this is not a decision to be taken lightly. It is incumbent that all 
members take the time to become familiar with the program’s 
details, take stock of their financial situations and consult all 
available advice to make the best-informed decision. 

A common question seems to revolve around which of the 
two systems is the “better deal.” Simply put, it depends on indi-
vidual circumstances, as both the legacy retirement and the BRS 
have advantages and disadvantages, based on where one is at 
in his or her career continuum. Service members who have the 
option of choosing their retirement system should base their 
decision entirely upon their own circumstances, after completing 
the training and taking advantage of all of the information and 
resources available. Knowledge is power, and what you know 
can either help or hurt you. Education will be key in making 
the right decision. 

Col. Dave Anderson, USAF, supports Reserve Component needs in 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Reserve Integration. He is a 
member of the Reserve Officers Association Executive Committee.
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I t may look like NOAA Commissioned Corps Ensign Marybeth Head is 
playing with a remote-controlled toy boat. But she’s actually on a team 
aboard the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

survey ship Th omas Jeff erson, assigned to fi gure out how to integrate new 
technology into NOAA’s survey toolbox. Th e “toy” is a Teledyne Oceanscience 
Z-Boat, a small unmanned surface vessel. Equipped with survey technology, 
it can map the seafl oor along the coastline at murky depths that might only 
reach a wader’s knees, yet prove lethal to small boats.

NOAA Corps officers, from ensign to admiral in NOAA’s Office of 
Coast Survey (OCS), are exploring innovative technology that will increase 
effi  ciencies and accuracy in collecting the hydrographic data used to create 
the nation’s nautical charts. 

Among the most promising new technologies are unmanned surface vessels 
(USVs). Z-Boats with side-scan sonar are surveying shallow waters where other 
survey methods are ineff ective. OCS is looking into the use of large USVs that, 
like manned launches, can be equipped with multibeam sonar that creates 
high-resolution, 3-D imagery of the seafl oor in deep water. Both types of USVs 
have the potential to signifi cantly increase overall survey effi  ciency, as well as 
safety in areas that are navigational hazards to survey crews. 

By Jeanne Kouhestani

NOAA commissioned Corps officers pioneer use of 
new survey technologies for nautical charts

Mapping 
Futurethe 



Then-Capt. Shepard Smith, commanding officer 
of the Thomas Jefferson, initiated development 
of Z-Boat USV technology for shallow-water 
hydrographic surveys in 2015. Smith was promoted 
to rear admiral lower half in September 2016 and 
now leads the Offi ce of Coast Survey.

From the bow of a survey launch from NOAA 
ship Thomas Jefferson, Ensign Marybeth Head 
operates a Z-Boat, an unmanned surface vessel 
that can survey murky water as shallow as 2 feet.

Lt. Damian Manda takes a ride on the 
unmanned surface vessel he helped build 
at the University of New Hampshire.

 build 
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Harnessing the potential of small USVs
Head has been serving aboard the Thomas Jefferson since she 

was commissioned into the NOAA Corps. Rear Adm. Shepard 
Smith, recently named the one-star head of OCS, was a captain 
and commanding officer of the Thomas Jefferson when Head 
joined the ship, and assigned her to work with the emerging 
Z-Boat technology. 

Smith had seen the potential of the Z-Boat—created to survey 
industrial ponds—to survey shallow seawater and near-shore 
navigational hazards. It had never been deployed from a ship.

“What became clear is that we needed to have field experience 
with it to flesh out the type of questions to ask,” Smith said. “We 
couldn’t get feedback from the companies that were building 
them because we didn’t have the experience.”  

Once he took command of the Thomas Jefferson, Smith 
acquired two Z-Boats and formed a team of junior officers and 
survey technicians to develop their use. “We wanted to start 
something that would have immediate operational value by 
allowing it to get into shallow water safely.”

Over the course of five cycles of testing and development, 
each Z-Boat has been equipped with a side-scan sonar, computer 
and 4-G antenna so it can be controlled from anywhere with an 
internet connection. In addition to operating and adapting the 
Z-Boats, Head has helped develop an operating manual and is 
training others as vessel operators.

“The most challenging part of the Z-Boats is having the 
patience and problem-solving skills that are needed when 
implementing any new technology,” Head said. “You are able 
to see its awesome potential to augment our fleet and sometimes 
have to wait for the technology to catch up.”  

One management challenge Smith faced when beginning the 
Z-Boat project was that operating an unmanned vessel wasn’t 
in anyone’s job description. Because NOAA Corps officers 
have more flexible positions, the initial team was composed 
predominantly of junior officers who approached the problem 
with operational talent and forward thinking. The team focused 
on the basics step by step, from storing the USVs safely on board, 
to determining whether they could collect accurate enough data 

In the Chesapeake Bay’s Chincoteague Inlet, the shoreline with its shallows and shoals was changing so dramatically from the existing navigational chart 
that boats were going aground. NOAA ship Thomas Jefferson recently used a combination of Z-Boat side-scan sonar, LIDAR remote sensing and manned 
launches with multibeam sonar to get full coverage of the area. The entire survey was submitted to the Coast Guard’s Notice to Mariners as an urgent update 
to the chart.
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for charts, to adjusting the survey plan to implement the new 
technology. “Our plan was to test it, fix it, get it back out on the 
water, and invest in the next little piece of technology that would 
allow us to go a little further and do something that we couldn’t 
do before,” Smith said.

Z-Boats are complementing, not replacing, existing technol-
ogy, and are useful only in water less than 12 feet deep, where 
manned launches can’t go. LIDAR (light detection and ranging) 
remote sensing technology on NOAA aircraft has been used to 
map shallow coastal areas, but it is not effective in the murky 
waters that often characterize shorelines, ports and harbors. 
Consequently, many charts needed by small boats to navigate 
safely have sketchy shoreline data. 

Large USVs the next revolution in surveying
As a kid, Damian Manda covered the walls of his room with 

maps and served as navigator on road trips. This early interest 
grew into a passion for geographic information systems and 
related computer systems. With mapping in his DNA, he has 
found his perfect match within OCS since joining the NOAA 
Corps in 2010. Now a lieutenant, Manda recently completed his 
master’s degree in ocean engineering at the University of New 
Hampshire (UNH) Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping. OCS 
has a billet there; UNH is one of only two U.S. universities that 
offer certification in hydrography.

Manda’s thesis at UNH focused on the implementation of 
large USVs in ocean mapping, an area the university had just 
begun to explore. “It seemed like a good place where I could 
help ramp up the effort and contribute a little of my own ocean- 
mapping expertise,” Manda said. “Essentially, the goal was to 
replicate some of the methods we currently use in human-driven 
surveys with the autonomous vessels.”

Deploying a manned launch equipped with multibeam sonar, 
the hydrographer in charge works with the boat coxswain to 
determine the survey area. Using a monitor, the coxswain “mows 
the lawn,” going back and forth along the edge of the previous 
survey line. The lines aren’t evenly spaced; the depth of the water 
determines the width of each line. Manda’s thesis—develop-
ing the software that would direct the USVs—replicated that 
manned methodology using a USV to record data and plan out 
subsequent lines to get full coverage of the area regardless of 
how the water depth changed.

It was a tall order. The university had no USVs at the time 
to experiment with. So Manda had to help an undergraduate 
team build several vessels and develop hardware and software 
platforms to run them before he could implement his software’s 
survey-specific behaviors.

Previous advances in hydrography have focused mostly on 
sonar technology. “The idea is that USV technology would be 

the next revolution in the way we survey,” Manda said. “This 
will be the first time we can remove the people from the boats 
and work remotely. That really changes the way we can operate.”

Manda is currently serving aboard the NOAA ship 
Fairweather. UNH, continuing Manda’s work, has since acquired 
a USV that runs on diesel fuel and has a 12-hour endurance. 
The vessel is designed for deep water; it cannot operate inshore, 
where it might run aground. 

“We are still working on sorting out the issues with imple-
menting these types of hardware in the field,” Manda said. 
“That’s the benefit that UNH and other research centers can 
provide—figuring out where operational issues exist and where 
there are hiccups in implementing it into our workflow.”

NOAA won’t be acquiring large USVs anytime soon, accord-
ing to  Smith. The technology isn’t mature enough for a capital 
expenditure that would run into the millions. “Our strategy is 
to invest enough, and through lease and operation, guide the 
industry to develop something that is ready for us to take to 
scale,” he said. “But we expect it to take a few years before we 
get to that place.” 

Ultimately, he envisions a launch that could be operated 
either manned or unmanned, depending on the complexity 
and location of the survey. Busy harbors will always require a 
manned launch, he said.

He added that having a blend of manned and unmanned 
launches and Z-Boats assigned to ships on a project-by-project 
basis would significantly increase the survey coverage area in 
a given amount of time. USVs can also expand the margin of 
safety by surveying navigational hazards that are dangerous 
for a launch crew. 

However, having USVs throughout the fleet would not affect 
staffing levels of civilians or officers. “We think there are going 
to be cost savings and reduced staffing per unit of effort, but 
I’m not talking about reducing our staffing,” Smith said. “We 
still need people to fix them, control them, and to be remote 
engineers and remote mission personnel.”

NOAA Corps officers rarely invent technology but have been 
fully engaged with it throughout the corps’ history, Smith said. 
Emerging technology will continue to streamline and enhance 
OCS’ essential nautical mapping mission. 

“One of the best preparations for figuring out what makes 
the technology work is doing a lot of field work and keeping 
an open mind,” said Lt. Cmdr. Samuel Greenaway, chief of the 
Coast Survey’s Hydrographic Systems and Technology Branch. 
“Innovation does not always come from the top. I think that’s 
one of the hydro community’s particular strengths in NOAA—
welcoming innovation at all levels.” 

Jeanne Kouhestani is a freelance writer based in Williamsburg, 
Virginia. She is a regular contributor to The Officer.
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Tech. Sgt. Jared Walker and Senior Airman Kaitlyn Whalen, 419th Medical Squadron, prepare a “litter carry” during a mass casualty exercise of a downed 
aircraft. During the scenarios, volunteers wore makeup to simulate injuries and received care from Reserve personnel. 
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T
he roles of the National Guard and Reserve 
have shifted over time. The major transition has 
entailed movement from a “strategic” reserve 
kept in semireadiness for large-scale general 
mobilization, to an “operational” reserve charac-

terized by greater and more frequent use in operational missions. 
Nearly 1 million Reserve Component (RC) troops have been 
mobilized since 9/11, and RC use rose from 1 million man-days 
per year in 1989 to a peak of 68 million in 2005. 

Several factors likely caused this transition, including the 
military’s reliance on the RC for key capabilities—such as logistic 
transport, medical, civil affairs and other specialties—and the 
difficulty of attracting and affording an adequately sized all-vol-
unteer Active Component (see “An All-Volunteer Professional 
Force at Risk”). 

This RC transition into an operational and more immediately 
essential role has not yet been accompanied by a comprehen-
sive—dare we say “strategic”?—assessment of just what we expect 
of our Guard and Reserve. The operational shift notwithstand-
ing, the RC must still fulfill a strategic role; it is our national 
reserve. As we conclude large deployments to war, it is opportune 
to assess how to proceed. 

A useful framework
The U.S. military has long used the “ends/ways/means” 

framework to develop strategy, a model useful in such 
an assessment. 

Ends, synonymous with end states, are desired outcomes. 
“The Navy Reserve’s readiness permits conduct of operational 
and strategic Reserve functions in support of the Chief of Naval 
Operations’ 2016 Design for Maintaining Maritime Superiority.” 
That’s a notional end state.

Ways are the “how”—the actions needed to achieve the ends. 
An example of a way useful in achieving the notional Navy 
Reserve end state: “Keep pace with Navy’s future capabilities.” 
That’s an actual way, expressed as a “strategic imperative” in 
the 2016 Navy Reserve Vision. (Note that it would also support 
our notional end state.)

Means are the resources necessary to accomplish the ways, 
whether as a concrete thing or an abstract, such as a capability. 
A littoral combat ship is a means; so is a sailor’s ability to counter 
cyberattacks. They are both means essential to achieving the ways 
of a Navy Reserve keeping pace with Navy’s future capabilities.

The ends of a subordinate organization—in this case the 
Navy Reserve—generally become the ways of the superior 
organization. The Chief of Naval Operations, in achieving 
his ends, would count among his ways the notional “Navy 
Reserve develops readiness that permits conduct of oper-
ational and strategic reserve functions in support of the 
Chief of Naval Operations’ 2016 Design for Maintaining 
Maritime Superiority.”

Risk is the gap between the ends and the viable ways and 
available means. According to U.S. Army War College Professor 
Harry R. Yarger, “Since there are never enough resources or a 
clever enough concept to assure 100 percent success in the com-
petitive international environment, there is always some risk. The 
strategist seeks to minimize this risk through his development 
of the strategy—the balance of ends, ways and means.”

The RC role in national military strategy
What end states should the RC achieve in support of the 

national military strategy? The National Military Strategy of the 
United States of America 2015 is the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s assess-
ment of the nation’s greatest security threats, and prescribes the 

A Clarified Purpose and Mission 
Defining the role of the Reserve Components using an ends/ways/means framework

By Ben Booker and Maj. Gen. Jeffrey Phillips, USA (Ret.)
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NATIONAL SECURITY REPORT

military’s primary responses. While not specifically using the 
term, the Strategy presents national security end states.

Although the RC is mentioned in the document, its role in the 
Strategy tends to be general and vague. But in an assessment of 
potential end states for our RC, we do find helpful information.

While not expressed specifically as ends, the Strategy frames 
key security interests: 
• The survival of the nation.
• The prevention of catastrophic attack against 

U.S. territory.
• The security of the global economic system.
• The security, confidence and reliability of our allies.
• The protection of American citizens abroad.
• The preservation and extension of universal values.

Simply restated, these security interests become end states: 
The nation’s survival is assured. Catastrophic attack against U.S. 
territory is prevented. The global economic system is secure. 
And so on.

Clarifying national security ends and ways—and means, 
of course—facilitates establishing the roles of organizations 
supporting the fulfillment of those ends. The nation’s RC thus 
must contribute to these end states with the establishment of 
supportive ends of their own. 

Yet without a clear definition of their end states, the estab-
lishment of missions (ways), equipping (means) and so forth 
becomes problematic. That leads to suboptimal direction and 
resourcing; if our leaders do not understand how the RC is 
to be used for national ends, they will misallocate resources 
and manpower.1 

Supporting military objectives
To discuss an RC ends/ways/means construct, we refer to 

the Strategy, which lists three “national military objectives,” 
another description for national-level ways of attaining the ends:
• Deter, deny and defeat state adversaries.
• Disrupt, degrade and defeat violent extrem-

ist organizations.
• Strengthen our global network of allies and partners.

State adversaries, with their large conventional forces, 
weapons of mass destruction, anti-access/area denial systems 
and cyber tools, pose the most extensive threat to the United 
States. Violent extremist organizations use terrorist and 
insurgent tactics to advance their goals of radicalizing pop-
ulations, spreading violence and leveraging terror to reshape 
society to fit their aims. The most prominent examples are 

ISIL and Al-Qaeda.2 For both threats, the Strategy stresses 
maintaining global partnerships and allies as essential, its 
third way.

Based on these national ways in the Strategy, we might frame 
the RC’s end state using a variation of our notional Navy Reserve 
end state: RC readiness permits conduct of operational and 
strategic reserve functions in support of The National Military 
Strategy of the United States of America. 
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Facilitating that RC end state accomplishes one or more of 
the higher organization’s ways, as stated in the Strategy. For the 
RC to do that, we might consider four major Guard and Reserve 
missions—RC ways that accomplish the RC end state: (1) provid-
ing surge capabilities, (2) recruiting, cultivating and retaining 
professionals with skills, especially in critical, less mainstream 
areas, such as cyber fields, (3) assisting in stability operations 
and (4) providing homeland security and disaster response.

2016 Army Reserve Drill Sergeant of the Year competitor Sgt. 1st 
Class Jason Scott, 95th Training Division (IET), hurdles the low 
wall on the fit-to-win obstacle course during the competition, 
held at Fort Jackson, South Carolina.
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Surge capabilities
Offering surge capabilities aligns with the original purpose 

of the Reserves, facilitating access to a large body of adequately 
trained troops in times of national emergency. The Strategy 
does indeed cite this strategic role for the Reserve: “War against 
a major adversary would require the full mobilization of all 
instruments of national power, and to do so, the United States 
sustains a full-spectrum military that includes strong Reserve 
and National Guard forces. They provide the force depth needed 
to achieve victory while simultaneously deterring other threats.”3 

Two factors immediately arise in the consideration of surge 
use of the RC: when it is best for the RC to provide surge capa-
bility (a form of a way) and what type of surge capabilities the 
RC provides (in essence, what means are available).

The Department of Defense study, “Unit Cost and Readiness 
for the Active and Reserve Components of the Armed Forces,” 

provides some guidance. The AC is best-suited for the initial 
stages of surges; its higher levels of training and greater for-
ward presence make it more effective in the early response to a 
national emergency. 

Reserve forces are better suited for later-stage surge 
capabilities, according to the study. They often need addi-
tional training to refresh and hone their skills. That is not 
to say the RC cannot engage in early-stage operations in 
a national emergency, especially where integration has 
been extensive.

RC units may provide forces in the initial stages of a con-
flict; to avoid delays and suboptimal performance, it is essen-
tial to provide identical equipment to both the AC and RC. By 
and large, though, the RC will be used in the post-immediate 
stages of a national emergency; preparing for these stages of 
the operation should be paramount. 

Lt. Caroline Silvia of the Expeditionary  
Medical Facility Bethesda documents a 
simulated patient’s vitals on Fort A.P. Hill, 
Virginia, Jan. 21, 2015. Silvia was participating 
in “Arctic Medic,” being facilitated by the  
1st Medical Training Brigade, which trains  
and assesses medical units in conjunction  
with the 78th Training Division’s Warrior 
Exercise (WAREX) “Arctic Lightning.” 
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Human assets
The second mission for the RC is recruiting, cultivating and 

retaining professionals with high-level, individualized skills not 
commonly found in the AC. Then–Secretary of Defense Ashton 
Carter’s Force of the Future initiatives include “reinvigorating 
the Reserve Officers Training Corps.” Beyond accessing a pool of 
Reservists and units ready to answer the call, in complementing 
its surge mission, the RC should also be concentrating on high-
level individualized skills. 

These skills help address our new security challenges, espe-
cially cybersecurity threats. Space and cyberspace demand 
advanced technology and skills to maintain dominance. State 
and nonstate actors are investing in anti-access/area denial and 
cybersecurity technology to undermine American security. 

Furthermore, Reservists employed in the private sector, 
especially in cyber fields, may have advantages over those in the 
AC.4 In specialty areas new to the military, the most innovative 
technologies and best training are often found in the private sec-
tor. We must leverage the RC members who possess these skills. 

As the private sector increasingly develops capabilities to 
operate in space, the RC can be a critical link to maintain the 
U.S. military’s competitive advantage in the space domain.

Operations stability
The third RC mission is to assist in stability operations, 

primarily maintaining allied relationships, humanitarian 
operations and post-conflict stability operations. The Reserve 
forces hold the bulk of the Total Force civil affairs personnel.5 
Consequently, the Reserves have expertise relating to allied gov-
ernments when U.S. armed forces conduct overseas operations. 

The RC is well-suited to conducting diplomatic roles and 
maintaining civil-military relations with U.S. allies abroad.6 
The National Guard helps maintain partnerships through its 
National Guard State Partnership Program, in which Guard 
units engage in regular joint training exercises with a U.S. ally’s 
military.7 These joint training exercises foster mutual trust and 
deepen allied relationships.

Many of the capabilities necessary for humanitarian opera-
tions are found in the RC: medical, logistical and military police, 

for example. Thus, the RC will continue to play an essential role 
in overseas operations. The RC may handle more of the latter 
part of the humanitarian operations, since their response time 
tends to be slower than that of the AC. 

In post-conflict stability operations, the RC possesses the 
bulk of civil affairs personnel, and thus the skills necessary to 
help rebuild civil institutions. Post-conflict stability operations 
are usually long-lasting, facilitating more predictable assign-
ments. Predictability eliminates the difficulties and challenges 
associated with shorter-notice call-ups, as well as helping ensure 
ready units at mobilization.8 

The homeland mission  
The fourth major mission for the RC is to provide assistance 

for homeland security and disaster response. It is not difficult to 
trace the utility of this RC way through its direct support of the 
RC end state and thus indirectly to its support of the national 
strategy’s end state, “The nation’s survival is assured.” 

The Guard and Reserve have long provided defense support of 
civil authorities, although this support mission is most classically 
associated with the Guard. The RC’s integration with civilian 
communities enhances its ability to collaborate with civilian 
institutions, facilitating greater efficiency and faster responses. 
The critical skills necessary for humanitarian operations abroad 
are as relevant for disaster response at home.9 

In a difficult budget environment colliding with a complex 
and dangerous national security environment, a disciplined 
and proven framework must be used to establish our strategy 
and drive decisions down through the lowest echelons of the 
Total Force. 

The time is right for a thorough assessment of the role to be 
played by our Reserve forces as they support the Total Force. 
Without such an assessment, we risk an RC further transitioning 
into some form and role on an ad hoc basis, a waste of resources 
and a risk to security we cannot afford. 

Ben Booker is the legislative and military policy analyst for the 
Reserve Officers Association. Jeffrey Phillips is the executive 
director of the Reserve Officers Association.

1 John Nagl and Travis Sharp, An Indispensable Force: Investing in America’s National Guard and 
Reserves, Center for a New American Security, Sept. 2010, 12.

2 Ibid, 3.
3 Ibid, 7.
4 John Nagl and Travis Sharp, An Indispensable Force, 14.
5 Department of Defense, Unit Cost and Effectiveness, 11–14.

6 Office of the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Office of Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Reserve, Comprehensive Review of the Future Role of the Reserve Component, 
Volume I, Executive Summary & Main Report, Department of Defense, April 2011, 28–29. 

7 John Nagl and Travis Sharp, An Indispensable Force, 17.
8 Ibid, 8.
9 Comprehensive Review of the Future Role of the Reserve Component, 31–32. 
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An All-Volunteer Professional 
Force at Risk
With a new administration, a review of its effectiveness is likely—and appropriate

By Maj. Gen. Dennis Laich, USA (Ret.)
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U.S. Marine Corps, Sgt. 
Maj. Larry Liechty, of 
the Recruiting Station 
San Francisco, offers a 
last-minute briefing to 
new recruits during a 
joint mass enlistment 
ceremony hosted by the 
San Francisco 49ers 
at Levi Stadium, Santa 
Clara, California, Sept. 
27, 2016. 

H
istorically, changes in U.S. presidential adminis-
trations have included comprehensive reviews of 
national security and defense policies. When the 
incoming administration represents the other 
political party, the reviews often bring about 

bigger changes. From what we know of the differences between 
the policies of President Barack Obama and President Donald 
Trump, we might expect unprecedented shifts. 

The reviews and the subsequent shifts usually encompass 
budgets, procurement, force structure, readiness and alliances. 
Given that we have been at war for the past 15 years and are likely 
to remain so for the foreseeable future, a first-order question of 

whether the all-volunteer force (AVF) is working and will work 
in the future based on fairness, efficiency and sustainability 
should be part of the likely upcoming review. 

The question of whether the AVF is working and will work 
in the future is beginning to emerge both inside and outside 
official Pentagon venues. The Army Chief of Staff annually issues 
his key strategic issues list through the U.S. Army War College. 
This year, one of the issues is to “examine the nature, condition 
and future of the AVF and supporting systems.” 

Four first-order questions are included in the issue: 1) To what 
extent are the reasons for creating the AVF in the early 1970s 
still relevant today? 2) To what extent does the AVF undermine 
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the sense of public responsibility and shared sacrifice necessary 
for a democracy to survive? 3) What are the long-term economic 
consequences of maintaining the AVF? 4) Given the AVF’s cost 
and inherent limitations, would the United States be capable of 
mass mobilization in the event of a national emergency? 

These four questions get to the heart of the fairness, efficiency 
and sustainability issue. If subjected to a rigorous, fact-based, 
apolitical analysis, they may lead reasonable people to consider 
changes in the way we man the force.

Additional voices are being heard within the national defense 
community. An article in the November-December 2015 Military 
Review titled “An All-Volunteer Force for Long-Term Success” 
addresses the need to review how we man the force. The authors, 
Army Col. Michael Runey and retired Army Col. Charles Allen, 
said, “The consequence of such prolonged stress is that the AVF’s 
long-term viability as a high-quality, affordable, professional 
force is now at risk. Of particular concern, as the military faces 
new, rapidly mutating global threats, are the increasing chal-
lenges the services—especially the Army—have in acquiring 
the high-quality enlisted talent they need.” 

The authors cite three specific issues that threaten the viabil-
ity of the AVF and will force significant reform to keep it viable: 
a shrinking pool of potential recruits, a decreasing willingness 
to serve in the military and the unsustainable cost of the AVF. 
They point out that a mere “4.3 percent of young people are both 
willing and qualified to serve in the military.”

Unpromisingly, the reforms they urge feature a near-illusory 
federal campaign of questionable benefit to the military that 
would interest youth in volunteer national service.

The AVF Forum is a network of national security experts and 
military officers focused on facilitating a national dialogue on 
the question of whether the AVF is working and will work in the 
future. The second AVF Symposium will be held at the College 
of William and Mary on April 27 and is open to the public. 

Including the viability of the AVF in a comprehensive review 
of defense policy by the incoming administration is justified by 
concerns beyond national security. The current system tugs at the 
social fabric of our nation and contributes to the civil-military 
gap. The enlisted ranks are overrepresented by the third and 
fourth socio-economic quintiles of our nation; the first socio- 
economic quintile is largely AWOL. 

The complexity and scope of threats to U.S. national security, 
and interests in a resource-constrained environment, clearly 

justify a comprehensive review of U.S. policies and capabilities to 
shape and respond to these challenges. A critical element of that 
response is the ability to man our forces with sufficient numbers 
of high-quality people to defend the nation at a sustainable cost. 
Failure to include a fact-based, apolitical review of how we man 
the force could lead to mission failure at the strategic, operational 
and tactical levels. 

Maj. Gen. Dennis Laich, USA (Ret.), is the author of Skin in the 
Game: Poor Kids and Patriots.

The all-volunteer force depends on the willingness and ability of Americans 
to serve in the military. An increasingly small number of young people are 
willing and qualified to serve. 
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GEN. JOSEPH L. LENGYEL 
Chief of the National Guard Bureau

Gen. Joseph L. Lengyel serves as the 28th Chief of the 
National Guard Bureau and as a member of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff . In this capacity, he serves as a military advisor to 
the president, secretary of defense and National Security 
Council, and is the Department of Defense’s offi  cial channel 
of communication to the governors and state adjutants 
general on all matters pertaining to the National Guard. 
He is responsible for ensuring that the more than 453,000 
Army and Air National Guard personnel are accessible, 
capable and ready to protect the homeland and to provide 
combat-ready resources to the Army and Air Force. Prior 
to his current assignment, Lengyel served as the vice chief, 
National Guard Bureau.

Lengyel was commissioned in 1981 through the Reserve 
Offi  cer Training Corps program at the University of North 
Texas. He served in various operational and staff  assign-
ments, primarily as an F-16 instructor pilot and weapons 
offi  cer. His experience in the F-16 includes tours in Air 
Combat Command, Pacifi c Air Forces, United States Air 
Forces in Europe and the Texas Air National Guard. 

He has commanded a fi ghter squadron, operations group, 
air expeditionary group and the Air National Guard 
Readiness Center. Lengyel is a command pilot with more 
than 3,000 fl ying hours, primarily in the F-16. Additionally, 
Lengyel served as the senior United States defense offi  cial; 
chief, Offi  ce of Military Cooperation; and defense attaché, 
Cairo, United States Central Command, Cairo, Egypt.

Today’s National Guard
Evolving to meet global and homeland needs

We are living in extraordinary times. Technology, glo-
balization, advances in medicine and the free fl ow of 

commerce give cause for great optimism for our future. Yet this 
optimism is tempered by the ever-increasing volatility in our 
global security environment. 

Th e globalization of our society has created a more connected 
world, with borders that are oft en undefi ned. As a result, many 
of the threats today are transregional and will likely intersect 
numerous combatant commands concurrently. 

Confl icts will also be waged across multiple domains, with 
potential adversaries challenging us on land, air and sea, as 
well as in evolving domains, such as space and cyber. We have 
experienced fi rsthand the turbulence and chaos cyberattacks 
can infl ict on our businesses, infrastructure and even our most 
basic democratic processes. 

Lastly, confl icts will likely not be fought using only conven-
tional weapons and forces. Rather, it will be multifunctional, 
with our foes attempting to integrate unconventional weapons 
with their existing military arsenals.  

As the barriers of access to lethal and destructive weapons 
continue to fall due to technology and availability, the threat of 
nonstate actors possessing these types of nonconventional weap-
ons will only increase. Militant groups operating in new terrain, 
or with increased strength empowered by modern technology, 
exacerbate existing confl icts over access to natural resources and 
free markets. Th e combination of political instability, technolog-
ical change and resource shortages is being leveraged by these 
groups to undermine stability and international peace and order. 
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The Defense Department is focusing on five pressing chal-
lenges we face today: 
• historic change in the vital Asia-Pacific region that 

includes a rising China; 
• the prospect of an emboldened and aggressive Russia 

that continues to strengthen and advance its military 
and technology; 

• Iranian aggression and its malign influence in the 
Middle East; 

• North Korea and its nuclear weapons program; and 
• violent extremism in whatever form it may take. 

In addition to these challenges, we have to always be 
prepared for natural disasters that continue to become more 
deadly and devastating. We also face these challenges under 
budget constraints that are forcing our senior defense leaders 
to make difficult decisions to resource our military to keep 
our nation safe. 

Priorities for meeting today’s challenges
We have many challenges; that part is very clear. But I 

am confident the National Guard will meet these challenges 
head-on, as it always has. We will be a force that remains at the 
cutting edge of technology. We will be more versatile. And we 

will continue to adapt and innovate to ensure we stay one step 
ahead of our enemies. 

To be an operational force that can meet today’s threats as 
well as challenges of the future, I have three priorities: 
• ensure we can always provide ready forces; 
• take care of our people, families and employers; and 
• promote innovation and agility. 

These priorities will be the foundation from which we con-
tinue to provide Americans the National Guard that they have 
come to expect: a National Guard that fights America’s wars, 
protects our homeland and builds enduring partnerships at 
home and abroad. 

Our mission sets offer a balance of combat and enabling units 
that mirror the Active Component. As we provide ready forces 
to the Army and Air Force, we work seamlessly in an array of 
complex environments to help bring security around the globe. 
We are inextricably linked to the Active Component and are   
ready to fight as part of the joint force. 

Building on our operational foundation that began after 
9/11, we have conducted approximately 787,000 mobilizations 
since that time. As we move forward, the National Guard will 
continue to increase its integration and interoperability with the 
Army and the Air Force as we work together and train together 
to build the best Total Force. 

Members of the 151st Air Refueling Squadron, based at the 134th Air Refueling Wing, facilitate training with a C-130 during a night mission lit by the new 
moon. Pilots in training take turns connecting the aircraft to the KC-135 Stratotanker’s boom to be better equipped for long-range missions.
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Here at home, we leverage the same experience and capabil-
ities we gain overseas to secure the homeland. Our 54 adjutants 
general achieve amazing results in their states. They prepare 
their forces to be ready to work with our governors and other 
agency partners to answer the call when disaster strikes at home. 

We respond to natural disasters such as Hurricane Matthew 
and the flooding in Louisiana, as well as assisting in crises 
such as the Boston Marathon bombing and the civil unrest 
in Ferguson and Baltimore. We also secure America’s skies as 
the primary force provider to the North American Aerospace 
Defense Command. Last year, we logged 1.2 million man-days 
responding to emergencies at home that included 60 natural 
disasters. Additionally, on any given day, we have anywhere 
between 3,000 and 4,000 Guard members conducting domes-
tic operations.

In the cyber realm, the National Guard is already build-
ing robust capacity. We have defensive cyberspace operations 
elements in each state, three territories and the District of 
Columbia. In addition, we have 40 cyber units in 29 states and 
are expecting to grow to 43 cyber units across 34 states by Fiscal 
Year 2019. 

The National Guard is able to succeed in its warfight and 
homeland missions only through the incredible enduring part-
nerships we build at all levels—international, federal, state and 
local. Our expertise in bridging different cultures, organiza-
tions and people enables success in our combat and domestic 
response missions. 

The crucial role of partnerships
On the international level, we have partnered with 73 nations 

around the globe through our State Partnership Program. That is 
approximately one-third of the countries around the world, with 
more partnerships expected in the near future. This program is 
a tool that builds relationships, assures partners, deters foes and 
has helped transition many nations from security consumers to 
global security providers. 

On the federal and state levels, we train and conduct exercises 
with our interagency partners on a variety of domestic response 
skills to ensure interoperability and interagency cooperation. 
These partnerships help to enable a unified, rapid response at 
all levels of government.

The foundation of our capabilities as an operational force and 
our accomplishments throughout our nearly 400-year history 
can only be attributed to the dedication and skill of our men 
and women and the families and employers who support them. 

I am committed to providing our men and women an envi-
ronment that ensures respect for one another and a culture 
that fosters diversity and inclusiveness that is reflective of the 
communities we serve. I want to give a special thanks to our 
family members for their commitment and for making incred-
ible sacrifices so that our soldiers and airmen can accomplish 
their missions. 

I also want to thank our employers who provide our Guard 
members with the majority of their livelihoods. Our business 
model cannot work without their support. We offer employers 
the immeasurable benefits brought to the job by our Citizen 
Soldiers and Airmen, and conversely, we benefit from the civilian 
skills our men and women bring to both our domestic operations 
and the warfight.

It’s truly inspiring to see what the men and women of our 
Guard do every day for our nation and for their communities. 
I’m excited about the future of the National Guard as we evolve 
with the changing times. We will continue to be an indispensable 
operational force and succeed through the commitment and 
extraordinary talent of this generation’s Minutemen. Whether 
we are securing the homeland or engaged in combat missions 
abroad, we will continue to be innovative, responsive and capa-
ble. The National Guard will be “Always Ready, Always There!” 

Sgt. Allan G. Torres, left, and Pfc. Roman O’Doherty of the California 
Army National Guard’s 1st Battalion, 184th Infantry Regiment, look for 
“survivors” during Vigilant Guard 17, an exercise simulating a massive 
disaster response to a powerful earthquake in Los Angeles. 
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TODD A. WEILER
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Manpower and Reserve Affairs

Todd Weiler advises the secretary of defense and the under 
secretary of defense for personnel and readiness on matters 
of personnel policies (both military and civilian), Reserve 
integration, military community and family policy, and 
Total Force planning and requirements. He also oversees 
the Department of Defense education activity, Defense 
Commissary Agency and armed forces retirement homes. 

Weiler brings more than 20 years of experience in human 
resource management and executive leadership to his 
offi  ce. During his career, he has developed expertise in 
information technology management, strategic planning, 
organizational development, and business transformation 
and development. 

Before transitioning to the private sector, Weiler served 
in the Army as an attack helicopter pilot. He served in 
both Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm, 
during which he was a part of the longest, largest air assault 
operation in history. Later, he served as a White House 
liaison to the Department of Defense and was appointed 
by the president to the Department of Transportation 
Civil Tiltrotor Development Advisory Committee and the 
Federal Prison Industries board of directors. 

He further developed his expertise in military personnel 
and wounded warrior programs as the deputy assistant 
secretary of the Army for manpower and Reserve affairs.

A More Refl ective Force
Reserve Component service needs 
to continue to be reshaped 

During my time as your assistant secretary, we have been 
quite busy. You, our community-based forces, have 

ensured that our military remains connected to our people 
and that the force of the future is more refl ective of the society 
we serve. Over the past several months, it has been an honor to 
lead an eff ort in changing the way in which we call our Reserve 
forces to duty.

Th is Reserve Component duty status reform streamlines the 
32 diff erent authorities, from inactive duty training to active 
contingency operation support, down to just six. It ensures con-
sistent benefi ts based on mission, rather than on the authority 
used for your orders. Truly, today I can report that the state of 
the Reserve Components is strong. But this is a fragile condition, 
and there remains much work ahead.

As my time in the Pentagon comes to an end, there are 
three major areas that deserve your continued attention in the 
coming months and years. First, we should consider reshaping 
opportunities for part-time service that will meet the needs of 
the department, while more closely refl ecting a societal shift  in 
how and when people work. 

For example, the cyber fi eld represents unique challenges 
and opportunities. We must recognize that a desire to serve 
will not overtake the extremely high pay and benefi ts available 
to cyber professionals in the commercial market. Only through 
creating a fl exible service model can we meet the needs of the 
department, commercial industry and our service members. 
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A model that we are currently exploring could create a true 
part-time force that will allow members to make the high sala-
ries in civilian employment while performing the mission they 
can experience only in the military. This model might result in 
part-time work for the Reserves in the form of 15–20 hours per 
week, accompanied by civilian employment; or weeks on and off; 
or any other number of combinations that meet service needs, 
while capitalizing on commercial advances and creating a better 
work-life balance for our service members. 

The second area in which we have begun to work is address-
ing the worldwide pilot shortage. This work is well underway, but 
more must be done in partnership with industry to ensure that 
we can meet the needs of the military and the commercial sector. 

Linked to this effort is the immediate need for Uniformed 
Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) 
reform. With rights come responsibilities, and I am a firm 
believer that we can strengthen the protections of USERRA 

while including a fair reporting requirement by Reservists to 
their employers.

Finally, the department must revisit the ill-advised decisions 
to gut the Reserve affairs offices, both in the Joint Staff and the 
four-star civilian equivalent. The office of the assistant secretary 
of defense for Reserve affairs has long served as the “last line of 
defense” in ensuring that Reserve Component considerations 
are taken into account when creating policies. 

Although we are a better integrated and Total Force than 
when I was here in the 1990s, the decision-making processes by 
which policies are created have not changed. As a result, we still 
have occasions when Reserve Component impacts are an after-
thought in policymaking. Although on paper the integration of 
Reserve Component oversight roles across the department may 
seem a good idea, it functions in theory only. A strong assistant 
secretary is absolutely necessary in addressing the challenges that 
will continue to face the Reserve Components into the future. 

Marines with 1st Battalion, 25th Marine Regiment, clear a fence while attempting to secure the area after a possible improvised explosive device was spotted 
during exercise Javelin Thrust. 
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America’s Army Reserve 
Adapting for a 21st-century threat environment

A s I meet with Army Reserve soldiers and leaders, I’m proud 
to witness fi rsthand the professionalism and excellence of 

our formations. America’s Army Reserve is without a doubt the 
most battle-tested and experienced in our nation’s history. I am 
humbled and honored to have the opportunity to lead more than 
200,000 soldiers and civilians on the road to awesome. 

While the Army Reserve has never failed to provide the 
soldiers and units needed to meet combatant commander 
requirements across the globe, the current threat to our nation 
has evolved to include peer, near-peer, hybrid and irregular 
threats. Aft er 15 years of continuous combat against terrorists 

“Army leaders organize, 
equip, train and employ their 

formations for unmatched 
lethality over a wide range 
of conditions. Lethality is a 
persistent requirement for 
Army organizations. . . .” 
— Army Doctrine Reference Publication 3-0 

Unifi ed Land Operations, Nov. 11, 2016

LT. GEN. CHARLES D. LUCKEY 
Chief, Army Reserve
Commanding General, United States 
Army Reserve Command

As the chief of Army Reserve and commanding general, 
United States Army Reserve Command, Lt. Gen. Charles 
D. Luckey leads a community-based force of more than 
200,000 soldiers and civilians with a footprint that includes 
50 states, fi ve territories and more than 30 countries.

He was commissioned in the Army aft er graduating as 
a distinguished military graduate from the University 
of Virginia in 1977. He began his military career as an 
infantry offi  cer leading soldiers in both mechanized and 
Special Forces units until separating from active duty in 
1982 to attend law school. In 1985, he returned to active 
duty and served with the 82nd Airborne, Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina. In 1991, he transferred to the Army Reserve and 
subsequently commanded units at the battalion, brigade 
and group level, culminating with his assignment as the 
commanding general of the 78th Division (TS).

Luckey was recalled to active duty in 2008 and selected 
to serve as the chief, Offi  ce of Security Cooperation in 
Baghdad, Iraq. Prior to his current assignment, he served 
as the chief of staff , North American Aerospace Defense 
Command and Northern Command and on the joint staff  
as assistant to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff  for 
Reserve Matters.  

As a civilian, Luckey is a litigation partner in the fi rm of 
Blanco Tackabery & Matamoros P.A. in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina. As a partner of the fi rm, he concentrates 
his practice on a mixture of criminal, domestic and 
environmental matters in both state and federal courts.
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in Afghanistan and Iraq, the nation’s readiness to fight a war 
against a high-end, near-peer enemy has eroded. 

Simultaneously, our potential adversaries have heavily 
invested in modernizing their forces and increasing their lethal 
capabilities. They have become increasingly capable of operating 
in a contested and lethal environment, and have demonstrated 
a shifted propensity to push boundaries and flex their mili-
tary might.

Today we face new threats. This evolving threat picture 
consists of an environment in which dominance of wide-area 
security and full-spectrum conflict will be key to winning our 
nation’s wars. America’s Army Reserve will be ready and fully 
mission capable for that threat environment.

Achieving readiness in a complex threat 
environment

Vision: America’s Army Reserve, the most capable, combat-ready 
and lethal federal Reserve force in the history of the nation. 

Mission: America’s Army Reserve generates and deploys units of 
action and, as required, individual soldiers who are trained and 
equipped to meet the operational needs of the Army and the joint 
warfighter to win the nation’s wars.

The magnitude of threats we face mandates a change in our 
culture. We have tough but essential work ahead of us, and 
time is not in our favor. Every soldier must be ready to fight 
and win in a complex battle space of tomorrow. This requires 
better training, capable equipment and the finest leadership in 
the history of the Army Reserve. We will harden our resolve 
that the next fight will be much tougher than any fight we’ve 
ever been in before. 

Readiness is Job One. It is the Main Thing. Meeting the 
challenge of fielding—in any sort of relevant time frame—a 
robust, capable, ready and lethal array of forces from the ranks 
of a “part-time” force is no small task. There is no military com-
mand in the world with a similar challenge in terms of scope, 
complexity or opportunity. 

We will direct our energy on three lines of effort that will 
achieve the effects that the threat demands. The first line of effort 
is our mandate to provide trained and ready combat units of 
action to the Army and the Joint Force. Secondly, we must retain 
and sustain the support of families, employers and communities. 
Finally, we will invest and shape the future by optimizing and   

growing the force of tomorrow, so that we are best positioned 
to meet the needs of the nation. 

Lines of Effort

1 Provide trained and ready combat units of action to the 
Army and the Joint Force. Our recently published training 
guidance outlines the plan to meet the challenges presented 
by the emerging threat environment. Our team is assessing 
the combatant commands’ support missions to drive effective 
improvements in individual and collective training programs. 
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Army Reserve senior leaders are assessing the degree 
to which changes or shifts in some aspects of our current 
command and control structure might yield better training 
opportunities and relationships. These reviews will inform 
and drive our training, manning and equipping process, and 
priorities to optimize the growth and sustainment of ready 
units of action that may be tapped to go into harm’s way on 
short notice. Additionally, the Army Reserve leadership is 
evaluating the enhanced readiness posture. 

We are getting back to the basics. It’s all about leadership, 
energy and execution. We all own the heavy lifting required to 
change from a limited-threat culture into one that embraces 
the ability to win across the full range of military operations.

The threat demands that we infuse our influence and drive 
to dominate in a highly contested environment. This requires 
us to develop the most challenging and relevant training 
possible under less-than-ideal conditions. At the individual 
level, soldiers must be ready in all aspects of skills, training, 

equipment, education and medical readiness, and aggregated 
into units that are ready to deploy into a theater of operations 
on relatively short notice.

Current war plans in key theaters will require some of 
the Army Reserve’s early entry/set-the-theater capabili-
ties to deploy within six weeks. We are in the process of 
determining which units will be required and how much 
additional training will be necessary prior to deploying 
them in a contested theater of operations. Once we deter-
mine the actual units, they’ll be our priority for training 
and modernization. 

2 Retain and sustain the support of families, employers and 
communities. Family and employer support is vital and 
directly impacts our ability to build and sustain readiness. 
Families are the bedrock of an all-volunteer force. For the 
Army Reserve families who support their soldiers, it’s 
important to understand, access and share the tools and 

Staff Sgt. Alan Mendenhall, an observer-coach trainer with the 91st Training Division, demonstrates how to pull security during a counter-IED training lane at 
Fort Hunter-Liggett, California. Approximately 80 units from across the U.S. Army Reserve, Army National Guard and active Army participated in the exercise 
hosted by the 91st Training Division at Fort Hunter-Liggett.
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resources available through both the Army and their local 
community. Military and veteran service organizations also 
play a vital role in supporting Citizen Soldiers, building net-
works and creating connections for families, friends and 
employers in communities across America. They help tell our 
story, generate local support and drive a strategic message: 
The Army Reserve serves the people of the United States, but 
we, in turn, need their support to do our part in defending 
the American way of life. 

Citizen Soldiers are experienced professionals who merge 
technical skills, honed in the civilian sector, with world-
class military leadership skills. The geographically dispersed 
and community-based nature of the Army Reserve family 
presents a challenge—and an opportunity. 

The challenge is to build and sustain a force of techni-
cally and highly skilled soldiers and units ready to deploy 
at a moment’s notice without negatively impacting the sol-
dier’s civilian job and financial security. We must continue 
to balance readiness so that our best soldiers and leaders 
don’t have to choose between military service and their 
civilian professions. 

While our core competency and primary mission is to 
support the Army in winning the nation’s wars, we are also 
uniquely well-suited to the task of responding to emergencies 

when needed in the neighborhoods and communities where 
our soldiers reside.

3 Shape and grow the force of tomorrow. The Army Reserve, 
which provides the majority of the Army’s maneuver sup-
port and sustainment capability, maintains a presence in 
all 50 states, five U.S. territories and more than two dozen 
nations. To ensure we are positioned to best meet the needs 
of the nation, the Army Reserve is currently conducting a 
geographic and demographic analysis of the current home 
stations at which more than 200,000 uniformed and civilian 
personnel work and spend their drill time. This will determine 
whether we are appropriately postured to recruit and retain 
individuals with the specialized enabling capabilities that 
make up the majority of the Army Reserve force.

If that is not the case, certain structures may need to be 
relocated to areas with larger concentrations of people, busi-
nesses and industries. We must position ourselves ahead of 
shifting demographics to increase our chances of recruiting 
and retaining top-notch talent. We have unmatched flexibility 
and agility in terms of aligning future force structure and unit 
locations with trending American demographics to help us go 
after the recruiting and retention challenges that are unique 
to the Reserve Components. 

Conclusion
The Army Reserve is evolving to meet the emerging needs of 

the Army and the nation, and growing leaders for a 21st-century 
force. As we build the most capable, combat-ready and lethal 
federal Reserve force in the history of the nation, we remain 
committed to meeting enduring requirements across the globe.

We have a mandate to build and deploy units of action and, 
as required, individual soldiers who are trained and equipped to 
meet the operational needs of the Army and the joint warfighter 
to win the nation’s wars. It is our moral imperative to ensure 
our soldiers have all of the equipment and training needed for 
the required mobility, survivability and lethality to win on 
the battlefield. 

The world is rapidly changing, but one thing is constant: 
The Army Reserve will remain the dedicated federal Reserve 
of the most decisive and lethal land force in the world. We are 
ever capable, ever vigilant and ever ready to fight and win the 
nation’s wars. Faced with the most diverse and complex array 
of national security threats in generations, when called to serve, 
we will fight. And we will win. 

Pvt. Rolando Swaby, an Army Reserve soldier in basic combat training  
with Company A, 1st Battalion, 61st Infantry Regiment at Fort Jackson, 
South Carolina, tosses a hand grenade into a bunker at the hand grenade 
assault course.
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LT. GEN. REX C. MCMILLIAN
Commander, U.S. Marine Corps Forces Reserve 
and Marine Forces Northern Command

Lt. Gen. Rex C. McMillian assumed the duties of com-
mander, U.S. Marine Corps Forces Reserve and Marine 
Forces Northern Command, on Sept. 12, 2015. Prior to 
his current assignment, he served as the senior advisor 
to the commander for Reserve Aff airs, assigned to North 
American Aerospace Defense Command and United States 
Northern Command, headquartered at Peterson AFB, Colo. 
His secondary responsibility was as a threat assessor for 
NORAD and NORTHCOM. 

A naval aviator by trade, McMillian has accumulated more 
than 3,000 fl ight hours during his career. An airline pilot 
since 1989, he was a captain for Delta Air Lines prior to his 
return to active military service. 

While a colonel, he was mobilized in 2003 and reported 
to 3rd Marine Aircraft  Wing as the chief of staff  for both 
overseas and stateside duties in support of Operation 
Iraqi Freedom. In June 2005, he was demobilized and 
transferred to Marine Aircraft  Group 46 to serve as the 
deputy commander.  

Upon promotion to brigadier general, he served as deputy 
commanding general of Marine Corps Forces Pacifi c, 
Honolulu, Hawaii. From 2009 to 2010, McMillian was 
deputy commanding general, I Marine Expeditionary 
Force at Camp Pendleton, California.  

From July 2010 to August 2012, he was commanding 
general, 4th Marine Aircraft  Wing. Following that com-
mand, he served as the director, Reserve Aff airs Division, 
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, until May 2013. 

Ready to Augment, 
Reinforce and Support
After 100 years, Marine Forces Reserve 
remains ready to meet unpredictable threats

The Marine Corps is an expeditionary force that demands 
we be ready to go at a moment’s notice. When our nation’s 

leaders break the glass and pull the alarm, we are expected to 
respond immediately. Th e public expects quick, decisive action 
from its Marines, and it does not matter whether they are active 
duty or Reserve. We do not diff erentiate. All Marines, whether 
Reserve or Active Component, are disciplined, focused and 
lethal. We are a Total Force, and we must be ready to go at all 
times. As the commandant of the Marine Corps has stressed, 
we are one Marine Corps.

Marine Forces Reserve is a critical element of the Total Force 
as we augment, reinforce and support our Active Component 
(AC). In 2017, we are focused on supporting the current fi ght, 
training for the next fi ght, ensuring our ranks comprise the 
highest-quality men and women, and providing them superb 
leadership. For the last 100 years, we have been ready, and ulti-
mately we will always be ready with available forces to be the 
shock absorber on which the Total Force can rely.

Th is past year, our Reserve force celebrated its centennial 
anniversary on Aug. 29 in New York City. Nearly 500 current 
and former Marines gathered together at Times Square in the 
largest Marine formation in the city’s history to celebrate the 
Marine Corps Reserve Centennial. Th e “Once a Marine, Always 
a Marine” formation brought together Marines from World 
War II to the present, including members of the New York 
Police and Fire departments, community members and possi-
ble future Marines, to honor 100 years of selfl ess dedication to 
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their country. It was a reminder that our nation’s most treasured 
resources are the brave men and women who volunteer to serve 
when this country calls.

Current Fight
The operational tempo of Marine Forces Reserve over 

the last 16 years has been among the highest in our history. 
Our Marines and Sailors have been engaged in combat 
operations and large-scale counterinsurgency in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, as well as regional security cooperation, cri-
sis response and crisis prevention activities in support of 
combatant commands.

We then managed the transition to a period of pulling 
back from Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring 
Freedom, all while maintaining a ready and expeditionary mind-
set. We have leveraged the lessons learned over years of combat 
operations and integrated them into our training. The Marines 

and sailors of Marine Forces Reserve are smart, motivated and 
ready to answer the nation’s call.

The way ahead for Marine Forces Reserve includes deploying 
forces to meet high-priority combatant commander require-
ments. We are always ready to augment, reinforce and support 
the Total Force. We expect to continue providing security coop-
eration teams in the Marine Corps Forces Central Command, 
Marine Corps Forces South and Marine Corps Forces North 
areas of responsibility. We also will remain as flexible as possible 
to provide humanitarian assistance and disaster relief capabili-
ties, wherever the need may arise.

In 2016, about 5,200 Reserve Marines supported more than 
34 exercises in five different combatant commands’ areas of 
responsibility, spanning 17 countries. Of note, more than 1,900 
Reserve Marines supported Northern Strike 16, a National Guard 
Bureau–sponsored exercise in northern Michigan. 

Additionally, 612 Reserve Marines were activated to support 
18 missions around the globe. Eleven unit detachments were 

USMC Reservists from 4th Reconnaissance Battalion, Marine Forces Reserve, jump from the back of a C-130 during Northern Strike 2016, an exercise 
involving approximately 5,000 Army, Air Force, Marine and Special Forces service members from 20 states and three coalition countries.  
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activated for missions in the U.S. Central Command AOR to 
support the Special Purpose Marine Air-Ground Task Force 
(SPMAGTF) that is forward-deployed there. In Afghanistan, 
two separate Air Naval Gunfire Liaison Company detachments 
were embedded with our nation of Georgia partners to provide 
indirect fire and close air support capabilities to the Georgian 
infantry battalion operating in Bagram.

When Hurricane Matthew hit Haiti in October, Reserve 
Marines who had already been activated to support SPMAGTF–
South were subsequently redeployed to Port-au-Prince, where 
they helped deliver and distribute humanitarian aid as part of a 
202-person joint task force. In the 10 days that the forward ele-
ment spent in Haiti, the SPMAGTF helped establish steady-state 
command and control of ground and air, flew reconnaissance 
and assessment flights, and delivered more than 500,000 pounds 
of humanitarian aid.

In 2017, Marine Forces Reserve will send the headquarters 
element of the 25th Marine Regiment to command SPMAGTF–
South. Additionally, we are planning to provide more than 5,000 
Reserve Marines to support some 30 exercises and 28 missions 
in six combatant commands’ AORs and 19 countries. 

Our operational focus will be to continue to seek out oppor-
tunities to deploy alongside the AC. We will maintain support 

to geographic combatant commanders and serve as a key piece 
of the national security posture.

Training for the next fight
The constant cycle between conducting current operations 

and preparing for future operations is what Marines have done 
for 241 years. Consequently, Marine Forces Reserve is committed 
to augmenting the AC with the best-trained, most ready forces, 
capable of providing operational depth to combatant commands. 
We do this by rotating through a five-year training cycle that pro-
vides a level of predictability to our Marines, their families and 
their employers, while maintaining a constant state of readiness.

In our training cycle, Reserve units, detachments and indi-
viduals are integrated into service- and joint-level exercises 
during the second, third and fourth years of the cycle, which 
enhances our interoperability with the Total Force. Exercises 
such as African Lion in Morocco are a perfect example. 

In 2017, units from the 4th Marine Division, 4th Marine 
Aircraft Wing and 4th Marine Logistics Group will train along-
side the AC and the Moroccan military. We will also send medi-
cal, logistics, civil affairs and law enforcement units to participate 
in Exercise Eager Lion in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

Another key element in our training cycle is 
an assessment during year four in a culminating 
integrated training exercise. During June 2016, 
Marine Forces Reserve conducted its fourth 
service-level integrated training exercise, which 
is a regimental-level live-fire and maneuver 
exercise featuring more than 2,300 Reserve 
Component Marines as the Marine Air-Ground 
Task Force elements (i.e., command, ground, air 
and logistics) at Twentynine Palms, California. 

The unique nature of this exercise ensures 
maximum training benefits for the ground, 
aviation and logistics combat elements under 
the command and control of a regimental head-
quarters. The integrated training exercise is an 
indispensable component of our training and 
readiness plan. It also serves as an annual cap-
stone exercise, which is the principal mechanism 
for examining our training and readiness levels, 
as well as assessing our operational capabilities.

We constantly seek opportunities to improve 
our interoperability with other forces and have 
found innovative ways to do so. In June 2017, 

Gunnery Sgt. Stacie Beebe, a drum major with Marine Corps Band New Orleans, stands  
at attention for the filming of Fox & Friends during the celebration of the U.S. Marine Corps 
Reserve Centennial, Aug. 29, 2016. Marines commemorated 100 years of rich history, 
heritage, esprit de corps and a bond with communities across the United States. The 
celebration brought awareness to the Reserve’s essential role as a crisis response force  
and expeditionary in readiness that is always prepared to augment the Active Component.
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Reserve Marines will participate in 
two exercises with Australian forces: 
Talisman Saber and Pacific Sentry. Both 
exercises are aimed at refining our secu-
rity and building “pre-integrated” forces 
among all the nations involved so we will 
work together much more smoothly in 
the event of a crisis.

That training—and the relationships 
it builds—give our country long-lasting 
assurance toward our security and shared 
interests with our allies. We will continue 
to take advantage of these opportunities 
to ensure our people are well-trained and 
ready for the next fight. 

Marine Forces  
Reserve personnel

Our people are our most precious asset as a force. My con-
tinuing priority is to recruit and retain high-quality Marines, 
because they are the foundation of our corps and have a direct 
impact on our ability to meet requirements and accomplish 
our mission.

Our Reserve Marines and sailors must deal with added chal-
lenges. They must meet the same standards and accomplish the 
same training objectives as the AC. They must remain ready in 
mind, body and spirit to execute their duties. Yet, they must do 
so in a fraction of the time available to their AC counterparts. 
Additionally, they must balance the triad of family, civilian life 
and their military careers. 

There is a common misconception that a Reserve career is 
neatly confined to one drill weekend a month and two weeks of 
active duty a year. The reality is much different. The work and 
responsibility is a 24/7/365 commitment. Above all, however, it 
is the responsibility of leaders at all levels to provide nothing 
short of superb leadership to their Marines. All this does not and 
cannot just happen over a drill weekend or when in an active 
status. Our Reserve Marines are always “on duty.”

The way our people continue to tackle all of these competing 
responsibilities and still maintain our force as a critical enabler 
to the Total Force is inspiring. Reservists know how to prioritize 
tasks and manage time. They are ready, willing and able to meet 
difficult challenges head-on.

On top of these skill sets, we bring unique skills and experi-
ences from the civilian world to the Marine Corps. We are police 

officers, firefighters, doctors, lawyers, teachers and college profes-
sors. We have Ph.D.s that range from physics to Shakespearean 
literature. We bring a wealth of real-world knowledge that adds 
enormous value to the modern-day battlefield. We will continue 
to find ways to leverage that experience to make our Total Force 
that much better.

Our Reserve families also continue to be a huge force mul-
tiplier. They live and raise families hundreds of miles from 
major Marine Corps bases, where there is little to no support 
like that normally found on a major installation. The support 
network is disaggregated and virtual, yet our families march 
on, endure and support their Marine when he or she is called 
to duty. Our families are awesome, and they have my utmost 
respect and admiration.

Conclusion
The Marines of Marine Forces Reserve are of the highest 

quality and caliber I have ever seen. We are at a high-water 
mark in our manning, equipment, leadership and morale. 
I have complete trust and confidence that our Reserve 
Marines will be ready to fight when the call comes to “send 
in the Marines.” Americans should be proud of their Reserve 
Component Marines for what they bring to the security of 
this nation. 

Semper Fidelis. 

Maj. Jason Ellis, right, operations officer at Marine Aerial Refueler Transport Squadron 234 (VMGR-
234) and Capt. Kyle, power line division chief, are on final approach to Naval Air Station Fort Worth 
Joint Reserve Base. VMGR-234 is part of the U.S. Marine Corps Forces Reserve, which augments and 
reinforces the active duty components.
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VICE ADM. LUKE M. MCCOLLUM
Chief of Navy Reserve Commander, 
Navy Reserve Force

Vice Adm. Luke McCollum is a 1983 graduate of the U.S. 
Naval Academy and is a designated surface warfare officer. 

At sea, McCollum served on USS Blue Ridge (LCC 19), 
USS Kinkaid (DD 965) and USS Valley Forge (CG 50), 
with deployments to the Western Pacifi c, Indian Ocean, 
Arabian Gulf and operations off  South America. Ashore, 
he served in the Pentagon as naval aide to the 23rd chief 
of naval operations.

In 1993, McCollum accepted a commission in the Navy 
Reserve, in which he has since served in support of Navy 
and joint forces worldwide. He has commanded Reserve 
units with U.S. Fleet Forces Command, Military Sealift  
Command and Naval Coastal Warfare. From 2008 to 2009, 
he commanded Maritime Expeditionary Squadron 1 and 
Combined Task Group 56.5 in support of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. He also served as the Navy emergency prepared-
ness liaison offi  cer for the state of Arkansas.

As a fl ag offi  cer, McCollum has served as Reserve deputy 
commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacifi c Fleet; vice 
commander, Naval Forces, Central Command, Manama, 
Bahrain; Reserve deputy director, Maritime Headquarters, 
U.S. Fleet Forces Command; and deputy commander, Navy 
Expeditionary Combat Command.

McCollum became the 14th chief of Navy Reserve in 
September 2016. As commander, Navy Reserve Force, he 
leads approximately 60,000 Reserve Component personnel 
who support the Navy, Marine Corps and Joint Force.

Forging the Future
Navy Reserve sailors perform 
vital global security roles

In 2016, the Navy Reserve continued its century-long tradi-
tion of supporting Navy, Marine Corps and Joint Operations 

around the globe. A strategic “deep dive” into the structure and 
organization of the future Navy Reserve has begun. Th e result-
ing strategic campaign will be underpinned by lines of eff ort 
(LOEs) clearly articulated in the Navy’s Design for Maintaining 
Maritime Superiority. 

While the Navy Reserve has performed superbly over the 
last century, including our most recent confl icts in Iraq, in 
Afghanistan and against violent extremists, we must also pivot 
with the emerging threats and keep pace with changing tech-
nology. Th e Navy Reserve is uniquely postured to support the 
Navy, Marine Corps and Joint Force in combating the complex 
network of threats that our nation faces across multiple domains. 

Force structure
Today’s force structure is the result of the Navy’s imperative 

to optimize the interoperability and operational eff ectiveness 
of the Navy Reserve. 

Commander Navy Reserve Forces Command operates six 
region headquarters (Reserve Component commands/RCC), two 
Joint Reserve bases (JRBs) and 123 Navy Operational Support 
Centers (NOSCs). Th ese facilities serve Navy Reserve sailors and 
are located in all 50 states, as well as Puerto Rico and Guam. 
Th ese NOSCs reside both on and off  DoD installations as a mix 
of stand-alone NOSCs, Navy–Marine Corps Reserve Centers 
and joint Armed Forces Reserve Centers. 
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Commander Naval Air Forces Reserve comprises three air 
wings: Tactical Support (NAS JRB Fort Worth, Texas), Maritime 
Support (NAS North Island) and Fleet Logistics Support (NAS 
JRB Fort Worth, Texas); Naval Air Facility Washington, D.C.; 
and Air Logistics Office (NAS JRB New Orleans), which include 
both stand-alone Navy Reserve squadrons and several squadron 
augment units across the mission spectrum. The Navy Reserve 
has approximately 150 aircraft that are flown by these three 
air wings. 

Current operations
The Navy routinely responds to combatant commander 

requirements with tailored Reserve units and personnel. The 
force structure provides integration options ranging from 
the mobilization of an entire unit to the activation of a single 
Individual Augmentee sailor. This model delivers the increased 
flexibility and depth needed for the Total Force to face the 
dynamic nature of the global security environment. The vol-
atile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous nature of the threats 
facing the nation demand a Navy that can generate forces and 

capabilities with the agility and adaptability to respond efficiently 
and effectively. 

To meet this challenge, and in the spirit of high-velocity 
learning, the Navy Reserve continuously assesses and refines its 
mission sets. The Navy Reserve continues to support operations 
in maritime patrol and reconnaissance, air logistics, expedition-
ary forces and shipyard maintenance. The Reserve Force remains 
well positioned to deliver operational capacity and capability in 
an agile and adaptable manner well into the future. 

Sailors assigned to Undersea Rescue Command from Naval Air Station North Island retrieve a submarine rescue capsule after a successful dive. Active duty 
and Reserve sailors assigned to URC, the Navy’s only submarine rescue-capable command, are always on call to deploy around the world in the event of a 
submarine emergency.
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“The Navy has both a tradition 
and a future—and we look  
with pride and confidence  

in both directions.”  
— Adm. George Anderson, CNO, 1961
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Reserve coastal riverine squadrons (CRS)—specifically CRS 
1, CRS 11, CRS 8 and CRS 10—form the backbone of the Navy’s 
high value unit (HVU) escort mission within the continental 
United States. These units conducted 622 HVU escort missions 
in Fiscal Year 2016 and have conducted 151 to date this fiscal 
year, providing afloat escort security for Navy vessels at stra-
tegic ports. 

Outside of the continental United States, a rotating team of 
CRS personnel (69 sailors strong) conducts HVU operations 
at Djibouti, Africa. Additionally, CRS personnel on rotating 
assignments based out of Bahrain continue to support embarked 
security team operations, providing maritime security for port 
visits, underway replenishments and chokepoint transits in the 
Middle East.

Navy Reserve P-3C squadrons are augmenting deployment 
requirements for Active Component maritime patrol squadrons 
in the Pacific Command area of responsibility. This operational 
deployment of Reserve Component (RC) capacity is enabling the 
AC to transition from the legacy P-3C to the new P-8A aircraft. 

The Navy Reserve’s fleet logistics support wing (FLSW) 
provides 100 percent of the Navy’s intratheater air logistics capa-
bility. FLSW aircraft and flight crews are essential to sustaining 
maritime operations, transporting naval personnel and priority 
cargo to forward-deployed units throughout the world. In FY 
16, FLSW transported more than 115,000 naval personnel and 
nearly 22 million pounds of cargo in support of fleet operations 
while maintaining 24/7/365 C-40A and C-130 support in the 
CENTCOM, PACOM and EUCOM AORs.

Navy Reserve surge maintenance units (SurgeMain) are an 
augmentation workforce providing skilled labor vital to Navy 
shipyards. More than 1,400 SurgeMain sailors provided more 
than 12,000 man-days of support in FY 16, contributing to fleet 
operational readiness. These units have been instrumental in 
mitigating risk by filling capability and manpower gaps created 
from an increased shipyard workload and civilian workforce 
attrition. SurgeMain sailors often bring new perspectives to 
problem-solving, as well as best practices from their civilian 
experience at a significant cost savings. 

Over the next few years, the shipyard augmentation work-
force is forecast to grow 394 billets to 1,856 personnel, which is 
a testament to the success of the SurgeMain program and the 
skill and dedication of its sailors.

Mobility
Navy Reserve is consolidating and modernizing the systems 

used to enable and manage readiness, while improving access 
to those systems. Reserve sailors will soon conduct business 
using the best possible technologies. Integrated mobile and 
cloud-based solutions will enable completion of readiness and 
training requirements anytime, anywhere from any device and 
make access more seamless. Every Reserve sailor’s time must be 
focused to the greatest possible extent on the mission and not 
on administrative overhead.

A mobile application called “Ready to Serve” (R2S) was devel-
oped so that sailors can access Navy systems, required websites 
and resources utilizing a personal mobile device with approved 
CAC reader hardware. The goal for R2S is to provide Reserve 
sailors an integrated mobile application that enables them to 
manage their military readiness (i.e., track drills, submit and 

Petty Officer 1st Class Martin Wright, assigned to Navy Reserve 
Fleet Combat Camera Pacific (FCCP), uses a saw to cut rebar during 
FCCP’s Winter Quick Shot, Nov. 15, 2016, in Azusa, California. Quick 
Shot is a biannual exercise that provides live-fire and scenario-based 
training to combined joint combat camera assets.
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liquidate active duty orders, complete required training, etc.). 
More than 15,000 users are registered to date. The R2S mobile 
app is available in Google Play for Android and in the App Store 
for Apple/iOS devices.

Additionally, in coordination with Navy partners, the Navy 
Reserve has implemented one of Department of Defense’s first 
commercial “cloud” pilots to provide improved office produc-
tivity and collaboration tools from anywhere Reserve sailors 
serve. The Reserve Cloud Connect (RC2) pilot is informing 
Navy and DoD efforts to field an enterprise cloud solution by 
identifying technical requirements, support processes and 
lessons learned. RC2 will offer Selected Reserve 24/7 access to 
official email and other office capabilities that are highly desired 
throughout the DoD. 

New and Expanding Missions
The Navy continues to assess the role of its RC as it fields 

new weapons systems and capabilities. Deliberate investments 
in RC manpower, training and equipment can be cost-wise for 
Navy as a whole. New and expanding missions include cyber 
warfare, unmanned systems and SurgeMain.

As the cyber warfare threat continues to grow, the Navy 
Reserve is growing in its capacity to counter those threats. The 
Reserve Information Warfare Community is part of the cyber 
mission force integration strategy, and it will grow by more 
than 300 personnel within the Future Years Defense Program. 
Moving forward, Commander, U.S. Fleet Cyber Command, 
will continue to assess requirements for Reserve integration 
into Navy’s cyber mission force to include additional billets 
and the potential for creating Reserve cyber mission support 
units or detachments.

With reliance on unmanned systems continuing to expand, 
the Navy Reserve is well-positioned to provide remote opera-
tor support, as this planned and periodic operating construct 
is a perfect fit for RC sailors. For instance, the Navy Reserve 
Navy Special Warfare SEAL teams began adding unmanned 
aircraft systems to their mission inventory to meet the increasing 
requirement for expeditionary intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR) capability. Reserve sailors will help man 
these ISR detachments on a rotational basis.

The Reserve maritime patrol force continues to evolve and 
expand its mission set into areas such as the MQ-4C Triton 
unmanned aerial vehicle. The first Triton squadron, VUP-19, 
stationed in Jacksonville, Florida, is a prime example of this 
growth area. 

Future technologies and third offset 
strategies

The Navy Reserve is a key component of the Office of Naval 
Research (ONR), which maintains an actively engaged 191-sailor 
RC unit. ONR-RC sailors provide three unique capabilities:
• Military operational perspective, expertise  

and leadership to ONR Science and Technology 
(S&T) efforts.

• Civilian and technical expertise to augment  
ONR S&T efforts.

• Surge manning capacity of uniformed technical,  
operational and leadership expertise available  
for worldwide support.

The ONR-RC members provide a national resource, dispersed 
throughout the United States and Europe. Military expertise 
spans the warfare specialties, including surface, submarine, avi-
ation, space and information warfare. Civilian expertise includes 
technical operations, senior civilian business and government 
leadership, and academia. ONR-RC members hold 30 Ph.D.s 
and 137 master’s degrees. 

In the fourth quarter of 2016 alone, ONR-RC provided 
operational support on projects that included conducting basic 
research, analyzing technology issues, developing prototype 
systems, and supporting fleet experimentation and exercises to 
evaluate new capabilities. Current focus areas include: autonomy, 
education outreach, information dominance, international S&T, 
power and energy, research, technology and transition. The work 
they do directly contributes to developing third offset strategies 
and building network-enabled concepts for sensors, C4I, effects 
and logistics. 

Finally, Citizen Sailors continue to carry on the proud tradi-
tion of supporting our Navy, Marine Corps and Joint Force, and 
they look optimistically to the future in terms of their ability 
to contribute to our national security. The broad spectrum of 
capabilities they can bring to bear in the fight against burgeon-
ing superpowers and violent extremists can be both effective 
and efficient. 

With more than 2,000 personnel mobilized around the world 
and more than 12,000 providing global operational support each 
week, the Navy Reserve is a vital part of the Navy’s Design for 
Maintaining Maritime Superiority. The Navy Reserve strategic 
campaign will be designed to leverage the best Navy Reserve 
sailors have to offer in strengthening naval power at and from 
the sea; achieving high-velocity learning; strengthening our 
Navy team for the future; and expanding and strengthening 
our network of partners. 
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Focusing on Renewal
Coast Guard Reserve addresses 
resource and mission challenges

When I reported aboard as the director of Reserve and 
military personnel in the summer of 2015, the Coast 

Guard Reserve was engaged in a number of signifi cant changes. 
We were fi nalizing a force structure overhaul necessitated 
by declining resources. At the same time, we were ramping 
up a more robust force-planning structure to identify the 
highest-priority requirements supportable by a smaller and 
more focused Reserve Component. While resource challenges 
remain a concern, I am heartened by progress in a number 
of key areas that have set the stage for a Reserve renaissance.

Celebrating the past, looking to the future
On Feb. 19, 2016, we kicked off  our year-long celebration 

of our 75th anniversary with great fanfare in New York City, 
the adopted home of the father of the Coast Guard, Alexander 
Hamilton. From our takeover of the iconic video displays in 
Times Square to the ringing of the bell at the New York Stock 
Exchange to an appearance on Th e Late Show With Stephen 
Colbert, the men and women of the Coast Guard Reserve were 
humbled by the opportunity to express their thanks to the citi-
zens of this great nation for the opportunity to serve. 

Th e celebration continued throughout the year with numer-
ous events around the country highlighting the contributions of 
the Coast Guard Reserve. Th e dedication and professionalism 
of our Reservists has been essential to the successful responses 
to every major domestic surge event in recent memory, includ-
ing Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy and the Deepwater 

REAR ADM. KURT B. HINRICHS 
Director, Reserve and Military Personnel, 
U.S. Coast Guard 

As the director of Reserve and Military Personnel, Rear 
Adm. Kurt Hinrichs is responsible for the development 
and oversight of military personnel policy programs to 
recruit, manage, shape and support approximately 7,000 
Coast Guard Reserve Component members and more than 
40,000 active duty members. 

Prior to this assignment, Hinrichs served as Pacifi c Area 
Senior Reserve Offi  cer. Previous assignments include 
Reserve chief of staff , Atlantic Area; commanding offi  cer, 
Coast Guard Reserve Unit Joint Forces, Suff olk, Virginia; 
commanding offi  cer of Port Security Unit 305, Fort Eustis, 
Virginia; executive offi  cer, Harbor Defense Command 
Unit 207, Miami, Florida; watch captain of U.S. Southern 
Command Joint Operations and Intel Center, Miami; exec-
utive offi  cer, Port Security Unit 307, St. Petersburg, Florida; 
and commanding offi  cer, LORSTA, Kargaburun, Turkey. 

Commissioned in 1982, Hinrichs earned a bachelor’s degree 
in civil engineering from the United States Coast Guard 
Academy in New London, Connecticut. Hinrichs transi-
tioned from active duty to Reserve forces in 1987. In his 
civilian career, he is the chief operating offi  cer and project 
engineer for a design/build commercial contractor based 
in Largo, Florida. 

Hinrichs’ personal decorations include the Defense 
Meritorious Service Medal, the Meritorious Service Medal, 
the Joint Service Commendation Medal, the Coast Guard 
Commendation Medal with two gold stars, the Navy and 
Marine Corps Commendation Medal, the Coast Guard 
Achievement Medal and the Port Security Insignia.
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Members of Coast Guard Port Security Unit 311 based in San Pedro, California, operating in the Port of Los Angeles. The unit’s Reserve and active 
duty members are routinely tested and maintain proficiency in conducting high-speed small boat maneuvers and simulated automatic weapon fire. 
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Horizon oil spill. As we begin our 76th year, we are reminded 
that your reputation is only as good as your last response, and 
we will endeavor to put forth the best-trained and most capable 
workforce we can.

Stabilize the force 
The commandant of the Coast Guard, Adm. Paul Zukunft, 

said it best: “We have reached nadir. Our Reserve Component 
is at its lowest level since the Korean War. You cannot surge 
experience, and you cannot surge leadership.” 

We are committed to putting our limited resources to best 
use to stabilize our Selected Reserve, a force with an authorized 
strength of 7,000, to build the experience and leadership essential 
to mission excellence. 

To this end, we are continuing to develop a robust, trans-
parent, auditable and repeatable force-planning system to align 
Reserve capabilities and priorities with the operational require-
ments of the Coast Guard. In addition to providing mobilization 
support overseas to the combatant commanders in the form of 
the port security units, we must determine how best to allocate 
remaining resources to readiness for domestic surge operations. 

Preparing for dynamic threats
As the Coast Guard’s “force in garrison,” the Reserve must be 

prepared to respond to a wide variety of missions. Over the past 
25 years, these missions have included environmental disasters 
(Exxon Valdez, Deepwater Horizon), natural disasters (Haitian 
earthquake, Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Ike and Gustav), and 
homeland defense (9/11, military outloads). We must constantly 
be on guard to avoid preparing for the last “war,” when the next 
could require significantly different skill sets. 

As a result, the Coast Guard must maintain an operational 
Reserve force that is trained locally but surged nationally to 
support an active duty force already fully engaged in steady-
state operations.

Building human capital
More importantly, the force must be agile enough to be 

quickly repurposed to meet the unknown events in the future, 
some of which (e.g., Deepwater Horizon and 9/11) exceed our 
ability to comprehend the need until after the response is well 
underway. In support of this service need, the commandant 
released the Coast Guard human capital strategy in January 2016.
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U.S. Coast Guard Reservist Petty Officer 2nd Class Colin Thurston,  
a damage control man from Easton, New Hampshire, welds at Coast 
Guard Base Boston. Thurston is a member of a Reserve Maintenance 
Assist Team. This cadre of engineering specialists has the ability to 
repair equipment and perform maintenance aboard active duty Coast 
Guard cutters. 
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This 10-year strategy provides a structure to support the 
evolving needs of Coast Guard men and women throughout their 
careers. The strategy is built around three strategic priorities: 
mission, service and people needs. The Coast Guard Reserve 
has a hand in each of these priorities.

I already mentioned our continued efforts in force planning. 
This is an incredibly promising step toward addressing mission 
needs. The service can’t execute these missions unless it attracts, 
trains and maintains a diverse and talented workforce. We are 
actively seeking ways to better support the needs of Coast 
Guard Reservists to reduce the personal out-of-pocket expenses 
associated with assignments often well outside a reasonable 
commuting distance. 

We owe it to our people to build resiliency for our Reservists 
and their families, given the continued demand for mobilization 
support overseas. Our Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program 

staff will continue to work diligently until all of our deployed 
members are home and settled.

Reserve renaissance 
Although the past few years have not been easy, we are com-

mitted to turning this adversity into renewal and enhanced 
relevance. In fact, I believe we are on the cusp of a renaissance 
for the Coast Guard Reserve. Our focus on building risk-based, 
priority-driven capabilities has highlighted the areas in which 
the Reserve can provide the greatest value and utility to the 
Coast Guard and the nation. 

Finally, I want to express to the men and women of the Coast 
Guard Reserve my personal thanks. Without your dedication 
and sacrifice, so much would not have been done in the past and 
could not be done in the future. Semper Paratus. 

Coast Guard Reservists aboard a 45-foot Response Boat–Medium retrieve a rescue basket from an MH-65 Dolphin helicopter in Jacksonville, Florida. 
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LT. GEN. MARYANNE MILLER
Chief of Air Force Reserve, Commander, 
Air Force Reserve Command

As chief of Air Force Reserve, Lt. Gen. Maryanne Miller 
serves as principal advisor on Reserve matters to the sec-
retary of the Air Force and the Air Force chief of staff . 
As commander of Air Force Reserve Command, she has 
full responsibility for the supervision of all U.S. Air Force 
Reserve units around the world.

Miller was commissioned in 1981 as a distinguished grad-
uate of the ROTC program at Th e Ohio State University. 
She is a command pilot with more than 4,800 fl ying hours 
in numerous aircraft.

Th e general has commanded two wings and held numerous 
staff  positions at the unit, air staff  and joint staff  levels. Prior 
to her current assignment, she was the deputy director of 
partnership strategy for the director of strategic plans and 
policy on the Joint Staff  at the Pentagon.

Miller has earned numerous major awards and deco-
rations, including the Defense Superior Service Medal, 
the Aerial Achievement Medal and the Air Force 
Commendation Medal. 

She has a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice from Th e 
Ohio State University, Columbus, and an MBA from 
Trident University in Trident, California.

Preserve, Build, Shape
The Air Force Reserve must maintain 
a sustainable, professional and 
predominantly part-time force

As the 13th chief of the Air Force Reserve and the com-
mander, Air Force Reserve Command, I would like to 

explain the vision I have for the Reserve over the next four years. 
As chief, I must ensure the Air Force Reserve is ready to provide 
a combat-ready force to fl y, fi ght and win, now and in the future. 

I believe we must preserve our foundational principles while 
ensuring we maintain the strategic depth and operational agility 
the Air Force needs. We must also build on our current capabil-
ities to remain an agile and adaptive force, which is required to 
counter current threats. At the same time, we must remain fi rmly 
focused on shaping our future force by expanding in mission sets 
that leverage the strengths of our Citizen Airmen. Adhering to 
these principles will maximize our contribution to the One Air 
Force team and ensure our national security remains strong. 

Preserve
Since our inception in 1948, the Air Force Reserve has been 

committed to remaining predominantly a part-time force. A 
force ready to defend America when called upon, Citizen Airmen 
live and work as Air Force ambassadors in their local commu-
nities. Th ese men and women have raised their hand to defend 
this nation, and the Reserve off ers them the opportunity to be 
a part of something bigger than themselves. 
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While each has chosen to serve in a part-time capacity for 
different reasons, we are all patriots balancing family, civilian 
careers and military requirements. As a Reserve force, we must 
strive to capture airmen as they transition from active duty and 
keep “Airmen for Life” by providing a continuum of service that 
fits our needs and theirs.

I am committed to ensuring the Air Force Reserve remains 
a sustainable, professional and predominantly part-time force. 
The demands and expectations placed upon the Reserve will not 
diminish. In fulfilling these demands, we will balance assured 
access through mobilization and volunteerism. 

We will pursue plans and policies supporting sustained read-
iness through Reserve administrative control that maximizes 
voluntary participation as a long-term force sustainment option 
when feasible. These policies will provide the needed flexibility 
that is critical to supporting our part-time force.

Our agility as a force is found in our human capital, but 
burdens and stress will increase on our forces as demand 
for their skills rises. We must look for ways to help airmen 
remain resilient. I will pursue programs and resources that 

provide the critical support our airmen and their families 
need, such as our Key Spouse program, which provides 
integration and support for spouses through military units, 
or Yellow Ribbon, which strives to connect our members to 
their communities. These programs help bridge the gap for 
families who do not live near their home station, and I’m 
committed to continuing efforts to make sure our airmen 
feel connected and cared for. 

Build
Preserving our foundation as Citizen Airmen is just the first 

pillar of this plan. We must also build on our current capabilities 
to meet the challenges of the fight today. Since 9/11, our mil-
itary has remained engaged and operationally focused across 
the globe. There is no indication that the pace of operations 
will decline in the near future, but we cannot afford to lose the 
strategic depth that is foundational to the Reserve. 

The Air Force Reserve supports combatant command-
ers around the world on a daily basis with approximately  

Staff Sgt. Aaron Ramirez, a Reservist in the 419th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron, stands beside an F-35 Lightning II at Hill AFB, Utah.
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5,000 airmen activated at any one time. Reserve airmen are 
uniquely involved in almost every mission set of the Air Force; 
nowhere is that more evident than when we look at contin-
gency requirements around the world. 

We are fully embedded in all aircraft  rotations for tactical 
combat and mobility, global mobility and combat search and 
rescue. Th ese are foundational capabilities that we bring to the 
fi ght every day. We will build on these capabilities to ensure we 
stay in the fight. 

Other responsibilities that prove excellent missions for the 
Reserve are fl ight training missions and maintenance. Th ese 
operations leverage the experience our Citizen Airmen bring to 
the fi ght and provide long-term continuity as the One Air Force 
team transitions to new platforms, such as the F-35. Units such 
as the 419th Reserve Wing at Hill AFB are shining examples that 
have worked with their active duty counterparts in the 388th 
for the past 60 years to ensure our nation operates at the leading 
edge of combat capability. I will build on these successes and 
many others like them.

Shape
Th e challenges we face today continue to increase in com-

plexity. We must adapt to future operational requirements while 
maintaining focus on combat capability and readiness. Actions 
we take today shape our ability to meet the challenges and the 
threats of tomorrow. 

We cannot constrain our thinking to air, land and sea; we 
must plan for the fi ght in air, space and cyberspace. Our para-
digms must encompass the possibility that future engagements 
will take place entirely in these emerging realms. National 
security requirements will drive a growth in manpower and 
presence within space, cyber, and intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR), and the Air Force Reserve will capitalize 
on these opportunities. 

As the Reserve grows in these emerging missions, we will 
build a team that is agile and adaptable to an ever-changing 
society and mission sets. We must recruit airmen who possess 
the right skills and experience. 

Viable candidates for space, cyber and ISR missions with the 
skill sets we need are most oft en found in private industry. Th e 
Air Force Reserve is uniquely situated to address this shortfall 
because we can recruit industry experts and retain members 
who are transitioning from active duty. In the Reserve, they 
can leverage their civilian experience to increase our military 
eff ectiveness and help shape the force of the future. 

Th ank you for your service. I understand your call to serve 
and the sacrifi ces that go with it, and I am committed to preserv-
ing who we are as a force, building on our current capabilities 
and ensuring we shape the force of the future, ready to defend 
our nation when called. 

Senior Airman Julimar Fuentes, 927th Logistics Readiness Squadron, 
MacDill AFB, Florida, serves as a supply technician in the Air Force 
Reserve, and a critical care nurse in her civilian job. While on duty at Mease 
Countryside Hospital in Clearwater, Florida, Fuentes was instrumental 
in saving the life of a patient who unbeknownst to her, was the brother 
of another Air Force Reservist. 

301st Fighter Wing airmen returned home after a three-month deployment 
in support of Operation Freedom’s Sentinel. Pilots and maintainers 
deployed as the only dedicated fi ghter squadron in Afghanistan. Operation 
Freedom’s Sentinel aims to maintain security and stability in the region.
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The Nation’s Mobile 
Medical Corps
U.S. Public Health Service meets 
health needs around the globe

Congress formal ly authorized the creat ion of a 
Commissioned Corps in 1889, though the origins of the 

Public Health Service go back to 1798, with the passage of “an act 
for the relief of sick and disabled seamen.” From that beginning 
has grown the United States Public Health Service (USPHS), a 
6,600-member offi  cer corps directed by the surgeon general 
that responds to natural and man-made disasters at home 
and abroad. Th e surgeon general has two distinct, yet comple-
mentary, responsibilities: serving as the leader of the USPHS 
Commissioned Corps and as “the nation’s doctor.” As leader of 
the corps, the surgeon general has the rank of vice admiral. Th e 
surgeon general reports to the assistant secretary for health, who 
is the principal public health advisor to the secretary of health 
and human services.  

A mobile force of health professionals
A uniformed service, the Commissioned Corps was estab-

lished along military lines to be a mobile force of health pro-
fessionals that meets the needs of the nation. Just as our fellow 
uniformed services protect our nation’s security, the USPHS 
Commissioned Corps has a rich history of service to the nation 
in the protection of America’s health. 

VICE ADM. VIVEK H. MURTHY, M.D. 
Surgeon General

As the 19th United States Surgeon General, Vice Adm. 
Vivek H. Murthy, M.D., communicates to the public the 
best available scientifi c information on personal health 
and the health of the nation. He oversees the U.S. Public 
Health Service (USPHS) Commissioned Corps, comprising 
approximately 6,600 uniformed health offi  cers who serve 
globally to promote, protect, and advance the health and 
safety of our nation.

Dr. Murthy received his bachelor’s degree from Harvard, 
and M.D. and MBA degrees from Yale. He completed his 
residency training at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and 
Harvard Medical School, where he joined the faculty as an 
internal medicine physician and instructor. His research 
fi ndings on vaccine development and the participation of 
women and minorities in clinical trials have been published 
in Science, the Journal of the American Medical Association 
and the Journal of the National Cancer Institute. 

Dr. Murthy has two decades of experience improving 
health in communities around the world. He co-founded 
VISIONS, an HIV/AIDS education program in India and 
the United States, and the Swasthya project (“health and 
well-being” in Sanskrit), a community health partner-
ship in rural India to train women to be health providers 
and educators. 
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For more than 125 years, the network of officers has grown 
to serve in an unprecedented nine U.S. departments and 26 
agencies in protecting, promoting and advancing the health 
and safety of the nation. With experts from 11 public health 
professions, the experience, training and extensive officer net-
work amplify each agency’s ability to efficiently address any 
health challenge.

The corps mobilizes to improve the nation’s health delivery 
and public health systems, to reduce health disparities and to sup-
port the surgeon general’s public health initiatives. This includes 
an extensive and proud tradition of providing comprehensive 
health services to underserved populations, most notably among 
American Indian, Alaskan Native and rural communities across 

America. Officers are assigned to hard-to-fill positions in health 
facilities in isolated locations, with nearly 2,000 corps officers 
assigned to positions within the U.S. Indian Health Service alone. 

Corps professionals also provide direct health care services 
to the U.S. Coast Guard, whose surgeon general is a USPHS 
officer; to the officers of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA); and to prisoners in federal facilities. 
The corps has partnered very successfully with DoD’s Defense 
Health Agency to augment behavioral health resources for 
returning soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines.

As already noted, officers also respond to domestic and for-
eign disasters. All corps officers are required to be “basic ready” 
for deployment. This means that at any time, they are able to 

Members of the U.S. Public Health Service arrive in Liberia during Operation United Assistance (QUA) October 27, 2014. The medical staff  
of the USPHS aided Ebola patient medical staff who needed medical care. OUA was a U.S. Africa Command–led operation to provide command and control, 
logistics, training and engineering support to the U.S. government’s efforts to contain the Ebola virus outbreak in West African nations.
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report for service wherever they are needed. Corps professionals 
have repeatedly responded to communicable-disease threats 
such as the Ebola virus, flu epidemics and severe acute respira-
tory syndrome (SARS), natural disasters such as hurricanes, and 
terrorist attacks such as the World Trade Center and anthrax 
attacks, and the attack on the Boston Marathon. 

In recent years, thousands of corps officers deployed to 
respond to multiple public health crises, such as hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita, the Indonesian tsunami, the Haitian earth-
quake and Superstorm Sandy. Almost 900 commissioned 
corps officers deployed with U.S. military forces to Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Corps mental health teams were deployed after 
the elementary school shootings in Newtown, Connecticut, as 
well as after the shootings in Roseburg, Oregon. 

Leaders and role models
Officers embody the prevention-oriented health philoso-

phy of the surgeon general. Every corps officer is part of the 
team that addresses health promotion, disease prevention and 
empowerment of individuals to effectively protect their health 
and improve the health status of their families and communities. 
The corps strongly advocates for healthy lifestyles, most recently 
focusing on increased physical activity and prevention of tobacco 
use. Leading by example, the commissioned corps of the USPHS 
was the first of our uniformed services to ban all tobacco use 
while in uniform. 

Officers choose to serve the USPHS as leaders and role models 
in uniform—not only in their respective professions, but also as 
stewards of public health. Corps officers serve a greater mission, 
enjoying esprit de corps and an aspiration to influence the health 
of the nation. Officers share core values of leadership, integrity, 
service and excellence. The USPHS Commissioned Corps stands 
ready to meet the global and domestic health challenges of the 
21st century as the only uniformed service in the world that 
focuses exclusively on the public’s health.

Reserve officers
As Reserve officers, you may be looking for a way to 

affect public health at the local level. One option is the 
Medical Reserve Corps (MRC). Initiated in 2002 as a project 
by the Office of the Surgeon General, MRC units are based 
at the community level. These volunteer units function as 
a way to locally organize and utilize those who want to 
donate their time and expertise to prepare for and respond 

to emergencies. They also support healthy living initiatives 
on a regular basis. 

MRC volunteers supplement existing emergency and public 
health resources. These talented colleagues include medical and 
public health professionals, as well as community members 
without health care backgrounds. More than 985 MRC units 
with more than 200,000 volunteers are located in all 50 states, 
the District of Columbia and most U.S. territories.

The nation’s doctor
As the nation’s doctor, the surgeon general uses the best sci-

ence to educate and inform the American people about issues 
that affect their individual and collective health. Having more 
than 318 million “patients” can be daunting; however, with the 
support of the Department of Health and Human Services and 
its corps officers, the Office of the Surgeon General researches, 
compiles and issues critical information in surgeon general’s 
reports, calls to action and national strategies. One of the first 
reports from a surgeon general was the 1964 “Surgeon General’s 
Report on Smoking and Health,” released by Surgeon General 
(Dr.) Luther Terry. The most recent such report, released in 
November 2016 by Vice Adm. Vivek Murthy, was titled “Facing 
Addiction in America: The Surgeon General’s Report on Alcohol, 
Drugs and Health.”

A significant addition to the surgeon general’s responsibilities 
was established when the Affordable Care Act designated the 
surgeon general as chair of the National Prevention Council. The 
council comprises 20 cabinet-level leaders of federal agencies 
that represent housing, transportation, education, environment 
and defense initiatives. 

When the council came together in 2010, it marked the first 
assembly of so many federal agencies for the common goal of 
preventing illness and injury in the American people. After input 
from multiple stakeholders, the council released the National 
Prevention Strategy on June 16, 2011. The development and 
implementation of this prevention guide has since been the 
main focus of the Office of the Surgeon General and is critical 
for better health outcomes for all. 

In summary, this is the USPHS Commissioned Corps: an 
all-officer organization whose mission is to protect, promote 
and advance the health and safety of our nation. Its 6,600 
members have an impact on the health of our country that 
is far greater than its size might suggest. It has been serving 
our country since 1889, and it will continue to do so for 
decades to come. 
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REAR ADM. DAVID A. SCORE
Director, NOAA Commissioned Offi cer 
Corps Director, Offi ce of Marine and 
Aviation Operations (OMAO)

As director of NOAA Corps and OMAO, Rear Adm. David 
Score is responsible for the safe, effi  cient and eff ective oper-
ation of the agency’s fl eet of research and survey ships and 
aircraft , as well as guiding the 321 uniformed offi  cers and 
approximately 1,000 civilian personnel assigned to OMAO.

Prior to this, Score served as deputy director of the 
NOAA Corps and OMAO’s deputy director for opera-
tions. Previous assignments include: director of OMAO’s 
Marine Operations Centers, which oversee all NOAA ship 
operations, and commanding offi  cer of the NOAA Marine 
Operations Center–Atlantic in Norfolk, Va. 

Before directing NOAA’s Atlantic f leet, Score com-
manded NOAA Ship Gordon Gunter, which conducted 
key research missions during the BP Deepwater Horizon 
oil spill response.

Since his commission as a NOAA Corps offi  cer in 1990, 
Score has served aboard six NOAA vessels. He is also an 
accomplished NOAA scuba diver and dive master, having 
supervised more than 2,000 dives.

He has received two Department of Commerce Bronze 
Medals, two NOAA Corps Commendation Medals and 
eight NOAA Corps Achievement Medals, and was selected 
as the 1999 NOAA Association of Commissioned Offi  cers 
Junior Offi  cer of the Year. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 
marine biology and advanced research from the Florida 
Institute of Technology and studied biology at Georgia 
Southern University.

The NOAA 
Commissioned Corps 
A century of service

Faced with tough national security and economic challenges 
and a natural world governed by powerful and mysteri-

ous forces that oft en threatened life, property and commerce, 
President Th omas Jeff erson created a new federal agency in 1807 
to support the nation’s defense, promote the well-being of its 
citizens and unlock nature’s secrets.

Th e new agency’s mission was to chart the nation’s coastal 
waters to ensure that ships could move civilians, troops and 
materiel safely. Its very existence was recognition that our 
national security and economic vitality are closely and insepa-
rably linked with our understanding of the environment.

During the next 150 years, that agency, the Survey of the 
Coast (later the Coast & Geodetic Survey), would prove itself 
in war as well as in peacetime. With America’s entry into World 
War I, a commissioned service of the C&GS was formed in 1917 
to ensure the rapid assimilation of C&GS technical skills for 
defense purposes. 

During World War II, offi  cers and civilians of the C&GS 
produced nautical and aeronautical charts, provided critical 
geospatial information to artillery units and conducted recon-
naissance surveys.

Today, the work of the C&GS—and more—is conducted by 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
and the NOAA Commissioned Offi  cer Corps.
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The direct descendants of the C&GS, NOAA and the NOAA 
Corps work every day to keep the nation secure and productive 
by providing products and services that:
• support maritime domain awareness; 
• help ensure safe passage of commercial and military 

traffic on our nation’s waterways; 
• warn mariners, aviators and the public of severe weather; 
• aid search and rescue efforts; and 
• conserve and protect our natural resources.

Meeting today’s challenges
Continuing in the tradition of their C&GS predecessors, 

NOAA Corps officers play a vital role in the acquisition and 
analysis of environmental data that help NOAA and other agen-
cies meet the national security, economic and environmental 
challenges of the 21st century.

NOAA Corps officers command ships that scan the sea-
floor for potential hazards to shipping, monitor oceanographic 
and atmospheric conditions, and study ocean resources. They 
operate highly specialized aircraft that collect environmental 
and geographic data necessary for weather and flood predic-
tion, nautical and aeronautical charting, disaster response and 
resource management. 

NOAA Corps officers also serve in a variety of scientific and 
program positions that support NOAA’s mission to understand 
and predict changes in the environment and to conserve and 
manage coastal and marine resources. 

Like their C&GS predecessors, NOAA Corps officers and 
their skills can be readily reassigned to offices within the agency 
or folded into the Department of Defense in times of war or 
national emergency.

To maintain a ready, highly trained commissioned officer and 
civilian force to meet current and future challenges, the NOAA 

NOAA Corps officer Lt. j.g. Refael Klein, station chief at the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory's baseline observatory, at the South Pole.
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Corps and the NOAA Office of Marine and Aviation Operations 
(OMAO) have moved forward on a set of major initiatives to 
recapitalize NOAA’s fleet of ships and aircraft—assets critical 
to the acquisition of essential environmental data. OMAO is 
also adopting new technologies and evaluating systems that 
have a potential to enhance our data-gathering capabilities and 
mission performance.

Specialized aircraft for a vital need
NOAA operates, manages and maintains a fleet of nine highly 

specialized aircraft that provide a wide range of airborne capa-
bilities. The agency’s two Lockheed WP-3D Orion turboprop 
“hurricane hunter” aircraft are equipped with an unprecedented 
variety of scientific instrumentation, radars and recording 
systems for both in situ and remote sensing measurements of 
the atmosphere, the earth and its environment. With NOAA’s 
Gulfstream IV-SP hurricane surveillance jet, these aircraft 
greatly improve our physical understanding of hurricanes and 
enhance the accuracy of tropical cyclone forecasts. 

To ensure that NOAA’s WP-3Ds can continue to fulfill their 
vital environmental intelligence-gathering missions well into 
the future, NOAA has initiated a comprehensive “nose-to-tail” 
project to upgrade and extend the service life of the two aircraft 
another 15 to 20 years while we work to identify a next-gener-
ation airborne data collection platform.

NOAA’s light aircraft also play a vital role in monitoring 
our environment. The agency’s King Air, Turbo Commander, 
and Twin Otter aircraft support marine mammal population 
studies, shoreline change assessments, oil spill investigations 
and snowpack surveys for spring flood forecasts.

Operated, managed and maintained by a team of highly 
trained NOAA Corps officers and civilians, NOAA aircraft 
operate in some of the world’s most remote and demanding 
environments—over open ocean, mountains, coastal wetlands 
and Arctic pack ice, and in and around hurricanes and other 
severe weather—with an exemplary safety record. There are no 
comparable aircraft in the commercial fleet to support NOAA’s 
atmospheric and hurricane surveillance and research programs.

Recapitalizing the NOAA ship fleet
Seagoing vessels have been, and will continue to be, a primary 

source of observation data, providing measurements of physical 
and biological oceanography and supporting NOAA’s infor-
mation and ecosystem management services. NOAA currently 

operates, manages and maintains a fleet of 16 research and 
survey ships, comprising the largest fleet of federal research 
ships in the country. Ranging from large oceanographic research 
vessels capable of exploring the world’s oceans to smaller ships 
responsible for charting shallow U.S. bays and inlets, the fleet 
supports a wide range of activities, including fisheries research, 
nautical charting, and ocean and climate studies.

Every year, NOAA’s ships conduct more than 100 missions 
for collection of data critical for nautical charts, fishery quotas, 
exploration of America’s 4.3-million-square-mile exclusive 
economic zone, storm surge modeling and weather forecasting. 
NOAA, other U.S. government agencies, communities and 
businesses around the nation rely on this data to keep U.S. 
ports open to maritime commerce, understand changes to the 
planet, monitor the health of fish stocks and plan for severe 
storm events. 

While other federal and academic agencies perform marine 
research and collect at-sea data, NOAA is unique in its roles of 
collecting data that directly feeds products and services vital 
to the economy and health of the nation, as well as researching 
new technology and methodology to improve the reliability and 
accuracy of the products and services. NOAA is unique in the 
capabilities of its fleet and expertise of its maritime workforce 
of NOAA Corps officers and civilian wage mariners trained 
specifically for these missions.

The demand for NOAA’s environmental data continues to 
grow as more people live and work near or on the coasts and 
thus are affected by ocean-driven weather patterns. More than 
1.2 million people move to the coast each year, with 39 percent 
of our nation’s people now residing in coastal communities. In 
2014 alone, $1.75 trillion worth of U.S. goods moved through 
our ports, representing more than 71 percent of U.S. imports 
and exports by weight. 

To meet this demand, the agency will have to continue to 
make significant investments in its observational infrastructure. 
Between 2017 and 2018, eight of NOAA’s ships will exceed their 
design service life and are due to retire by 2028. The loss of these 
eight ships will undermine NOAA’s ability to meet its mission, 
resulting in: 
• the total absence of mapping capabilities on the West 

Coast and in the United States Arctic, specifically in the 
Pacific Ocean, Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean; 

• a 75 percent loss of its hydrographic survey capability on 
the East Coast and in the Caribbean; and

• the inability to conduct fishery and marine mammal 
stock assessments, monument and sanctuary stewardship 
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in the central, southern, and western Pacific, and trawl-
based fish stock assessments in the Gulf of Mexico.
In 2016, NOAA released The NOAA Fleet Plan: Building 

NOAA’s 21st-Century Fleet, which identifies an integrated 
approach consisting of best management practices and long-term 
recapitalization levers to extend and sustain our capabilities. 
This plan includes the critical long-term strategy of designing 
and constructing up to eight new ships specifically designed to 
meet NOAA core capability requirements.

Emerging technologies
OMAO has successfully implemented new technologies on 

NOAA aircraft and ships to maintain efficient operations and 
improve effectiveness, and has sought to use state-of-the-art 
equipment as budgets have allowed. Testing and evaluation 
of applied research program–supplied technology continues.

OMAO is currently evaluating a number of technologies 
that have potential to contribute to more effective and efficient 
observations, including autonomous underwater and surface 
vehicles and unmanned aircraft systems. Emerging technologies 
are expected to enable the agency to make incremental advances 
over its current capabilities, and OMAO believes they will have 
a significant role to play in the future NOAA fleet.

Partnering for success
We continued in 2016 to enhance and expand our partner-

ships, including with the nation’s other uniformed services. 
Among our oldest and most steadfast partners is the U.S. Coast 
Guard. For more than 200 years, our two agencies have worked 
in partnership to promote, conduct and sustain maritime resil-
ience, environmental sustainability and scientific research, from 
the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic. 

We continue to build on our partnership with the Coast 
Guard to leverage our respective capabilities and assets where 
we have common interests, including the servicing of NOAA 
ships at the Coast Guard Yard at Curtis Bay in Maryland and 
the exchange of officers. The NOAA Corps and the Coast Guard 
continue to jointly train newly commissioned NOAA Corps 
officers and Coast Guard officer candidates at the Coast Guard 
Academy in New London, Connecticut.

OMAO has also continued to partner with industry, aca-
demia and other federal agencies. These partnerships have 
promoted cross-training while cultivating new technologies 
and alternative strategies for data collection and observation.

Mission-ready
While today’s challenges differ in many ways from those 

Thomas Jefferson confronted, the foundations of a strong 
defense—a highly trained and adaptable uniformed force, robust 
infrastructure and domain awareness—remain the same. As 
we navigate in this dynamic, 21st-century world, we continue 
to build a NOAA Corps that continually senses change and 
continually adapts. We are also building leaders to meet the 
challenges of the next 100 years. 

NOAA Corps officer Lt. Cmdr. Rebecca Waddington poses with NOAA's 
Beechcraft King Air 350CER emergency response and coast mapping 
aircraft, which was on display at the Experimental Aircraft Association 
AirVenture airshow in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in July 2016.
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RESERVE STRENGTH. RESERVE LIFE.
NEWS FROM THE RESERVE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Department of Europe
24th Annual Partnership Seminar Builds Bonds in Germany
By Lt. Col. Robert P. Chaucierre (Ret.), president, ROA Department of Europe

The 24th Annual Partnership Seminar was 
held in Wiesbaden, Germany. Six distin-
guished speakers spoke to 31 participants 
from the Reserve Officers Association 
(ROA) Department of Europe and the 
Association of Reservists from the 
German Bundeswehr (VdRBw). 

The theme of the Seminar was per-
spectives on the German Federal Defense 
Minister’s “White Paper 2016—Security 
Policy and the Future of the Bundeswehr,” 
which is similar to our U.S. Defense 
Secretary’s Quadrennial Defense Review.

On Day 1, Oberstleutnant Dr. Hans-
Jürgen Schraut, vice president of interna-
tional relations for the VdRBw, welcomed 
everyone. I followed with remarks and 
introduced Jeffrey Stone, deputy manager 
of the Lucius D. Clay Kaserne (formerly 
U.S. Wiesbaden Army Airfield), who 
discussed the area’s culture and history.

On Day 2, Dr. Hilmar Linnenkamp, 
international security advisor to the 
research division of the German Institute 
for International and Security Affairs, 
gave a presentation on Germany’s inter-
nal challenges, e.g., demography, arma-
ment, international partners, available 
resources and the role of its military. 
Next, Matthias Wachter, head of the 
security and raw materials department 
at the Federation of German Industries, 
briefed us on current and future security 
challenges for German industry. The 
final speaker of the day, Dr. Sigurd Rink, 
Protestant bishop for pastoral care in the 
Bundeswehr, discussed the Protestant 
perspectives on German foreign and 
security policy.

On Day 3, Col. Terry Anderson, 
senior defense official at the U.S. Embassy 
in Berlin, briefed us on the U.S. perspec-
tive and influence on the U.S.-German 
partnership. Lastly, Brigadegeneral Jobst 
Schönfeld, deputy commanding general 
of the Bundeswehr Territorial Missions 
Command, gave a synopsis of the future 
challenges for the German reserve forces.

All the presenters were outstanding, 
and OTL Dr. Schraut awarded each pre-
senter with a memento and a bottle of 
local wine. He then awarded Col. Steve 
Cochrane the VdRBw’s gold medal 
lapel pin for founding and the annual 
development of our ROA-VdRBw part-
nership seminar program. Cochrane 
leaves a renowned legacy with the ROA 
Department of Europe; on Oct. 30, Col. 
Mark Griffith (Ret.) assumed director-
ship of the program.

One of the takeaways was learning 
that upon any mobilization, each German 
reservist is given the choice to deploy or 
not, regardless if the mission is for overseas 
combat service support, relief aid within 
Europe or emergency operations in the 
homeland. What a contrast to the com-
mitments our Reserve Components make! 
However, it is important to understand 
reservists in Germany are not compen-
sated in the same way as U.S. Reservists.

In 2017, Norwich University in 
Northfield, Vermont, will host the sem-
inar. This will be the first time the event 
is held in the United States. Norwich 
University is recognized as the birth-
place of the Reserve Officers’ Training 
Corps. Norwich University also has a 
few German soldiers currently attend-
ing classes. Dates and agenda will be 
published in the forthcoming months. 

Attendees of the 24th Annual Partnership Seminar in Wiesbaden, Germany, gather for a group photo. 
The seminar is attended by members of the Reserve Officers Association (ROA) Department of Europe 
and the Association of Reservists from the German Bundeswehr (VdRBw).
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Department of Texas
Past Department of Texas President Dr. Marco Montoya Passes Away

Dr. Marco Montoya, a past Department 
of Texas president, died Nov. 18 following 
a battle with cancer. He was 72. Montoya, 
who was a former Army infantry non-
commissioned offi  cer, retired as a captain 
from the U.S. Public Health Service. 

Montoya devoted many years to ROA 
and ran the Department of Texas ROTC 
program. He also held leadership positions 
in Chapter 5 (Austin) and national offices. 

Montoya dedicated his life to public 
health, welfare and education, as well as 
being a political activist for a variety of 
public policy issues. His education—a 
Ph.D. in socio-demography, a master’s in 
statistics and a master’s in public health—
was put to good use in helping to shape 
public policy, primarily in public health. 
He also was a distinguished graduate of 
the U.S. Naval War College.

He conducted research on the 
effect of pesticides, worked in civil 
aff airs as an offi  cer in the U.S. Army, 
worked in the USPHS in science 
administration and worked with the 
Pan-American Union of Armed Forces 
Reserve, the U.S. House Appropriations 
Committee, the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board, and numerous 
other local boards and committees. 

Department of Texas

ROA Says Farewell to Lt. Col. Duane “Duke” Richards  

Lt. Col. Duane James Richards, USAR 
(Ret.), of Fayetteville, Georgia, died 
on Dec. 27, 2016. Richards proudly 
served his country for 40 years, retir-
ing from the U.S. Army Reserve.  
His lifelong infl uence as an admired 
comrade and leader in the Reserve 
Officers Association of the United 
States culminated in his service as 
Chairman, Department National 
Council Members. 

ROA Chaplain Sherman Reed offi  ci-
ated, and ROA President Col. James R. 
Sweeney II, USMC (Ret.), attended his 
funeral on Dec. 30. 

In a letter to the Richards family, 
Sweeney and ROA Executive Director 
Jeff rey Phillips wrote: 

“ ‘Duke,’ as we called him in respect-
ful aff ection and admiration, was more 
than ‘twice the citizen’: He served his 
country in uniform, served his family 

in fi delity and selfl ess love, served his 
community as a gentleman and good 
neighbor, and served his Reserve 
Offi  cers Association of the United States 
as a dedicated and productive leader.” 

“Colonel Richards was a man of 
action and heart to accompany that 
action. He cared for ROA at every level 
of its existence, for the individual mem-
ber, the state departments and chapters, 
and the effectiveness of ROA at the 
national level in the Capitol region; he 
believed in our founding purpose with 
the heart of a lion and the spirit of a 
patriot.” 

“Duke Richards will be sadly missed 
by us all. While we will have to look 
hard to fi nd his equal, we will not have 
to look hard to fi nd his infl uence, for 
it is now wed with the infl uence of our 
founders and will endure for the good 
of America.”  

ROA Says Farewell to Lt. Col. Duane “Duke” Richards  

Lt. Col. Duke Richards gives “the bottom line,” 
as he was fond of saying, to fellow leaders at 
ROA’s 2016 national convention. 
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Department of the Golden West
Capt. David M. Epstein, USN (Ret.), Receives ROA Lifetime Achievement Award
Department of the Golden West

Department of Kentucky
Chapter Newsletter Editor Honored

Chapter and department newsletters 
and websites are the lifeblood of ROA’s 
communication eff orts. Numerous edi-
tors and webmasters work many hours 
to keep their members informed about 
the latest ROA news and events. Th is is 
selfl ess work performed by volunteers.

T h e  ROA  C o m mu n i c a t i o n s 
Committee annually recognizes those 
who fulfi ll the standards cited in the ROA 
Publications Guidelines, penned by our 
own Lt. Cdmr. Art Curtis, USCGR (Ret). 

Th e Sword and Screen Award rec-
ognizes webmasters; for exceptional 
websites, the Brigadier General David 
Sarnoff  Award may also be presented. For 
newsletters, ROA recognizes the editors 
of the departments and chapters, all of 
whom provide our association a great ser-
vice, with the Sword and Pen Award. Th e 
Benjamin Franklin Award is presented to 
those whose newsletters meet additional 
criteria for journalistic excellence. 

One such multiple awardee was 
Col. Cliff ord B. Burnstein, USA (Ret). 

Cliff is the editor of 
the Brigadier General 
Elmus S. Ussery (168) 
Chapter newslet ter 
i n t he Depa r t ment 
of Kentucky. 

Cliff was unable to 
attend ROA’s national 
convention in Reno 
to personally receive 
his recognition. Th at’s 
where the saga began. 
Tracey Ware, senior 
member service associ-
ate at ROA headquarters 
in Washington, D.C., 
declined to depart the 
offi  ce for leave until she 
printed and posted the 
recognition for one of 
our very special communicators—the 
glue of our information network. 

We thank Cliff for his longtime 
support and Tracey for her vigilance. 
Without both of them, along with all the 

ROA editors, webmasters and staff , ROA’s 
eff orts and accomplishments would be 
lost like the noise of the proverbial tree 
falling in the forest. 

Department of Kentucky

Chief Warrant Offi cer 5 Robert B. (Gunner) Landgraf, USMC (Ret.), vice 
president, naval services, of the Santa Clara County, California, Unifi ed 
Chapter 63 of the Department of the Golden West, presents the ROA 
Lifetime Achievement Award to Capt. David. M. Epstein, USN (Ret.), for 
his “dedication to the ROA National Security Mission since 1980.” Epstein 
has served at the ROA chapter, department, national and international 
levels. Landgraf presented the award at the Sept. 15, 2016, Military 
Offi cers Association of America Silicon Valley Chapter luncheon program 
in Santa Clara.
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Col. Cliff Burnstein, USA (Ret.), displays his dual recognition, ROA’s 
Sword and Screen Award and the prestigious Ben Franklin Award.
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 like asking hard questions. Easy questions tend to reinforce 
existing opinions as we pop off  with the canned answers we keep 
stored in our minds. Hard questions, on the other hand, prompt 
thought and consideration. 

Developing clear thinking is hard work, but it is essential. 
Clear thinking is the foundation of clear communication. 
You can infl uence people to reshape their beliefs and shift  
their positions when you respond to hard questions with 
considered and clear answers. It is from that vantage I 
approach this column, and I start with challenging you to 
ponder the following:

All uniformed services have been operating in a fi scally 
constrained environment for several years. Th is persistently 
underresourced condition has had both tangible and intangible 
eff ects. However, for the most part, the mission has continued 
to be accomplished because those who serve in uniform have 
hearts tattooed with “Failure Is Not an Option.” 

Th at attitude is essential to tactical and operational success; 
however, that same attitude is problematic from a policy and 
strategic vantage. If we do not consider failure as a possible out-
come, then we are inferring that the current resourcing levels 
are adequate on a permanent basis. 

I would argue that we are on a trajectory with a negative 
slope, and if nothing changes, we will eventually reach a point 
where our uniformed services are simply incapable of accom-
plishing their mission. Equipment will not function properly, 
weapons will fail, readiness will tank, retention will crash. 

So that prompts a question for you to think about: Within 
your service, specifi cally within the Reserve Components, where 
can we expect to fi rst see mission failure? Th is is obviously a hard 
question to answer, as it involves some amount of prophecy, and 
the ROA crystal ball is in the repair shop. But, when it comes 
to thinking, hard is good—and conducting a “premortem” like 
this requires hard thought. 

A powerful thought exercise
Consider that a failure has occurred in your service. Pick 

what you think would be the most likely near-future failure, 
given the current situation. It is a front-page failure, and nobody 
can deny it is anything but a failure. Now place yourself in the 
role of investigator. As you develop a list of the possible root 
causes, you will gain insight that will inform your conversations 
on behalf of your service.

Many of you will immediately reach for hardware failures—
and that is a fair and honest starting point. Our gear is undeni-
ably showing the wear expected from an unrelenting 15 years 
of high operational tempo. Th e useful life of most DoD gear 
is being expended well in advance of the government’s ability 
to replace it. What does that potential near-future failure look 
like in your specifi c service and component? Ship availability? 
Aircraft  ready-for-training rates? Downtime for maintenance 
or parts? Spend some time thinking about it, and remember, 
you are trying to fi gure out the cause of the next probable, or 
possible, failure.

Consider the potential for policy failures and the resulting 
implications. Th e past decade or so has yielded no shortage 
of controversial policy shift s, and new ones are always being 
developed. Remember to consider these through your leader-
ship lens, not your emotional lens. We are trying to identify 
potential sources of failure, not sources of disagreement. Simply 
opposing a policy decision does not identify it as a signifi cant 
source of risk. 

Th ere are plenty of personnel policies to consider as you 
mull this point: maternity/paternity leave, transgender, 
dwell-deployment ratios, physical readiness standards, tattoos, 
end-strength levels, sexual assault—the list could go on for a 
long time. Look forward in time at the potential implications, 
not simply through the lens of judgment based on your own 
experiences and perspectives.

NAVAL SERVICES SECTION
BY CAPT. BRETT KORADE, DIRECTOR, NAVAL SERVICES SECTION

CONSIDERING FAILURE
A lasting defense of the Constitution requires 
asking—and answering—hard questions 
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Strategy is always a fun aspect to consider during this type of 
exercise. But its value within the context of what we are trying 
to achieve is limited. Remember that the point of this exercise 
is to sharpen our thinking, which will allow us to have more 
influential discussions, thereby challenging people to reshape 
their beliefs and shift their positions. 

Uncovering strategic weaknesses
The problem with arguing about strategy is that its very 

nature is amorphous. The unknowns and highly volatile variables 
are so numerous that you could mount a defensible argument 
for or against almost any current strategy position. While these 
kinds of conversations are fun, they do not lend themselves to the 
clear messages and sharp arguments that help people clarify their 
thinking. There is simply not enough objectivity, predictability 
or evidence available to be considered.

The objective of this mental wrestling match is to reveal 
strategic weaknesses in our current situation. The process may 
offer new insight, or it may present a new perspective on a famil-
iar topic. It may also simply underscore your current beliefs. 
Regardless of the outcome, your ability to lead on the issue at 
hand will be strengthened. 

Some might argue that I am advocating for manipulation. 
They would claim that this exercise is nothing more than a way 
to fabricate unfounded hypothetical arguments to win others 
over to my side of an argument—presumably to obtain some 

benefit for those I represent or myself. I want to be clear on this 
point: Manipulation is absolutely a possible application for the 
above exercise, but that is not the whole story.

This premortem thought exercise is a tool. Like any other tool, 
it can be used for good or evil. Consider that weapons have no 
inherent value; it is the heart behind the hands that defines the 
value. Toxic fluids laden with heavy metals can kill children or 
save them from cancer. 

Could this exercise be used for manipulation? Absolutely, 
if that is the desire of the heart that wields the mind. It can 
also be used for tremendous benefit as we support and defend 
the Constitution.

I want to remind you that military service comes with an 
oath. You may have signed a piece of paper that had a service 
end date on it, but the promise you made had nothing to do with 
that paper. You swore to defend our Constitution, and that oath 
is not contingent on the clothing you wear, the organization with 
which you associate or the source of your paycheck. 

You did not swear to defend the geographic boundaries of 
the United States; you committed to defend the Constitution 
from all enemies, foreign and domestic. The Constitution is 
more than a document; it is the very idea that is America. An 
idea cannot be defended simply by wielding weapons or fists. 
The one and only way you can ultimately defend an idea—the 
only way you can defend what America is at her core—is with 
convincing expressions of that idea. And that requires clear 
thinking, resulting in considered answers to hard questions. 
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brothers, offering them commissions as lieutenant colonels 
(O-5s) in the Medical Reserve Corps. 

Recruitment into the Medical Reserve Corps went so well 
that it was soon expanded to include nurses and ambulance 
drivers. The ranks of the MRC had reached 160,000 by the 
time the United States entered World War I in 1917. From this 
modest beginning has come today’s U.S. Army Reserve, a force 
of about 450,000, including 4,000 Individual Mobilization 
Augmentees (IMAs).

A workable model
It is this last category of Reservists—IMAs—that I believe 

offers the best model for a USPHS Reserve. IMA soldiers are 
assigned to a particular Army unit or organization and perform 
12 days of active duty a year. If they fall into the category of 
drilling IMA, they also perform two days of duty a month at 
their assigned station. 

There are both commissioned officer and enlisted soldier 
IMAs in the Army, but for now, I will focus only on the officer 
side. Many of these IMAs previously served on active duty and 
then embarked on civilian careers that develop skills needed 
by the Army but for which enough active duty positions have 
not been provided. 

For example, I was a drilling IMA for five years with the 
Army’s Office of the Chief Legislative Liaison (OCLL) in the 
Pentagon. This is the office that represents the Army to Capitol 
Hill; as a former Hill staffer, I was a logical fit to augment the 
active duty soldiers and civilians who worked there. As a Reserve 
colonel, I performed active duty each year when an active duty 
colonel in the office took vacation. I was as knowledgeable about 
Congress as the officers who served regularly in OCLL, thus the 
office did not lose capacity because a Reserve officer had taken 
a position there.

This could be the model for the Commissioned Corps of 
the USPHS. The idea would be to contact civilians who have 

here has been considerable discussion about the need 
to create a true Reserve corps for the U.S. Public Health Service 
(USPHS). The current USPHS Reserve does not provide the 
augmentation to active duty forces afforded to the federal 
military services by their Reserve Components. This article 
represents an attempt by someone who is familiar with military 
Reserve forces, especially those of the U.S. Army, to suggest a 
workable structure for a true USPHS Reserve Corps.

I spent most of my 30 years of Army service as a member  
of the U.S. Army Reserve, including the Selected Reserve 
(troop program units and the Individual Mobilization 
Augmentee program) and the Individual Ready Reserve. I 
am also co-author of the official history of the U.S. Army 
Reserve, Twice the Citizen: A History of the United States Army 
Reserve, 1908–1995. 

Researching and writing this book afforded me a unique 
perspective from which to understand the rationale behind 
the creation of the Medical Reserve Corps (MRC). It also gives 
historical lessons as to how a Reserve Component for the USPHS 
might be structured.

The U.S. Army Medical Reserve Corps, predecessor to today’s 
Army Reserve, was created in 1908 as a result of lessons learned 
from the Spanish-American War. In 1898, the Army had a com-
plement of physicians that was sufficient to take care of its needs 
in peacetime. When war with Spain occurred, however, the 
Army grew, injuries from combat and disease suddenly became 
an issue, and the Army recognized that it did not have enough 
physicians on its rolls. 

Contract surgeons augmented those in the Army ranks, but 
they could not necessarily be sent where they were most needed, 
as could doctors in uniform.

Army leadership decided that the answer to its physician 
shortage was to reach into the civilian community and offer 
Reserve commissions to physicians who would agree to come 
onto active duty in time of war. To attract civilian doctors, the 
Army contacted the most prominent among them: the Mayo 

COMMISSIONED CORPS SECTION
BY COL. JAMES T. CURRIE, USA (RET.), PH.D.

A PROPOSED MODEL FOR A PUBLIC HEALTH  
SERVICE OFFICER RESERVE
Army Reserve IMA structure would adapt well  
to the needs of the Commissioned Corps

http://www.roa.org/blogpost/1434064/262806/A-Proposed-Model-for-a-Public-Health-Service-Officer-Reserve
http://www.roa.org/blogpost/1434064/262806/A-Proposed-Model-for-a-Public-Health-Service-Officer-Reserve
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the skills required to be an officer in the Commissioned Corps 
of the USPHS and offer them Reserve commissions, the rank 
to be determined in the same manner as active duty PHS 
accessions. These officers would go through the Officer Basic 
Course with active duty PHS officers and would be assigned to 
fill a billet that would correspond with one held by an active 
duty PHS officer.

A wide-ranging host of benefits
The benefits would be immediate. Using the Indian Health 

Service (IHS) as an example, a Reserve physician, dentist, nurse 
or pharmacist would be called to active duty whenever a clinician 
at an IHS facility wanted to take two weeks of vacation time or 
depart their job at the IHS to go on a deployment. As the system 
works now, officers assigned to the IHS are frequently denied the 
opportunity to deploy because the leadership of the IHS feels 
that they cannot do without the officer’s skills. 

Having a Reservist available to fill the billet would allow the 
active duty officer to deploy or take vacation without degrading 
the quality of care provided at the facility. This would be par-
ticularly effective if the PHS Reserve IMA regularly completed 
12-day tours at the facility.

Exact costs of implementing a USPHS Reserve IMA program 
are hard to estimate, as there are many variables. The cost of the 
program likely would fall largely onto the agency or department 
to which the Reserve USPHS augmentee was assigned, as that is 
where most of the benefits would accrue. Even if Reserve USPHS 

officers were afforded the same benefits as federal military IMA 
officers, the costs would not be great.

The benefit to the employing agency is that it would have the 
services of a qualified clinician who could augment the full-time 
staff, filling in when an active duty USPHS officer was absent. 
The benefit for the Commissioned Corps officers would be pal-
pable. Agencies would not be reluctant to release an officer for 
deployment if they knew that a qualified replacement would be 
immediately available. 

The benefit to the augmentee would be the privilege of serv-
ing in uniform, qualifying for some no-cost benefits such as 
exchange and commissary, and perhaps ultimately qualifying 
for a modest retirement. The benefit for the USPHS itself would 
be enormous. It would instantly create a corps of prominent 
civilian supporters in every state, thus increasing understanding 
of the Commissioned Corps and its mission at the local level 
and greatly increasing the corps’ recognition and acceptance 
in the Congress.

There has been some discussion of using the Coast Guard 
Reserve as a model for the USPHS. We think that the Army IMA 
model might be a better fit for the Commissioned Corps, and 
we urge the Office of the Surgeon General to explore this as an 
alternative to a Coast Guard model. 

Col. James T. Currie, USA (Ret.), Ph.D., is executive director 
of the Commissioned Officers Association of the U.S. Public 
Health Service and its affiliate, the PHS Commissioned Officers 
Foundation for the Advancement of Public Health.

U.S. Public Health Service Lt. Cmdr. 
Jamal Gwathney, a family medicine 
physician attached to Military Sealift 
Command hospital ship USNS 
Comfort (T-AH 20), speaks with 
a 3-year-old girl and her mother 
in Guyana. 
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BOOK REVIEW
Selling War: A Critical Look at the Military’s PR Machine
By Steven J. Alvarez (March 1, 2016, Potomac Books)

SELLING THE IRAQ WAR
A conversation between 
two public affairs veterans 
of Operation Iraqi Freedom
BY JEFF PHILLIPS

OA’s Jeff  Phillips spoke recently with retired U.S. Army 
Reserve Maj. Steven J. Alvarez about his 2016 book, Selling War: 
A Critical Look at the Military’s PR Machine. Alvarez served 
during Operation Iraqi Freedom as the public aff airs offi  cer 
(PAO) of the Multi-National Security Transition Command – 
Iraq; he reported to its commander, Lt. Gen. David Petraeus. 
At virtually the same time, Phillips served as PAO for Multi-
National Force – Iraq’s commander, Gen. George Casey.

JEFF: I was very interested to read your book, and I know you 
said writing it was something of a catharsis. What kind of 
response have you gotten to it? 
STEVE: Most of the PAOs I’ve heard from who worked down-
range have praised the book. Th e book has also gotten solid 
reviews from foreign policy think tanks, and the Defense 
Information School invited me to speak. 

J: Since the publication of the book, have you had any cause 
to rethink it?
S: I don’t think I would really change anything. I think the anal-
yses of how we handled communications were pretty spot-on. I 
put ideas on paper that were shared by a lot of people in Iraq and 
a lot of the frustration that PAOs shared downrange.

J: What did you enjoy about being a PAO? 
S: Th ere is no better story to tell than the story of the U.S. sol-
dier. I prefer to tell the stories of those folks that keep the force 
moving, so I love to tell stories about cooks and mechanics and 
fuelers and folks that are in the support element, because they 
don’t get the glory a lot of times. Obviously, combat arms are the 
crux of any operation, but I felt really honored to get to tell the 
stories of the advisors we had out there, and they’re just doing 

this incredibly heavy lift ing, this insane mission. I couldn’t have 
been picked for a better mission than to be the PAO for the 
advisor mission in Iraq.

J: In the book, you said you had a plan to saturate the media 
and make Gen. Petraeus the next Schwarzkopf. 
S: Yes. Th e one thing I can remember during the Gulf War was 
that Stormin’ Norman and Colin Powell were the only two voices 
that were very loud and clear, and they had complete command 
of the American press corps. Th ey were very confi dent, and 
they briefed the American public very frequently. I think that 
needed to be done in Iraq as well. As much as the public aff airs 
community tried to control and unify the message, we weren’t 
really successful at it. Several diff erent people were speaking 
for the mission, and that oft en caused a lot of noise or static. 

J: Your innovation was to augment the standing procedure, 
which was to feature U.S. forces, by putting the Arab face for-
ward. . . . General Casey was essentially told, “It’s going to be 
an Arab face, we don’t want American faces in the media.” As 
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a result, as his personal public affairs officer, I was struggling 
to get our voice out. What was your experience at the time? 
S: Pretty much the same thing. I went down to Fallujah, and the 
press was quite eager to report what we were doing down there. 
We were putting out to the media that the Iraqi military was 
carrying the load of this mission. And that wasn’t necessarily 
true. They were helping, and naturally they were brand-new 
forces. . . . But it was a very challenging and difficult period 
because just a couple months before, 49 Iraqi soldiers had been 
executed on the side of a road, and there was just nothing coming 
out of the [Iraqi] ministry of the defense. . . . We waited for the 
Iraqis to speak, and then the Iraqis said, ‘We want no piece in 
this.’ . . . Nobody was speaking; that gave the podium to the bad 
guys and caused a lot of chaos. There was a lot of radio silence 
that I think cost a lot of lives and essentially accelerated the 
insurgency in Iraq. 

J: Tell me about working with the Iraqi media.
S: I think that the Iraqi press and the Arab press were highly 
critical, and they should be. That’s the role of the press, and 
as PAOs, we have to understand that. They aren’t attacking us 
personally, they are attacking the policy, and that’s their job, 
to find holes in those policies and make sure we are doing it 
right. I think if the Iraqi media had been given the right access, 
information and the right opportunities, [the war] would have 
gone much differently. 

J: You said in the book that the U.S. military has to get out of 
the “sneaky habit of staying quiet when it does something 
wrong.” Is that a cultural aspect that you think we will ever be 
free of? Or is it something we should be doing? 
S: Since the beginning of warfare, there has been collateral 
damage, which is civilians dying, but now we can instantly 
share that tragedy—and U.S. forces can’t ignore that. We have 
to acknowledge those mistakes beyond stating condolences and 
regrets and all that stuff we are taught at [Defense Information 
School]. I’m talking sincere movements to try to make it right. As 
long as we continue to dismiss it and address it from a podium 
at the Pentagon a million miles away from the battlefield, we 
will continue to make enemies. 

If you drop a bomb on a wedding party and it kills 35 people, 
and just one of those people survives, and you haven’t addressed 
that properly, you have made an enemy. It’s just that simple. 
That person is being told by external forces and parties that the 
U.S. attacked them, and the story is twisted and shaped into 
something to use against the United States and its coalition 
partners, so it absolutely has to change. 

J: Two final questions: First, what guidance would you give 
young public affairs officers?
S: If you’re willing to become public affairs officers, you need 
to be out in the force. That means you don’t just sit around and 
wait to be told what to do. You need to have a plan, you need to 
be proactive, and you need to be out with your forces. So if your 
forces are airborne, guess what you’re doing. If your forces have 
ships, well, guess what you’re doing.

But PAOs also have to fight for their personnel and protect 
them from silly duties like promotion pictures and cake cuttings. 
Everyone has a camera these days and can take their own photos. 
PAOs have to give a clear understanding to commanders about 
what public affairs personnel do and what relevance they can 
offer a mission, and I don’t think that was done for a lot of years. 

J: If you could change the way we communicate about the 
Army, what would you do? 
S: I have never understood why we take noncommunicators and 
put them into a communications role; we push people through 
a course of several weeks and expect them to understand the 
dynamics of communicating in a global information environ-
ment. I think you have to have a background in something 
related to the field to be successful as a public affairs officer. 
I would make public affairs a community, instead of what it 
is considered now, a functional area. I would make it its own 
career field with its own career track. The other branches of 
service have that. 

I have known young officers who studied mass communica-
tion, and they were keenly aware of the dynamics of the global 
information environment and how to communicate across cul-
tural lines. Most are immensely bright, and they bring a diverse 
mindset to a very stagnant pool of ideas. 

These young people know the value of transparency, of 
lightning-quick communication and skill in influencing others. 
We need more of that in the ranks. We have some seriously 
talented communicators in the military, but often their voices 
are not being heard, and they leave the uniform in pursuit of 
opportunities where they are valued. That is the biggest thing I 
would change when it comes to the Army.  

The Officer reviews books addressing Reserve 
Component topics or areas of interest to members of the 
Reserve Officers Association. We welcome suggestions 
of titles and offers to review books; please contact ROA 
Executive Director Jeff Phillips at jphillips@roa.org.
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aunching the STARs Foundation fundraising campaign, 
sponsors, prospective sponsors, members of Congress and their 
staff, military leaders and defense community leaders enjoyed a 
reception and recognition ceremony November 16 in the ROA 
Minuteman Memorial Building and learned from ROA and 
STARs leaders more about the association’s path into its next 
century of service.  

ROA President Jim Sweeney, a retired USMC colonel, wel-
comed guests. I provided an overview of the association’s revi-
talization and renewed focus on Reserve issues and its strategy 
to propel ROA beyond its 100th anniversary of service to the 
nation in 2022.

STARs Foundation Chair Col. Margaret Cope, USAF (Ret.), 
spoke to guests about the importance of the foundation’s role in 
resourcing key ROA programs, such as family support, schol-
arships and professional education.

“The STARs Foundation is an essential part of ROA’s ability 
to support Reservists and their families,” Cope told guests. “We 
deeply appreciate our sponsors, who make this support possible, 
and our members of the Reserve and Guard and their families, 
who with such bravery and dedication serve our country.”

ROA’s STARs Foundation takes its name from the phrase, 
Standing Together for America’s Reservists. STARs is a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit entity founded to receive donations for 

BY JEFFREY PHILLIPS

STARs FOUNDATION LAUNCHES FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN 
Reception at ROA headquarters stresses importance of supporting  
Reservists and their families 

Sgt. Maj. Dewayne Blackmon receives ROA’s recognition for distinguished service as a Defense Fellow. Shown here, from left, are his wife,  
Heather Blackmon, Sgt. Maj. Blackmon, ROA Director of Legislative and Military Policy Lt. Col. Susan Lukas, USAFR (Ret.), and Army Reserve  
Director of Government Affairs Brig. Gen. William Way. 
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use in programs that help support Reservists and their fami-
lies; one example is the foundation’s Reserve School Kit. The 
children of Reservists attend civilian schools; often school 
staff are unaware of the mobilization of a student’s parent. 
The school kit, now in its initial distribution, is a notification 
and resource tool that ensures understanding; it helps parents 
and educators work together to keep the education process on 
track during—or following—a deployment.

ROA and STARs have received sponsorships from 
Comcast NBCUniversal, United Concordia, USAA, Calamos 
Investments, Delta Dental, Oshkosh Defense, WPS Health 
Solutions, Oxford Harriman & Co., SmithBucklin and Corro 
Nobil Associates. Donations also have been made by former 
ROA Presidents Capt. Michael E. Nolan, USNR (Ret.); Rear 
Adm. and Mrs. Robert Merrilees, USCGR (Ret.); Maj. Gen. 
Robert Nester, USAFR (Ret.); ROA President Col. James 
Sweeney, USMC (Ret.); Lt. Col. Duane Richards, USAR (Ret.); 
and the ROA staff. 

We also recognized Prudential Financial Inc., which gener-
ously funded ROA’s “Operation Red Cap” grassroots activism 
campaign, teaching ROA members nationwide how to effectively 
engage elected leaders on issues of importance to Reservists.

A highlight of the reception was the recognition of two sol-
diers for their service on Capitol Hill as Department of Defense 
Fellows, working as congressional staff during the 114th session 
of Congress. The Defense Fellows Program promotes an under-
standing of the dimensions and complexities of Congress and 
the relationship to the total process of government. 

U.S. Army Reserve Maj. Valerie Gandy served in Texas Rep. 
Marc Veasey’s office and was accompanied to the reception by 
her husband, Raphael, and two children, Alex and Blayze. Army 
Sgt. Maj. Dewayne Blackmon served with Minnesota Rep. Tim 
Walz (himself a retired National Guard sergeant major) and was 
accompanied by his wife, Heather. Each soldier was presented 
an inscribed Minuteman statue and the ROA grassroots activist 
Red Cap.

Offering the evening a naval flair, former Chief of Navy 
Reserve Vice Adm. Dirk Debbink, a STARs supporter, signed 
copies of the Navy Reserve centennial history, Ready Then. Ready 
Now. Ready Always, by retired USNR Cmdr. David Winkler.

The foundation’s campaign will build toward the season’s gala 
event, March 14, which will be held in the ballroom of ROA’s 
Washington headquarters.  

STARs Foundation Chair Col. Margaret Cope, USAF (Ret.), addresses 
reception guests, emphasizing the importance of sponsorships to STARs’ 
role in supporting America’s Reservists and their families. 

Blayze Gandy shows off the “Operation Red Cap” hat presented to her 
mother, Defense Fellow and Army Reserve Maj. Valerie Gandy (wearing 
scarf). STARs Chair Margaret Cope and U.S. Rep. Marc Veasey, D-Texas, 
look on from her right. Her father Raphael is behind mother and her brother, 
Alex, and ROA President Col. James Sweeney is on her left. 
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SALVO (N.)
A simultaneous discharge of two or more guns in military action or as a salute

illions of people have seen a photo of 2nd Lt. Alix 
Schoelcher Idrache standing at attention at his West Point 
graduation, tears streaming down his face. Equally powerful is 
this image of Idrache and two of his classmates, which shows 
so dramatically the diversity and camaraderie of the United 
States military.

What many people don’t know is Idrache’s journey from 
growing up in Haiti to graduating from the Army’s prestigious 
military academy. 

Inspired as a child by the American military’s humanitar-
ian efforts in his country, he immigrated to the United States 
in 2009, earned his citizenship and served for two years as 
an enlisted soldier in the 231st Chemical Company of the 
Maryland Army National Guard. He is the first member of 
the Maryland National Guard to graduate from West Point, 
as the top graduate in physics, no less. He has since gone on 
to pilot training.

Idrache credits his father, Dieujuste, for his drive for 
academic success. 

“My dad always said, ‘Education is the only gift I can always give 
you, because I don’t have anything material to give,’ ” Idrache said.

Idrache’s National Guard platoon leader, then–2nd Lt. Larry 
Halvorson, and the unit’s full-time administrator, Sgt. 1st Class 
Christi McKinney, helped him through the extensive West Point 
application process. McKinney and her mother made visits to 
West Point from the day Idrache became a plebe to graduation. 
And it was McKinney, with her mother in tears nearby, who 
presented Idrache his first salute.

Idrache wrote on his Facebook page about how extraordi-
narily emotional graduation day was for him.

“Never did I imagine that such honor would be one day 
bestowed on me. . . . Thank you for giving me a shot at the 
American dream, and may God bless America, the greatest 
country on earth.” — P.C. 

FROM PORT-AU-PRINCE TO WEST POINT
NATIONAL GUARD MEMBER SHARES THE EMOTION OF GRADUATION DAY



As you dedicate yourself to both 
your military and civilian lives, you 
also assume the everyday risks of 
both those lives.  
 
It always feels like bad things happen to someone else, but 
what if it’s your turn to be that someone else? You could be 
on weekend maneuvers or simply driving home from work 
and in a split second become one of the over 136,000 deaths 
that occur due to accidents every year in the United States.* 
And your passing could bring financial hardships to your loved 

ones left behind. Life insurance will help, but will it provide 
enough for something that happens so unexpectedly?

Thanks to ROA’s Enhanced Group Accidental Death & 
Dismemberment (AD&D) Insurance Plan, you have the 
opportunity to secure up to $500,000 in AD&D benefits, 
guaranteed acceptance, to help secure your family’s future. 
And that $500,000 lump sum benefit paid to your loved ones 
could make the difference for being able to keep their home, 
send the kids to college or maintain their current standard of 
living. No medical exam. No health questions!

This is a summary of benefits only.  A complete description of benefits, limitations, exclusions and termination of coverage will be provided in the certificate of coverage.  All coverage is subject to the 
terms of the group policy.  If there is any discrepancy between this document and the group policy documents, the policy documents will govern. Insurance is provided by ReliaStar Life Insurance Company.  
Home Office: Minneapolis, MN.  The group policy is sitused in North Dakota and is governed by its laws. Policy Form HP010GP.  Product provisions and availability may vary by state.
This is a paid endorsement. ROA receives a fee from the insurance broker and/or the insurer for its endorsement of this plan.

Program Administered by Mercer Health & Benefits Administration LLC

AR Insurance License #100102691, CA Insurance License #0G39709  •  In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Benefits Insurance Services LLC  
76933 (11/16)  Copyright 2016 Mercer LLC.  All rights reserved.

Coverage for you and your family only takes a moment!  
Call today! 1-800-247-7988 or visit www.roainsure.com  
Request #076933-1-1-1   
Hearing-impaired or voice-impaired members may call the relay line at 1-800-855-2881.

country, community, family.
To provide security for ...

*National Safety Council Injury Facts, 2016 Edition.

76933



1Availability of renters insurance to residents of another country is limited to qualified members. USAA means United Services Automobile Association 
and its affiliates. Use of the term “member” or “membership” does not convey any eligibility rights for auto and property insurance products, or legal or 
ownership rights in USAA. Membership eligibility and product restrictions apply and are subject to change. Purchase of a product other than USAA auto 
or property insurance, or purchase of an insurance policy offered through the USAA Insurance Agency, does not establish eligibility for, or membership in, 
USAA property and casualty insurance companies. Property and casualty insurance provided by United Services Automobile Association, USAA Casualty 
Insurance Company, USAA General Indemnity Company, Garrison Property and Casualty Insurance Company, and USAA, Ltd. (Europe), San Antonio, TX, 
and is available only to persons eligible for P&C group membership. Each company has sole financial responsibility for its own products. No official U.S. 
Army endorsement is implied. Sponsorship does not imply endorsement by the Department of Defense. © 2016 USAA. 235748-1016-A

VISIT USAA.COM/SERVING FOR A FULL LIST OF THE BENEFITS. 

USAA provides more benefits to 
military members than any other 
major financial services provider.

HOME OR ABROAD,  
OUR EXCLUSIVE  
MILITARY MEMBER  
BENEFITS CAN  
HELP YOU.

TRAVEL BENEFIT

We provide travel insurance trip cancellation  
in the event of deployment.

AUTO BENEFIT

Insure your car at home or when driving  
abroad when you PCS overseas.

PROPERTY BENEFIT

Enjoy worldwide property coverage when  
traveling or stationed overseas.¹

T:9.75”


